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ABSTRACT 

The results from a high statistics study of Kir elastic scattering 

in the reaction K~p->K~ir*n are presented. The data for this analysis is 

taken from an 11 GeV/c K*p experiment performed on the Large Aperture 

Sotenoidal Spectrometer (LASS) facility at the Stanford Linear Accelera

tor Center (SLAC). By selecting the very forward produced K"ir* events, 

a sample consisting of data for the Kn-*Ku elastic scattering reaction 

uas extracted. The angular distribution for this meson-meson scattering 

is studied by using both a spherical harmonic moments analysis and a 

partial wave analysis (PWA). The previously established leading natural 

spin-parity strange meson resonances (the J p=1" K*1895), the 2* 

K*C143o), and the 3* K*(17S0)) are observed in the results from both the 

moments analysis and the PUA. In addition, evidence for a neu spin 4 K* 

resonance with a mass of 2080 MeV and a width of about 225 MeV is pre

sented. The results from the PWA confirm the existence of a 0* XC1490) 

and propose the existence of a second scalar meson resonance. the 0* 

r'(t900). Structure in the f wave amplitude indicates resonance behavior 

in the mass region near 1700 MeV. In two of the four ambiguous solu

tions for the mass region above 1800 MeV, there is strong evidence for 

another p wave resonant structure near 2100 HeV. The observed strange 

meson resonances are found to have a natural interpretation in terms of 

states predicted by the quark model. In particular, the mass splittings 

of the ieading trajectory natural spin-parity strange meson states and 

the mass splittings between the spin-orbit triplet states are discusstd. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past ten years, experimental results, especially those in

volving the charmonium spectrum, have clearly demonstrated the success 

of the quark Model in explaining the basic structure ot meson spectros

copy. Houever, only in the last feu years has substantial progress been 

made in observing the expected strange meson states (see [11 for reviews 

of this subject). One of the primary goals of this experiment was to 

study the meson systems containing one or more strange quarks (or anti-

quarks). This uould hopefully lead to the discovery of more of the 

states that are expected in the quark model meson spectra. In addition 

to identification of expected quark model states, accurate mass measure

ments uDuld enable the calculation of mass splittings between radial 

states? between orbital states, and between states split by spin-orbi* 

interaction*. These m * s splittings contain much information about quark 

forces: in fact the splittings uould provide a rigorous test of poten

tial theoretical models of mesons-

The usual SU(3) model of the tight quark mesons (the heavier 

charmed and bottom quark mesons uill not be discussed here) involves 

the 3*3=8©? representation, i.e.. a nonet of qq states composed of an 

octet and a singlet. A common way of classifying the states in this no

net is by the isospin quantum number. In this nonet there are three is\ 

states Cud. ud, Iuu-dd]/v<7), tuo 1=0 states (the Iuu+dd-iss)/'vrE octet 
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Member and the fuu+dd+sslAT? singlet •ember), and four 1=1/2 states 

(*u, sd, iu, id). Due to the near degeneracy of u and d quark masses. 

the four meson states with 1=1/2 are nearly identical in mass aitf are 

therefore often considered to be one state in terms of mass (the same is 

true for the three 1=0 states). A typical schematic of the qq" model is 

given in fig. I along with the quantum numbers expected for such a sys

tem. 

A convenient nay to represent the expected states for the qq 

system, loosely based on a simple harmonic oscillator potential• is 

shoun in fig. 2. The states are categorized by I, J P C. I (total qq 

system angular momentum), and n (radial quantum number) and are plotted 

as a function of mass squared, M 2. The eight boxes in the n-0, L r0 

group represent the S=0 and S=1 qq system total spin states which give 

rise to the four pseudoscalar (Jp=0"3 and four vector (J p=l~) meson 

states. F r D O . spin-orbit (L-S) splittings all on a triplet of J 

siates for S=1 and thus uith the singlet for S=0 there are a to;al of 

four sets of four states. Results from the charmonium spectrum imply the 

existence of radially excited states and ricent results have confirmed 

the existence of f.uch states for the light quark mesons. The series of 

boxes to the right of the primary series represent the first radially 

excited states (n=2). 

in fig. 2 the light quark meson states observed prior to this 

analysis are denoted by the labelled boxes. These include well 

established states as uell as those needing confirmation. Clearly the 

upper rou of uoxes in each group are the best established states. These 

states are knoun as the leading natural spin-parity resonances (leading 

- 2 -
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Figure 1 - The qq mrson system and its quantum numbers. Parity (Pi, 
charge conjugation <C), and C parity are determined by the angular mo-
"-ntum (Li, total spin (S), and total isospin (!) of the qq system. 
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means the lowest mass for a given J P assignment, natural *eens pst-D^f 

unnatural is therefore P=(-1) J*U. Although the status of the light 

quark mesii spectrum is much improved from what exlstei even five years 

•go, there are still many states that need to be observed or confirmed. 

The analysis to be presented in this paper concerns the specific 

reaction K~p-»K'it*n. In particular, the K'w* elastic scattering angular 

distribution is studied yielding the resonance structure of the K~it* 

system. The K~v* system has 1=1/2 and the 2 body decay of the system 

imposes a restriction on the allowed J p of the resonant state due to 

parity conservation. This restriction implies only natuial spin-parity 

states are alloued, i.e., 0*, 1", 2*, etc. The quark content of the 

CK'ir4) state is sd. Thus, the results from this analysis can only lead 

to information for the qq states inscribed by circles ii. lig. 2. 

In order to obtain the spin-parity as uell as the mass, uidth, and 

other parameters of resonant structures, it is necessary tc have 

adequate decay angular distribution information for the KIT state. In 

general, this requires a large amount of data taken in a uide 

kinem?tieal region. In the past, it uas often the case that experiments 

uere able to obtain large data samples with limited acceptance te.g. 

forward spectrometers) or smalt data samples uith good overall 

acceptance (e.g. bubble chambers). Recently, a neu series of 

spectrometers have been built that combine good acceptance with high 

statistics data taking capability (e.g., MPS, OMEGA, LASS |3|) and thus 

have opened the door to the more difficult to measure resonances.- From 

November 1977 to June 1978, an experiment uas <-Un on one of these neu 

spectrometers, the LASS spectrometer at the Stanford Linear Accelerator 
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Center fSLAC). The data obtained in this experiment was the basis for 

ths physics analysis to be presented. What follows is a brief overview 

of the process which produced the physics results from the rau 

experimental data. 

The experiment Has a collaborative effort of Experimental Graup B 

at SLAC and Carleton University of Canada [41. The eight months of data 

taking resulted in approximately 42 million K~p inelastic events written 

to magnetic tapes. The data obtained in this experiment contained a 

large variety of final states, during the time that the multi-particle 

event analysis programs uere being developed and tuned up. the decision 

was made to proceed with the Kir two body physics analysis. To this end a 

software filter (off-line trigger) was developed which effectively 

selected Tow multiplicity events. The processing of this selected sample 

was performed separately from the processing of the complete 

(unfittered) event sample. The data processing chain consisted of the 

off-line selection of the low multiplicity sample, event reconstruction, 

topology selection, and kinematic selection. The end result was a K~ir4n 

data sample that was uncorrected for spectrometer acceptance. 

Since meson resonances were Ihe goal of this physics analysis, the 

study of +he production of strange meson resonant states decaying into 

K'v* was of primary interest. In order to unravel the complicated 

effects of numerous resonances with differing spins, a systematic study 

of the K"it* decay angular distribution was necessary. However, because 

the acceptance of the spectrometer was not perfectly uniform, it was 

necessary to understand the spectrometer acceptance in detail, so that 

trie produced K"»* angular distribution could be extracted from the 

- 6 -



experimentally observed angular distribution. petermination of tha 

spectrometer acceptance involved the creation of an elaborate Monte 

Carlo event simulation program. This program was used to generate a high 

statistics sample of Monte Carlo events that Mas then used to properly 

correct the data for spectrometer acceptance. 

Another computer program uas used to calculate the acceptance 

corrected moments of the K*n* elastic scattering angular distribution. 

These moments provided much insight into the resonance structure in Kn 

scattering but the nature of the resonance structure made it possible to 

investigate only the leading resonances. In order tc extract a maximum 

of information about Kn resonances, it was necessary to perform a 2-body 

partial nave analysis (PWA) on the data. The PWA uas an energy 

independent PWA, uhich means that it produced tha Kv elastic scattering 

partial nave amplitudes as a function of Kn mass. From these amplitudes 

it uas possible to immediately obtain the mass, uidth, and spin 

information for the KIT resonances. 

It should be noted that a previous experiment which also involved 

Group B at SLAC, performed a similar analysis for the reaction K~p-*K'ir*n 

at 13 GeV/c (that analysis included several other reactions as ueU, see 

ref. (51). Many of the methods and computer programs developed for that 

previous experiment uere used as a starting point for the moments 

analysis and partial wave analysis to be presented here. 

The contents of the chapters to follow include the experimental 

considerations, the analytical methods, and the results of the analyses. 

In specific, chapter II will describe the experimental apparatus. The 

experimental trigger and other electronics will be discussed in 

- 7 



chapter III followed by a summary of the event reconstruction procedure 

in chapter IV. Chapter V will contain a description of tlie kinematics of 

the K"p->K"F+n reaction, a synopsis of the data processing sequence, and 

a discussion of the uncorrected (for acceptance) K"ir*n data sample. The 

topics of resolution, backgrounds, and normalization will be presented 

in chapter VI. Chapter VII covers the method used to obtain the moments 

of the Kn scattering angular distribution and the results obtained in 

that moments analysis. ft short discussion of the resonance 

interpretation of the moments uill also be included in chapter VII. In 

chapter VIII, the partial wave analysis procedure uill be described in 

detail. Also in this chapter, the results of the PUA uill be presented 

and discussed. Finally, in chapter IK, the results of the analysis will 

be summarized and compared with existing results, and then uill be 

interpreted in terms of the quark model. The remainder of the last 

chapter uill be a discussion of the present status of the leading 

strange meson resonances and the spin-orbit splittings predicted by the 

quark model. 
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Chapter II 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A. Jhi. Experiment 

This study uas perforned on data taken with the Large Aperture So-

lenoidal Spectrometer (LASS) facility at SLAC. The experiment Has per

formed using an 11 GeV/c negative kaon beam incident on a liquid hydro

gen target. The trigger uas designed to accept events with greater than 

or equal to tuo charged tracks which was essentially the total inelastic 

cross-section (otriesar " " »b). For this study, the events likely to 

be from the reaction K"p-»K"n*n Here selected offline from the 42 million 

good events written to tape. What follows is a brief overview of the 

spectrometer and then a more detailed description of each of the impor

tant sections of the experimental apparatus. 

6. Overview ai ±tl£ Spectrometer 

A schematic diagram of the spectrometer is shown in fig. J. The 

coordinate system used in the experiment was defined as follows; the 

positive z direction uas defined as the beam travel direction; the 

positive y direction uas defined as normal to the earth's surface 

pointing upward and the x direction then defined to obtain a right 

handed coordinate system. The terms upstream and downstream will often 

- 9 -
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'r.t used and Mill denote direction with respect to the beam travel 

direction. 

The beaa traversed momentum, position, particle identification, and 

timing measurement devices before passing through s hole in the flux 

return mirror <endcap> of the solenoid magnet uherc it entered the 91.6 

cm long liquid hydrogen target. The beam and target Here centered on the 

axis of the superconducting solenoidal Magnet uhich provided a uniform 

23 kilogauss Magnetic field whose direction was parallel to the 2 axis. 

Thus charged particles produced in the target described helical 

trajectories within the solenoid magnet volume. The trajectories of 

particles emerging from the target at large angles with respect to the 

bean were measured by tl« cylindrical chamber* uhich Mere concentric to 

the target. The forward going particles uere detested in the many sets 

of planar spark and proportional wire chambers located just downstream 

of the target but still within the solenoid magnet volume. h plan view 

of the solenoid magnet region detection devices can be seen in fig. 4. 

Particles with large longitudinal momentum emerged from the 

downstream end of the solenoid magnet and entered what was termed the 

"twixt" region (the 3 meter long region between the solenoid and dipole 

magnets). Covering the downstream end of the magnet volume was a multi-

cell threshold atmospheric Cerenkov counter (CI) used for K-ir 

separation. Just following the CI counter was an array of It time of 

flight scintillation counters (TOF) with a combined detection area of 

circular shape. The TOF counters were designed to obtain (in conjunction 

with the CI counter) p-K-Ti separation at low to moderate momenta. The 

remainder of the twixt region contained planar spark and proportional 

11 
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figure 4 •— Detail of tie solenoid magnet region detection devices. 
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chambers which were used to reconstruct the trajectories of particles 

that passed through the dipole magnet aperture. 

The dipole magnet provided a magnetic field parallel to the y axis 

uhich euuaed bending in the horizontal plane. The magnet ua* run at 

maximum current uh'cfc resulted in a field integral /B*dl of 30 

kilogauss-meters. The detection region after the magnet uas knoun as the 

"downstream** region, containing a proportional Hire chamber hodoscope, 

four spark chambers, and two planes of scintillation counter hodoscope 

arrays. The spark chambers and hodoscopes provided track reconstruction 

information for the downstream segment of particle tracks that crossed 

the dipole magnet gap. Just after the scintillation counter arrays uas a 

small scintillation counter used to veto non-interaeting beam particles. 

The last detector in the spectrometer uas the 8 cell pressurczed 

threshold Cerenkov counter <C2> used for K-* separation at higher 

momenta. 

The solenoid magnet and it": associated detectior devices provided 

good momentum measurement for lou momentum and large angle cutgoing 

charged particles. domentun measurement for fast forward tracks uas 

usually not possible in the solenoid magnet. Hovever. such fast forward 

tracks uere very likely to pass through the dipole magnet aperture uhere 

their momentum could be accurately measured. Although the particle 

identification devices CI and C2 uere an important part of the 

experiment, their information uas not required in this analysis and 

these devices uill not be described in detail in this thesis. Time of 

flight information from the TOT counter array uas also not used but the 

array uas used as part of the event trigger and as a hodoscope device 
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for signaling in-time tracks. Particle identification Has not used 

since the K"ir*n final state dominated the sample of tvents uith tuo 

outgoing oppositely charged particles and later kinematic*! selection by 

software alloued almost complete suppression of non-K"i*n backgrounds. 

C. Ib£ JSfifH System 

The beamline 161 for this experiment transported 11 GeV/c negative 

kaons to the LASS spectrometer at 5LAC. Table I sunmr.rizes some of the 

important characteristics of the beam used in this experiment. The 

primary 21 GeV/c electron beam at SLAC was steered onto a beryllium 

target uhich produced a large flux of secondary particles. The flux 

produced at -1* from the foruard direction was focussed and directed by 

the beamline 20-21 transport system as shoun in fig. 5. The magnets in 

this transport system uere set to deliver an 11 GeV/c negatively charged 

beam. An RF separator system provided good particle type separation. For 

our experiment, the RF system uis tuned to deliver a maximum ICTI ratio 

uhich resulted in less than 5JS pion contamination. The contamination 

from anti-protons, electrons, and other particles Has negligable. 

An arras-- of scintillation counters, called the P-hodoscDpe, Mas 

situated at a dispersed focus of the beamline and provided a momentum 

measurement for beam particles uith a resolution of 0.AO'/. for dP/P. The 

total beam momentum dispersion uas -11.5?;. Tuo pressurized threshold 

Cerenkov counters, Cjr and CK, provided beam particle identification. All 

beam device and spectrometer timing uas done uith respect to the signal 

from the SE scintillation counter located just at the point where the 
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TABLE 1 

BtfcM Parameters 

Priaary electron baaa awMntiM 

?ri»»ry production target 

Secondary K* baas ppnantuai 

Ho;*, „ « dispersion {dp'p) 

nooentua hodoscop* resolution (sp/p) 

>•*• pulae rata 

Bean pulse duration 

Huaber of kaons par baa* pulse 

Pi on contamination of baa* 

Radius of baa* spot at targat 

21 BeV/o 

0.22 r.l. Cu 
B.B5 r.l. Be 

11 SsV/t 

f.S X 

0.35 X 

i lao HI 

1.6 us 

- 2.S 
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beam enters the LASS building some 5 meters upstream of the target. Beam 

particle position and direction uas obtained with the tuo proportional 

uire chambers Cbeam PUCs) and the e and 4 solntiIlation counter 

hodoscope arrays. The tuo beam PHIs uere located at '1 and at *2 meters 

upstream of the target and each contained respectively. 5 and 4 planea 

of wires with 1 mm spacing (in all. there uere 3 vertical planes, 3 

horizontal planes and 3 planes rotated 45* from vertical; see fig. 8). 

The 6 and f conters uere located -14 meters upstream of the target and 

provided additional position information as well as better time 

resolution than the bean PWCs, The XY and RIH6 conters located just 

upstream of the target provided position monitoring, doubles rejection, 

timing, and beam halo vetoing information. 

Optimum beam steering resulted in a beam spot size of approximately 

5 mm radius measured at F4, the final focus uhich uas located at the 

downstream end of the liquid hydrogen target. In regard to time 

structure.- the beam consisted of pulses oV particles with a maximum 

pulse rate of !«0 Hz and typical rates of 120 Hz. By adjusting the 

incident electron current and the collimator controlling the acceptance 

of the beam, each pulse Has made ic deliver -2.5 kaons in a time uindou 

of 1.6 |is. 

D. The Liquid Hydrogen Target 

The target consisted of a cylindrical mylar cell, 91.6 cm long and 

5.24 cm in radius containing the liquid hydrogen. The cell uas supported 

by an evacuated aluminum cylinder uhich uas inserted through the 
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upstream flux return mirror of the solenoid magnet (tee fig. 6). The 
liquid hydrogen uas continually cycled from the target to the cryogenic 

system and back to keep the temperature constant and to avoid boiling. 

The temperature and pressure of the liquid hydrogen in the target uere 

continually monitored during the experiment so that density calculations j 

could be performed later. 

E. Ih£ Solenoid and. pioole Haon»ts 

The solenoid magnet consisted of four separate superconducting 

coils epon contained in a steel vessel. This segmentation uas necessary 

to provide the "slots" that uere occupied by the detection chambers. j 

Flux return mirrors uere located en either end of the solenoid magnet. 
t 

The inner diameter of the magnet uas 185 cm and the inside length along 
its axis uas 420 cm. The magnetic field Has uniform to uithin Mi 

throughout most of this volume and uas measured at 22.4 kilogauss. 

Tne dipole magnet uas located some 8 meters downstream of the 

target and had an aperture of approximately 1 meter by 2 meters 
! (vertical by horizontal) uhich uas centered on the central spectrometer 1 
i 

axis. The length of the gap (along the z direction) uas nearly tuo 
meters and the resulting field integral /B'dl was 30 kG-m. The field 
pointed in the negative y direction (doun) uhich bent particles in the 
horizontal plane, in most cases, only particles uith momentum greater 
than 1.5 GeV/c uere able to cross the dipole magnet gap and be measured I 
successfully in the downstream detector system. - j 

—^IVtaS. 
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Figure 6 — The liquid hydrogen target. 
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F. 2hi Cylindrical Chamber Packine 

The cylindrical detector system consisted of one proportional wire 

chamber (the PHC cylinder) and five capacitive-diode CCD) readout spark 

chambers (the CD cylinders) in concentric cylindrical layers surrounding 

the hydrogen target. Tig. 7 depicts the important features of this 

system. 

The innermost layer consisted of the PMC cylinder (not shown in 

fig. 7) containing 160 uires oriented parallel to the beam axis. This 

provided azimuthal angle coordinatea for outgoing tracks with the good 

time resolution ("50 ns) associated uith proportional wire chambers. 

This good time resolution uas important in vetoing out-of-time tracks 

detected by the cylindrical spark chambers due to their comparitively 

long memory time (-1 (is). The readout system for the PUC cylinder and 

for all the other proportional chambers Mill be described in section G.5 

of this chapter. 

The 5 CD cylinder chambers each consisted of 3 sets of uires strung 

on cylindrical Molds. One set of uires uas strung parallel to the z axis 

thus providing azimuthal (*) coordinates. The other tuo sets of uires 

uere strung at angles of +5 7* and -5.7* from parallel, respectively, 

resulting in helical wire orientations. The readout from these tuo sets 

of Hires provided + and z coordinates by use of the knoun stereo angles 

and a simple coordinate transformation. Thus, the complete cylindrical 

package supplied 11 * and 5 z coordinate measurements. 

The cylindrical spark chambers digitized the spark coordinate by 

storing the signals from individual uires. Each readout wire uas 
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connected to its own local discriminator circuit which would enter a 1 

or 0 into its assigned bit in a shift register depending on whether or 

not the wire had sparked. The shift registers were then strobed into 

the data acquisition system. A detailed description of the CO 

cylindrical readout system can be found in ref. [10cl. 

G. Planar Proportional Hire Chambers 

G.I Plug Chambers (PI to PS) 

Because of the high multiplicity of tracks expected in the forward 

direction, it was necessary to put a proportional wire chamber with 

small wire spacing in the region close to the central axis of the 

solenoid. These chambers, known as the plug chambers Csee fig. 8). had 

an active area of approximately 26 x 26 cm and a wire spacing of t mm. 

Each chamber had 3 sets of wire planes, an X. Y. and E plane whose wire 

orientations uere vertical, horizontal, and rotated 35* from vertical 

respectively. This provided an x. y. and one corroborating stereo 

coordinate. The first three plug chambers (PI. P2, and P3> were each 

mounted adjacent to one of the three CD spark chambers that were located 

in the first three gaps in the solenoid magnet. Because of the high 

particle fluxes existing in the region near the central axis, the three 

CD spark chambers were deadened in a circular region near their centers 

(the long memory time and poorer spatial resolution of the CD chambers 

would have lead to large numbers of matchpoint combinations during 

trackfinding) • The plug chambers were designed to completely cover this 
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deadened region and in addition they had a small region of overlap uith 

the CD chamber active region. Thus each of these three plug-CD pairs 

provided an active detection area uhich completely covered the inner 

bore of the solenoid magnet. The fourth plug chamber (P4) Has located 

adjacent to the first magnetostrictive wire spark chamber in the tuixt 

region CMST1). The fifth plug chamber (P5> uas mounted next to a CD 

chamber in the same fashion as the first three plug chambers but this 

plug-CD pair uas located ii the tMixt region just upstream of the dipole 

magnet. Both PA and P5 uere centered on the central axis to cover the 

high flux regions that uere also deadened in alt of the tuixt spark 

chambers. 

G.2 The Full Bore Chambers (1.5,2.5.3.5) 

The full bore proportional chambers Here located halfway between 

the four slots in the solenoid magnet. They each consisted of three 

planes of wire readout, an X, Y, and E plane uith wire orientations 

vertical, horizontal, and 45° from vertical respectively. These chambers 

had 2 mm wire spacing uith a large octagonal active area that nearly 

covered the bore of the solenoid magnet (see fig. «). 

6.3 The Trigger Chambers <TA,TB,TC) 

Adjacent ti and just upstream of each of the three full bore 

chambers uas a cathode readout trigger chamber, so named because they 

uere originally designed to provide a fast logic longitudinal and/or 
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transverse momentum trigger for the spectrometer, tn this experiment, 

houever, the trigger chambers were used solely as hodoscopes. i.e.. they 

Here used to corroborate a track candidate but uere not used for 

position information. Only the cathode foil "pads" uere read out in the 

trigger chambers* the 4 mm spaced uire anodes merely provided the 

chamber voltage. The foil pattern consisted of 3 concentric rings each 

cut into sectors as shown in fig. 8. 

G.I The Johns Hopkins Hodoscopes (JHU,JHXY.JHD) 

The three Johns Hopkins hodoscopes (named for the university that 

constructed them) uere large active area proportional uire chambers uith 

4 mm uire spacing (see fig. 8). Their function uas to provide good time 

resolution coorditiate information in the tuixt and downstream regions 

and to assist in track finding. The JHU chamber had only X readout 

(vertical uires) and uas located in the tuixt region just downstream of 

the TOF scintillation counter array. The JHXY counter had X readout 

Hires and horizontal cathode readout strips spaced 2.8 cm apart that 

provided a coarse y coordinate measurement. It uas also located in the 

tuixt region about one meter downstream of the JHU chamber. Both the 

JHU and JHXY chambers had active areas of 175 cm (vertical) by 200 cm 

(horizontal) and uere used primarily to differentiate betueen in-time 

and out-of-time track candidates found by the tuixt spark chambers. The 

JHD chamber uas located just downstream of the dipole magnet and had an 

active area of 120 cm (vertical) by 2QQ cm (horizontal). This chamber 

had only an X coordinate readout and uas used for in-time track 
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verification for the downstream track segment of particles crossing the 

dipole magnet aperture. 

C.5 The PUC Readout System 

Every uire or cathode pad in the entire proportional uire chamber 

system (beam, cylinder, plug, full bore, trigger, and JH hodoscope) was 

electronically connected to pn ampl if ier-diseriminator circuit. These 

circuits were located in racks in the experimental halls and received 

signals from the chambers by uay of specially shielded cable ribbons of 

up to 15 meters in length. The discr.minator output Has continually 

strobed into a 32 bit Random Access Memory (RAID Hith a strobe frequency 

of 40 MHz. Uhen an event occurred, the contents of the RAM for every 

uire (or r>ad) in the system uas fed into the data acqusistion system. 

With appropriate tilling adjustments, ue obtained a time profile (32 time 

slots each of 25 ns duration) of the signal status for each readout Hire 

or pad. This time profile system uas used since the timing differences 

due to position of detectors, response tines in amplifiers, cable 

lengths, etc., made precise individual Hire timing too difficult for 

such a large system. Hith the time profile, the appropriate time slots 

could be easily selected by the offline software. A detailed description 

of this readout system can be found in ref. 17]. 
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H. lh£ Planar £fl Spark CJuabjr.a. (CD1 to COS) 

There Here five planar CD cpark chambers of identical construction 

used in the spectrometer. Three ICD1, C02< and 003J were located in the 

first three gaps in the solenoid magnet) the other tuo (CD4 and CDS) 

uere located ir* the tuixt region. Each of the planar CD spark chambers 

consisted of two spark gaps, the XY gap and the EP gap. The XY gap 

consisted of one plane of vertical (X) and one plane of horizontal (Y) 

readout wires. The EP gap had their Hire plane* rotated ±30" to the 

vertical. The readout Hires Here actually voven into a insulated Hire 

mesh which uas stretched across the chamber frame. Each chamber had a 

square active area of 160 cm by 160 cm with a 10.8 cm radius styrofoam 

plus in the center. This plug served to completely deaden the centra) 

region of the detector *<here high multiplicity itould create severe 

matchpoint combination problems for the traekfinding algorithms. As 

mentioned in section 6.1, the plug PUCs uere installed adjacent to the 

CD chambers to do the particle detection in this central region. The 

planar CD chamber readout system uat very similar to the cylindrical CD 

chamber readout system. Each uire uas connected to a capacitive-diode 

discriminator circuit whose output uas strobed into a shift register 

when an event occurred. The contents of the shift registers were then 

fed into the data acquisition system. 
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I- IhS. Maonetostrictive Hire Saark Chambers (HSTt. MST2, MSD1 to MS04) 

Because of the effect of the large magnetic field on the proper 

function of the readout wires, magnetostrictive Hire spark chambers (MS 

chambers) uere not used in the solenoid region. However, in the tuixt 

and downstream regions the ambient magnetic fields uere sufficiently 

small to allou proper operation of the MS chambers. The two large (200 

en vertical by 400 cm liorizontal active area) MS chambers placed in the 

twixt region (MST1 and MST2) and the four smaller (150 cm by 3DC cm) MS 

chambers placed in the downstream region (MSD1 to MSD4) each contained 

two spark gaps. The XV gap had vertical and horizontal planes of active 

wires while the EP gap had planes oriented at ±30* from the vertical. 

The centra) regions of the MS chambers were deadened by having small 

circular styrofoam plugs (3.5 cm radius for tuixt chambers, 7.6 cm for 

downstream chambers) inserted into the spark gaps. This uas necessary 

because the MS chambers. like the CD chambers, had a long memory time 

which caused intolerably high muttiIplicities in the high flux central 

regions of the chambers. The four downstream MS chambers uere shifted 

horizontally by the appropriate amount to let the non-interacting beam 

particles that uere tr;nt by the dipole magnet pass through ttv; centers 

of the styrofoam p'jgs. 

The MS readout system consisted of the digitization of the 

amplified, induced magne+ostrictive pulses. In specific. the pulse 

induced by a chamber spark in the MS wire uas detected and amplified. 

The time delav between • fiducial (reference) pulse and the detected 

spark pulse gave the spark position measurement (using the speed of 
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sound in the wire). The MS electronics (SI digitized this time delay for 

each spark and fed this information irto the data acquisition system. 

J. Scintillation Counvers CTOF. MA, HB, LP3J 

There were three major types of scintillation counter systems in 

LASS (excluding those in the beam system), the time of flight hodoscope 

array (TOF), the HA and HB hodoscope arrays, and the LP3 lollipop veto 

counter. The TOF array uas designed for identification of particles 

emerging from the dounstream end of the solenoid. Along uith Cerenkov 

counter C1. it provided w-K-p separation for this experiment. Since the 

data sample used in this analysis did not need particle identification, 

the TOF array Has utilized solely as a highly segmented, good time 

resolution hodoscope counter. Fig. 9 shows the geometric configuration 

of the TOF array. The 24 uedge shaped scintillators each subtended 15* 

of the azimuthal angle about the central spectrometer axis. Along uith 

the 4 quadrant counters which covered the central region near the axis 

(except for a small 3.8 cm radius beam hole), the total array gave 

almost complete coverage of the downstream exit of the solenoid magnet 

(complete TOF description in 19]). 

The HA and HB hattoscope arrays uere located just after the 4 

dounstream MS chambers and their dimensions and configuration are shown 

in fig. 10. Used in conjunction with the JHD hodoscope for out-of-time 

track rejection, the HA and HB hodoscopes consisted of 42 and 76 

individual rectangular Scintillation counters respectively. The large 

active region covered by these two arrays insured full acceptance for 
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downstream tracks. Both HA and HB had small square holes located in the 

center of the arrays to allou non-interacting bean particles to pass 

through undetected. Both arrays uere shifted (tike the downstream MS 

chambers) so that this beam hole coincided with the position of the 

Cnon-interactincr) beam. 

The LP3 counter was a circular scintillation counter of 9.B cm 

radius that uas centered on the non-interacting beam spot at a z 

position just dounstream of the HB array. It was used to insure that 

non-interacting beem particles uould not be coincident uith an otherwise 

good event. Due to the short, high flux beam spill, the incidence of tuo 

beam particles that are not separable in time uith scintillation 

counters, is not negligable. The LP3 counter vetoed tuo particle events 

uhere one particle interacted and one parsed straight through. It also 

effectively removed events with forward going delta rays produced in the 

spectrometer. 

All the scintillation counters and Cerenfcov counters in the 

spectrometer (this includes beam related counters as uell as CI, C2, 

TOF, HA, HB, and LP3) used standard phototubes and bases. Their output 

:. 'gnats were sent to the logic racks uhere discriminator modules 

converted the pulses to logic signals. For the particle identification 

counters, pulse height and timing information uas obtained from standard 

CAMAC ADC and TDC modules. As explained earlier, this information uas 

not used in the analysis to be presented in this thesis. The logic 

signals uere available for use in triggers, for monitoring functions, 

and for input into the data acquisition system. 
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K. Dgyjce, Efficiency. RetoJ^tioj, m d Other Emtfltttn 

Summaries of some of the important quantities relating to the 

various spectrometer detection devices are given in Tables 2~A. Typical 

efficiency and resolution values Here obtained from high atatistic 

tracking studies. Other important quantities pertaining to device 

operation are given for purposes of comparison and reference. There are 

a number of excellent references [10] that provide detailed information 

about the various spectrometer devices. If further information about 

any of the experimental apparatus mentioned in this chapter is desired, 

it is suggested that these references be consulted. 
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TABLE 2 

LASS Cylindrical Chamber Device Summary 

cylinder readout cylinder typical typical 
number type radius 4 trackfinding 

efficiency 
spatial 
resolution 

PUC Cylin der: 

1 * 5.2 cm 96% 0.07 cm 

CD Cylind ers: 

2 * 
Z 

10.7 cm 91% 0.10 cm 
0.80 cm 

3 * 12.7 cm 96K 0.10 cm 

4 * 
Z 

15.7 cm 92% 0.06 cm 
0.74 cm 

5 * 17.8 cm 93X 0.17 cm 

6 * 
z 

20.8 cm 93« 0.06 cm 
0.71 cm 

7 * 22.9 cm 2455 0.12 cm 

6 * z 31.0 cm 66X 0.13 cm 
0.71 cm 

9 * 32.0 cm 87X 0.13 cm 

10 z 56.4 em 70X 0.18 cm 
1.50 cm 

11 * 57.4 cm 74JJ 0.25 cm 

* Radii vary but all cylinders are 91.3 cm in length 
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TABLE 3: LASS Planar Chamber Devica Summary 

davfca name • chambcra 
In system 

1 planea 
par 
chamber 

ml re 
spacing 

approximate 
active area 
fin cal 

typical 
trecalindino. 
efficiency 

typical 
spatial 
rnoimion 

PROPOKTIONKL HUE CHAMBERSt 

Bean Chambers 2 4 and 5 1 mm 6.4 K 6.4 nx 0-21 mm 

Plug Chambers 5 1 1 mm 25.6 a !5.6 S4SC O.iS u 

Full Bora 
Chambers 

3 1 2 mm m > 12* 9SX 0.5S mm 

Trigger 
Chambers 

3 2 cathode 
raadout 

71 cm radius 
c ire 1 e 

97X Hot 
Applloabla 

JHU 1 1 4 mm 2(10 » 1?& 9tX 3.0 mm 

JHXY (X plane) 
(r plane) 

1 1 X 
1 r 21 mm' 

200 > 175 
200 a 175 

99X 
B4X 

2.5 ma 
a.O an 

JNB 1 i "- 200 K 120 92* 2.5 u 

SPARK CHAtlBEKSi 

CO 5 4 0.9 en 160 « 160 m 1.2 mm 

{Downstream) 
2 
4 

4 
4 

0.9 mm 
0.9 mm 

400 a 200 
300 a 150 

92X 
97X 

0.9 mm 
0.f> am 

T Y plane has 24 am spaced cathode readout pads 
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TABLt 4 

LASS Scintillation Counter Device Summary 

name of number of approximate typical track-
lev ice elements active area find ina efficiency 

Time-of- 28 145 cm rad. 992 
FTioht circle 

HA 42 420 x 166 en 955S 

HB 76 459 x 162 cm 93% 
LP3 1 9.S cm rod. Not Applicable 
(veto) circle 
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Chapter III 

FAST ELECTROHICS AND DATA ACQUISITION 

A. Trigger jog.j.c 

In this experiment there Mere four different triggers defined, each 

of uhich uould cause the spectrometer electronic! and data acquisition 

system to record the event information en magnetic tape. One of the four 

triggers uas the "TO" or main physics trigger, the other three "special" 

triggers (T2,T3,T4) uere for calibration, normalization, monitoring, and 

other studies. Specifically, T2 uas an elastic scattering trigger, T3 

uas a beam particle trigger, and T4 uas a tau decay (K"-»n"Tt+ir") trigger. 

The T2 and T4 triggered events uere used mainly for bean momentum calib

ration and resolution studies as well as dipole track momentum resolu

tion studies. The T3 triggered events uere used for normalization and 

for studies of the properties of the beam. Due to the high triggering 

rate for the T2, T3, and T4 triggers it uas necessary to trigger the 

spectrometer only a fraction of the time that the logic for these trig

gers uas satisfied. This uas accomplished by use of the Trigger Rate 

Equalizer module uhich allowed the experimenters to determine uhat frac

tion of the T2, T3, and T4 triggers uould actually be used to trigger 

the spectrometer and the acquisition system. Events triggered by the 

"special" triggers uere sampled concurrently uith the TO triggers to in

sure that the normalization and other studies uould be subject to the 
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identical conditions (e.g.. beam flux, chamber efficiency, etc.) as the 

physics events. 

The TO physics trigger was not subject to any rate reduction, and 

except for dead time limitations, a TO trigger aluays produced an event 

trigger (an event trigger was defined as one that triggered the spec

trometer devices and readout sequence). The TO logic uas designed to 

trigger on essentially the total inelastic K"p cross section. The logic 

of the TO trigger consisted of four main parts: 1) the kaon beam logic, 

2) the 1.5 PUC cluster logic, 3) the TOF counter logic, and 4) the LP3 

veto counter logic. 

The beam logic (see fig. 11 for schematic diagram) uas designed to 

produce a logic "yes" signal uhen one identified kaon uas detected in 

the SE and XY scintillation counters during a beam spill uith no other 

particles within ±32 ns. The logic notation for the kaon beam trigger 

KAON = (XY=1) • RING • SE • C x • C„ (III. I) 

The ring counter vetoed the beam halo and the proper Cfe—Cw combination 

insured that the particle was a kaon. It should be noted that the XY=1 

logic signal indicated that one and only one of the 4 quadrants in the 

XY array produced a signal. However, the effects of inefficiency, or 

•ore importantly, the effect of tuo particles passing through the same 

quadrant at about the same time uould also allou the XY=1 logic signal 

to occur. Therefore, a small percentage of KAON triggers actually 

permitted tuo beam particles, an effect that had to be corrected in the 

normalisation calculation (the effect uas less than a 3% correction). 
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The 1.5 PMC cluster logic consisted of a fast logic circuit that 

counted the number of "clusters" in each of the 1.5X and 1.5T 

proportional wire planes. A "cluster" consisted of one or more 

consecutive wires that produced signals. Thus, if five consecutive 

wires fired, it would count as one cluster but if the pattern uas tuo 

Hire? on, one off, tuo on, it would count as tuo clusters. Additional 

logic modules required that there be tuo or more dusters in either 1.5X 

or 1.5Y. Because the central region of the solenoid (along the beam) 

contained non-interacting beam particles, small angle elastically 

scattered beam particles, etc., it uas necessary to exclude this region 

from the cluster sum in order to reduce the rate of undesired events 

passing the trigger logic. The wires uithin 1.6 cm of the central axis 

for the 1.5X and 1.SY planes uere therefore not included in the cluster 

logic for the trigger (but they uere a part of the noroal PUC event 

readout). The net result of the 1.5 PUC cluster logic uas to require 

that tuo or more charged tracks emerge from the target region uith 

trajectories auay from the central axis. 

The TOF counter logic Has designed to count the number of 

individual TOF counters (out of a possible 28 counters in the array) 

that recorded a signal. If one or more counters had signals, the TOF 

logic uould be satisfied. The TOF counters uere used in the TO trigger 

because our Monte Carlo studies shoued that in almost all cases, an 

inelastic K'p reaction uould result in one or more charged particles 

reaching the TOF array. Although the 1.5 PUC cluster logic did a better 

job of insuring that tuo or more charged particles emerge from the 

target, the much better time resolution of the TOF counters (-15 ns vs 
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-50 ns) helped prevent out-of-time particle* fro* contributing to the 

trigger. 

The LP3 counter, located at the downstream end of the spectrometer 

was the final element in the TO trigger. Its signal uas used in veto in 

order to reject events that might have had • non-interacting beam 

particle or a forward going delta ray which uas in-time uith an 

otherwise good event (this rejection being necessary for normalization 

reasons and for reducing confusion that might occur in the event 

reconstruction). 

The logic notation for the TO trigger Has summarized as; 

TO = KAON • ([2l,5x]i2 OK [£l.5y]S2 )• ( [ L T O F ] 6 1 ) • ( LP3") (1)1.2) 

The logic diagram for the TO trigger is shown in fig. 12. The TO trigger 

rate (ratio of TO triggers to KAON beam triggers) during the experiment 

uas 6.8?!. The event rate (TO plus "special" triggers) uas 7.7X. 

B. The Event Trigger 

The event trigger uas the signal for the spectrometer devices to 

read out their respective event information and to transfer the data to 

a mass storage unit (magnetic tape). The event trigger logic consisted 

of the output of (TO OR T2 Oft T3 OR T4) logically AHDed with the PDP-11 

OK signal (uhere T2, T3> and T4 above uere the Trigger Kate Equalized 

triggers). The PDP-11 DK signal indicated that the P0P-1V2D data 

acquisition computer uas ready to transfer the event data into its 

memory. When an event trigger occurred the following actions uould be 
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initiated: t) the PDP-11 OK signal uould be snitched off to block a 

second event trigger from occurring before it could be handled properly. 

2) the scintillation counter system would have its signals strobed into 

buffers (the buffer strobe modules)* 3) the PUC data readout system 

uould gate and transfer its uire signal time slot records. 4) the spark 

chamber thyratrons uould then be triggered to produce the high voltage 

chamber pulses C the sp-irk chamber high voltage pulaes Here delayed 

until all PUC readout was completed due to the deleterious effect of the 

spark noise on the PMC readout system). 5) the CO and AS spark chamber 

readout systems Mould digitize and store spark position information in 

their respective data buffers, 6) when a) I systems indicated that their 

respecti e devices had stored all the necessary information in their 

data buffers, the data buffers uould be transferred to the mass storage 

device, 7) uher this transfer uas successfully completed, the PDP-11 OK 

signal uould agtin b* switched on and the acquisition system would then 

be ready to accept another event. The total amount of dead time (time 

betueen the event trigger and the time when th« system is ready for the 

next event) uas set at 21 ms. The number of beam pulses that occurred 

during this 21 ms dead time varied from 0 to 3 depending on the bean) 

repetition rate delivered to the LASS beamline. 

C. Uss Scalers and other Run nonitorinq Electronics 

There were a number of electronic subsystems that monitored the 

operation of the experimental run. These included the scaler system, the 

digital voltmeter (Dvrl) system, and the magnet monitor system. The 
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scaler system consisted of a large number of scaler modules that kept a 

running count of various quantities such as numbers of hits in 

scintillation counters. The signals being scaled uere divided into two 

groups depending on hou they were gated. One group of signals was event 

gated, this meant that the signals uere counted during all of the beam 

spill time except for the time between an event trigger and the end of 

the readout sequence for that event (i.e., Hhen the PDP-1" OK signal was 

off. event gated signals uere not counted). Event gated quantities such 

as number of kaons uere necessary for calculating the experimental 

normalization. The other group of scaled signals uas run gated, which 

meant that the signals Mere counted for the full 1.6 us beam spill for 

every beam spill. Run gated quantities uere useful in determining 

absolute rates such as number of beam particles per beam spill. The DVM 

system monitored the voltages supplied to the phototubes in the 

scintillation counter system. The voltages uere digitized and 

contiuously stored in buffer memory modules. The magnet monitor system 

digitized the ciTint supplied to the beamline, solenoid and dipole 

magnets and stored those values in a buffer memory. All three of these 

monitor systems uere read into the data acquisition system and written 

to tape on a periodic basis. In addition, all the scalers in the scaler 

system uere reset to zero at the end of every run (a run uas 

approximately 50,000 events and generally lasted one hour). 
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D. Ib£ fijjl Acquisition SysJ&ffl 

Figure 13 is a schematic of the overall structure of the data 

•quis'tion system. Specifically, all the major spectrometer device 

readout systems had their data sent to and stored in buffer memory 

modules uhen an event trigger occurred. Each readout system uas governed 

by a device controller and each had a DMA (direct memory access) nodule 

which it used to gain control of the PDP-11 UNIBUS to transfer the data 

from its buffer memory to the PDP-U/ZO memory. There uere six readout 

systems that transferred data for every event. Th'jse included tuo 

systems for the CC spark chambers, one for the CD cylinders, one for the 

PMC system, one for the MS chambers, and one for the buffer strobe, ADC, 

and TDC system. In addition, there u»s another device controller Kith a 

DMA module that uas used to transfer the scaler, DVM, and magnet monitor 

quantities to the PDP-11/20 memory on a periodic basis. The organization 

of the interface between the device controller «nd the PDP-11/20 

acquisition computer is shoun in fig. 14. 

Uhen all the DMA modules finished their data transfers. the 

PDP-11/20 program proceeded to send the event data Cnon contained in the 

PDP-11/20 memory) to the output device (magnetic tape) by uay of a 

series of intermediate devices. The first step uas to give control of 

the UNIBUS to a DMA module that quickly passed the data to ">.n IBM SYS/7 

high speed data link which in turn passed the data to a high speed input 

port of the SLAC computer facility. T!--. SLAC computer facility, lo.ated 

approximately one kilometer from the LASS spectrometer amd oontrol room, 

consisted of tuo IBM J70/16R computers and one IBM 360/91 computer (the 
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Triplex system) which were alt interconnected. A resident program in one 

of the IBM 370 computers received the data and sent it to one of the 

fast, 6250 bpi density tape drives attached to the Triplex system. 

When the Triplex computers uere not available. the PDP-11/20 

acquisition computer had a backup procedure uhich utilized an IBM 1800 

computer and its associated tape drives located in the LASS control 

room, The IBM 1*00 computer was used only as a backup because it had 

slower tape drives, used louer density tapes, and provided much feuer 

on-line monitoring capabilities than the Triples computers. 

The PDP-11/20 data acquisition computer uas also interfaced to the 

main control panel in the LASS control room. The control panel switches 

uere used to start a run, stop a run, change tapes, remove devices from 

the data acquisition, and other functions handled by the PDF-11/20. 

E. The On-Line Computer Moni torino Program 

A major reason for using the Triplex system (when it uas available) 

was the powerful software monitoring, event reconstruction, and physics 

analysis routines uhieh performed limited on-line event processing for 

use by the experimenters in the LASS control room. These routines were 

part of the on-line analysis program uhich utilized a system supplied 

Realtime Network [11] that communicated uith the LASS data acquisition 

system and uith interactive terminals in the LASS control room (see 

fig. 15). This analysis program had four basic tasks: 1) write the event 

data coming from the LASS acquisition system to magnetic tape (the 

Spooler TBSk in fig. T5), 2) sample events for monitoring, event 
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reconstruction, and analysis (the Analysis Task), 3) display sampled 

event data and other monitoring information on the LASS control room 

graphics terminal (the Graphics Task), and 4) provide additional control 

of the data acquisition system from the LASS control room computer 

terminals (the Command Task). The on-line program monitored quantities 

such as scalers, multiplicities, voltages. etc., which pertained to 

spectrometer performance. Event reconstruction and physics analysis was 

attempted on a small fraction of th? events in order to monitor the 

efficiency, resolution, and stability of various devices. This program 

was able to display event information in numerical or pictoral form 

using the graphics display scope in the LASS control room. These 

displays uere useful for locating and debugging problems uith the 

hardware devices. Although basic control of the experiment was 

available at the main control panel, some of the same functions and some 

different functions pertaining to data aquisition uere controllable from 

the terminals in the LASS control room by uay of the on-line program. A 

final important task performed by the on-line program uas providing hard 

copy output both in the control room (by use of a line printer) and at 

the SLAC computer center (uhere both text and graphics hard copy were 

available). 
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Chapter IV 

EVENT RECONSTRUCTION 

A. Overview 

The event reconstruction procedure started with the unpacking of 

the raw event input record and construction of coordinates from the ev

ent data. Then a softuare filter, using only this coordinate informa

tion, selected the event sample that was used in this analysis. The 

next step involved building matchpoint combinations from the coordinate 

information. Then a complex series of algorithms tias used to reconstruct 

beam tracks, solenoid region tracks, and dipole region tracks. With this 

information it uas possible to do the alignment of the spectrometer dev

ices. The next step uas to associate the tracks with a vertex and clas

sify the event in terms of its topology. After selecting the desired to

pology, a geometric fitting program (IWF1T> uas used to determine the 

best set of track parameters for the event. This fit uas based on an it

erative chi-squared minimization procedure. 

Before describing the event reconstruction procedure outlined 

above/ the coordinate system and a fen definitions of variables uill be 

discussed to help clarify some of the track finding problems. The coor

dinate system used to parametrize all tracks in the spectrometer uas the 

basic right-handed cartesian coordinate system described in the Chapter 

II overview (the origin uas arbitrarily chosen to be located on the 
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spectrometer central axis at a point just upstream of the hydrogen 

target). Thus beam tracks, tuixt region track segments and downstream 

track segments uere each parametrized by just the five quantities neces

sary to define a straight line, namely, an intercept (xg.yo.Zo) *nd tuo 

slopes (dx/dz and dy/dr). The position of the particle as » function of 

z coordinate uas then given by: 

x = x„ + (z-Zp) dx/dz 
CIV. 1) 

y = ye + (z-zo) dy/d2 

Although there uas some residual magnetic field in these regions, the 

tracks departure from a straight line uas usually as small or smaller 

than the measurement uncertainty of the track. 

Tor the solenoid region (inside the magnet bore), the uniform mag

netic field along the z axis caused particle trajectories to describe 

helices. The same (cartesian) coordinate system uas used to reference 

points on the helical path but the parametrization of the path involved 

the use of cylindrical coordinates. If the helical path uas projected 

onto the X-Y plane, one would get a cirle since the axis of the helices 

uere parallel to the z axis. The radius of this circle uas defined as 

one of the helix parameters. The azimuths! angle d*g) measured from the 

helix axis to the particle at some fixed z position uas the second helix 

parameter. An intercept (xo.yo>zo> provides three more helix parameters 

and the sixth and final one is the quantity d^/dz, the change in azimu-

thai angle uith respect to the change in z position. These six quanti

ties (Xfl,y0,Zo.»,.R.d^/dz) parametrized the helical path Of • particle in 
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the aol»noid> hence the x and y coordinates of the particle as a func

tion of z position uerc: 

x •= x„ + R ( eos( $ 0 + (z-z9) d*/dz ) ) 
(IV.2) 

y * yo + R ( «in( * 0 + (E-2 0) d*/dz ) ) 

From Maxwell's equations it uas easily shown that if the prrticle 

had momentum p and the uniform magnetic field had magnitude B, tlu.i the 

projections of P along the three axes K> y. and z «ere = 

p x = qBK eos( 0 O + (z-z0) d0/dz ) 

p, - qBR sin{ £„ + (2-20) d^/dz > 
(IV.3) 

p, = qB/(d0/d2) 

where: q = 2.998 x 10"4 CeV/(kG-cm) 

Thus a measurement of R and diVdz ilofig with the knowledge of the track 

position in space at some z was sufficient information for specifying 

the particles position and momentum vector at any point along its heli

cal path. Therefore the goal of the solenoid track finding algorithms 

uas to measure the six parameters (xo,yo>ZQr?>Ridl/dz) that uniquely de

fined a particle track. 

B. Cnord-fnat* Construction 

The coordinate information fro* the raw data tapes came in three 

basic forms. The PWC information consisted of a time slot profile for 
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each Hire in the system that had a signal for that event. The CD spark 

chamber information uas simply a sequence of uire numbers that fired for 

that event. The IIS spark chamber information consisted of delay times 

betueen fiducial (reference) pulses and the spark pulses. Using a time 

slot maski the PUC time slot profile uas reduced to a yes-no determina

tion (a study of PMC timing resulted in a table of "in-time" slots for 

each uire; if no signal occurred in the "in-time" slots for a given 

uire, a "no" determination uas made). The wires determined to have sig

nals uere converted to distances (measured from the end of the uire 

plane) by using the uire spacing and uire number information. For the CD 

wires, the spacing and uire number also gave a distance measurement but 

this had an additional correction applied due to non-linearities in the 

uire cloth planes. Tor both PUC and CD wires, a clustering algorithm uas 

employed to group together adjacent firing wires into a single coordi

nate. Studies uere made to set the alloued maximum size of clusters for 

given chambers. The MS delay time information uas converted to distance 

measurements by using the calculated speed of sound in the US uires. For 

X and Y readout planes these distances uere quickly converted to x and y 

coordinates by adding or subtracting the plane offsets determined in the 

alignment procedure (section 6 this chapter). For E and P readout 

planes, the number that uas calculated and stored uas the coordinate one 

would get if one rotated the E (or P) to be like an X plane and then 

followed the procedure for the X plane. For the cylindrical chambers, 

Hire number infornaicion uas converted into either 4 (azimuthal) angle 

(for uires parallel to the z axis) or converted into (l,z) pairs (for 

the stereo pair cylinders) using uire spacing, cylinder radius, and 
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crossing angle information. The scintillation counter system merely re

quired storing a 1 or 0 for each counter depending on whether or not It 

recorded a signal for the event. 

C. Ihe. Software filter 

It Has determined that a study of events with lou charge multiplic

ity could be accomplished relatively quickly if such events could be 

identified without a large amount of computing. It turned out that a 

simple multiplicity requirement on some of the PUC devices would reduce 

the data sample to 10% of original size, but leave -tOZ of all good re-

constructable tuo charged prong events in the selected data sample. Spe

cifically, this multiplicity requirement, known as the softuare filter, 

consisted of the logic shoun in fig. 16. 

A study uas made to compare the tuo prong events from this software 

filter sample with the full data sample. The results indicated that 

there uas no substantial difference between the tuo sets of tuo prong 

events in terms of geometrical and kinematical distributions. The 2DJS of 

the good two prong events that did not pass the softuare filter usually 

failed due to showering, delta ray production, and other high 

multiplicity effects that uere coincident uith the good tuo prong event. 

The data sample obtained using this softuare filter uas the sample used 

for the KIT scattering analysis to be discussed. The softuare filter 

made it possible to obtain this data sample nearly tuo years before the 

full multi-particle data sample uas completely processed. 
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Since this filter required only coordinate counts in the 

proportional devices, the event filtering took place a* »oon as the 

proportional device coordinate construction subroutine* Here finished-

Thus all events underwent unpacking and some coordinate construction but 

only about 10% continued to be processed. 

0. Matchaoints 

Matchpoints were defined as points in a given chamber with two or 

more corroborating coordinates. Matchpoints uere found by taking one 

coordinate from each of two different planes in a chamber (e.g.. one X 

and one t plane) and then calculating if one of more of the other planes 

(E or P) had a corroborating coordinate (i.e., was within some tolerance 

of the point defined by the first two coordinates]. Thus a bank 

containing the (x,y,2) position of 2, 3, and 4 uay match points was 

constructed for each chamber in the system. This match point bank was 

the basis for trial track det rmination in the track finding algorithms 

for beam and solenoid type traci s. 

E. Track Reconstruction 

As mentioned in the overview. track reconstruction was done 

separately for the three spectrometer regions: beam. dipole. and 

solenoid. Beam tracks were the first to be reconstructed, fjfloued by 

dipole tracks, and then solenoid tracks. Dipole tracks uere 

reconstructed before the solenoid tracks for the following reason. Since 
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there were usually many fewer dipole tracks and since their straight 

line parametrization made reconstruction simple, the CPU time spent for 

dipole track reconstruction uas very small. For a dipole track to be 

usable it had to be extrapolated successfully into the solenoid region 

so it could be vertex associated. Although it uould have been possible 

to try to join a dipole track segment to a solenoid track segment by 

trying all combinations of each type. it uas found to be more efficient 

to extrapolate a dipole segment into the solenoid and look for 

corroborating coordinates. Then those corroborating coordinates could be 

removed from the bank of coordinates that uould be later used for 

solenoid track finding (thus reducing search time for the more costly 

solenoid track finding algorithms). 

E.I Beam Tracks 

Trial beam tracks uere obtained by taking one match point from each 

of the two beam PUCs and calculating the parameters of the line that 

passed through both matchpoints. A "tube" uas definat for the trial 

track as being a cylinder of radius r centered on the trial track. The 

coordinates for each of the 9 beam PWC planes that uere closest to the 

trial track and fell within the "tube" where then used it. a linear least 

squares fit to determine the best ir.sk parameters. This "tube" method 

uas used in the track finding far all the various types of tracks (beam. 

solenoid and dipole). The method was sometimes used iterativelv .h?re 

bad points (far from the fit line) could be t.scarded and a neu smaller 

radius tube would be defined for a coordinate search. The iterative. 
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point discard algorithm resulted in fitted tracks Hith minimum errors 

(for later reference, this method Hill be called the iterative tube 

search method). Tube radii and point discard criterion were determined 

from track finding studies of beam, solenoid, and dipole tracks. 

The resulting fitted track uas extrapolated upbeam into the &-+ 

scintillation counter hodoscope and dounbeam into the XT scintillation 

counter hodoscope to check for in-time corroboration. If more than one 

track uas found, the tracks were ranked based on number of -in-time 

corroborations and on number of bean PMC planes used in the fit. The 

momentum measurement, track parameters (intercepts, slopes), error 

matrix from the fit, and ranking for each track uas stored for later 

use. 

E.2 Dipole Tracks 

The tracking for particles that successfully crossed the dipole 

magnet aperture uas started from the very downstream end of the 

spectrometer and worked upstream to the target. The coordinates from 

the four downstream MS spark chambers and the JHD PUC hodoscope uere 

used in combination to form track candidates. When a trial track uas 

defined, the iterative tube search method uas used to get coordinates 

for a least squares fit to a straight line. Corroboration from at least 

tuo out of the three downstream in-time devices (JHD. HA, and HB) uas 

required for a track candidate to become a "good" downstream track 

segment. 
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All g o d downstream track segments uere tracked across the dipole 

magnet aperture using a differential equation approximation technique 

knoun as the Hunge-Kutta method 1121. This method utilized the magnetic 

field map (measured prior to the experimental run) and the differential 

equations of motion to calculate the approximate position uf a particle 

as it crossed the dipole magnet aperture. The method required that the 

particle momentum be given and since this uas not- vet knoun. an 

iterative procedure uas used to converge to the correct momentum. A 

successful dipole crossing uas obtained uhen a dounstream segment uas 

crossed to the tuixt region and an iterative tube search in the tuixt 

region resulted in a good tuixt track segment. At the end of this step 

the dounstream and tuixt track segment parameters as well as the 

measured dipoie momentum uere stored. 

The final step for dipole track finding involved the continued 

(upstream) extrapolation of the track into the solenoid region. This 

step used the known momentum measurement from the previous step and used 

another Runge-Kutta procedure to extrapolate the good crossing tracks 

into the dounstream end of the solenoid. This time the field map of the 

highly non-uniform fringe field region just dounstrean of the solenoid 

uas used in the Runge-Kutta procedure. Once into the uniform field 

region of the solenoid volume, the standard helix parametrization was 

used to continue the track through the solenoid detection chambers. The 

iterative tube search algorithm uas again used to obtain associated 

coordinates that were used in an iterative least squares fit to a helix. 

The helix parameters resulting from this fit provided an additional 

momentum magnitude measurement but more importantly it provided a good 
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measurement of particle position and direction in the solenoid. The 

helix parameters and the coordinates used in the fit uere stored for 

later use. 

After each step in the dipole track finding (downstream segment, 

tuixt segmentt and solenoid segment), a series of tests uas applied to 

tr&ck candidates to select the good candidates that would continue to be 

processed. The tests required that a minimum total number of chamber 

coordinates, a minimum number of PWC coordinates, and a minimum number 

of scintillation counters be associated with a given track segment. 

These tests insured that the track uas ue11 measured and in-time uith 

the event trigger. The long spark chamber memory time allowed collection 

of many out-of-time track coordinates. These coordinates would p roduce 

track candidates hut the tests requiring in-time corroboration would 

quickly remove these candidates from further consideration. 

E.3 Solenoid Tracks 

The solenoid track finding consisted of two basic algorithms. The 

first found tracks in the planar solenoid chambers, the second found 

tracks in the cylindrical chamber package. The planar algorithm (plane 

track finding 1131) will be described firstj followed by the cylindrical 

algorithm (cylindrical track finding). 

rlatchpoint combinations from the solenoid proportional chambers 

were formed to define trial helices. Coordinates from all solenoid 

chambers (CD and PWC) and all cylindrical chambers that were associated 

with the trial helix were found using the iterative tube search method. 
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By far* the majority of the trial helices were due to spurious 

matchpoint combinations uhich resulted in very feu associated 

coordinates. These trial helices were immediately removed from 

consideratior ^y imposing certain minimum requirements on the number of 

associated coordinates. For surviving candidates. the associated 

coordinates were then used in a iterative least squares fit to produce a 

set of parameters of the fit helix. As with the dipole tracks, some 

point discarding and refitting uas altoued to obtain a best fit to a 

helix. In addition to the usual tests on minimum number of coordinates, 

minimum number of PUC coordinates, and minimum number of hodoscope 

corroborations (the TA, TB, and TC cathode readout PUC foils uere used 

for in-time corroboration). tests on maximum number of missing 

coordinates Here also applied. Since knowledge of helix parameters and 

chamber active areas allowed determination of the complete set of 

expected chamber coordinates, the tests on maximum number of missing 

coordinates removed those tracks uhich had many coordinates that should 

have been, but ueren't detected. Particles that had decayed, uere 

absorbed, or uere heavily scattered during flight uould often fall into 

this category and therefore be excluded from track reconstruction. 

Cylindrical track finding used an algorithm similar to plane track 

finding except that it started uith three cylindrical matchpoints to 

define a trial helix. The same iterative tube search anu iterative least 

squares fitting procedures uere jsed to obtain the best fit of 

cylindrical and planar solenoid coordinates to a helix. A set of tests, 

similar to those used in planar solenoid track finding, uere used to 

remove out-o. ime and other undesired track candidates. 
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Both the planar and the cylindrical track finding algorithms 

allowed Jse of coordinates in each others region, therefore, a fraction 

of the combined set of good tracks were duplicates. A subroutine that 

checked for uniqueness of coordinates removed such duplicate tracks. As 

in the case of the solenoid segment of dipole tracks, both the helix 

parameters and the associated coordinates used in the fit Here stored. 

The coordinates were saved so that tracks could be remitted at a later 

time. For this analysis, the coordinates uere used again in the event 

fitting stage (MVflT) to be described later in this chapter. 

F, Alionment 

The alignment of the system was done before the event 

reconstruction job started processing the full data sample but it is 

described here since some knowledge of the track finding is necessary. 

First order alignment involved simply converting the surveyed device 

positions into position constants in the software coordinate system. 

Subsequent alignment required measured coordinates and track finding. 

The main alignment procedure was accomplished uith three different 

data samples. The first sample consisted of non-interacting bescm irack 

events recorded when both magnets uere off. This sample was used to 

align al! devices that the beam tracks passed through. The second sample 

uas also taken uith both magnets off but it contained events uith 

outgoing tracks (large angle straight tracks? which passed through the 

active areas of devices that were deadened to non-interacting beam 

particles. The third sample contained good, reconstructed TO (physic's 
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triggered) events taken with both magnets on uhich uas used to a'ign the 

cylinder package and to do final alignment adjustments on all the other 

devices. 

The first data sample for alignment contained events with particles 

travelling in a straight line, approximately along the spectrometer 

axis. A iterative tube search method uas again used to get coordinates 

associated with the track and a least squares fit to a straight line 

resulted in the track parameters. The residuals (residual 1 (measured 

coordinate) - (expected coordinate from fitl ) for each plane uere 

histogrammed and the mean of the residual distribution represented the 

alignment error for that plane. The alignment error uas addzd (or 

subtracted as needed) from the offset constants for each device plane. 

These offset constants uere used in the construction of the coordinates. 

All the planar chambers except for the CD chambers and the MS tuixt 

chambers uere aligned in this uay (the CD and MS chambers had stvrofoam 

plugs uhere the non-interacting beam particles passed through). 

The tracks in the second data sample uere fitted to straight lines 

using the usual iterative tube search followed by a least squares fit. 

However, only those devices that uere aligned in the previous step uere 

used in the fit. The fit Mnes were then extrapolated (or interpolated) 

to the CD and MS chambers uhich uere not yet aligned. The alignment 

errors Here again calculated from residual distributions and the 

corrections Bade to the offset constants. 

The third data sample had tracks going in many directions so it was 

possible to obtain a subsample of events that had tracks passing 

primarily through the cylindrical chambers. The cylindrical track 
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finding algorithm uas then used to find the helix parameters for these 

tracks. Residual distributions could then be used to get the rotational 

and translations) offsets necessary to align the individual cylinders 

with one another. This produced proper internal alignment of the 

cylinder package but the alignment with respect to the rest of the 

spectrometer uas not obtainable in this fashion. Another subsample of 

events that contained tracks with many planar solenoid coordinates and 

some cylinder coordinates uas collected. Helices were fitted using only 

the planar coordinates) then the tracks were extrapolated into the 

cylinders to make residuals. A special fitting program uas written to 

minimize the residuals by rotating and tilting the cylinder package. 

The tilt find rotation constants derived from this fit Here then put into 

the cylinder coordinate construction calculations. 

The third data sample uas used for tuo more alignment functions. 

First. final adjustments on all detection chambers uere made from 

residual distributions derived from all successfully reconstructed 

tracks. In most cases no adjustment was necessary, but in a feu cases, 

the presence of the magnetic fields and other effects caused the need 

for slight realignment. The other function of the data sample uas to 

position the various scintillation counters in the spectrometer. This 

uas easily accomplished by extrapolating good reconstructed tracks to 

the counter position, then 'lotting the (x»y) position of those tracks 

for uhich corroboration was obtained from the counter. The resulting X-

Y plot shoued the outline of the counter from uhieh the position of the 

counter edges uas easily determined. The arrfcy of constants that 

contained those edge positions were then updated with the corrected 
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values. Thus a complete and consistent set of alignment constants was 

determined and was used in the event reconstruction programs. 

0. Vertex Association find Event Topology Determination 

Up to this point, the event reconstruction description has been 

completely general in the sense that it applied to all final states 

contained in the experimental data sample (not just the K~it*n final 

state). Houever, uith vertex association and event topology information 

now about to be available, the remaining sections will be applicable 

only to those events that tit a K"it+n hypothesis. 

Vertex association and event topology determination uere 

interrelated and often complicated. The program that performed this task 

tried to mutually associate as many of the tracks as possible by 

searching for positions in space where all the tracks uould converge. A 

function uas defined that, when minimized, produced the (x,y,z) position 

of closest approach (a trial vertex) to the set of tracks given as 

input. The value of the function was required to be below a certain 

tolerance for the trial vertex to become a "good" vertex. By removing a 

poorly associated track from a set of tracks that defined a "bad" 

vertex, one could often obtain a new "good" vertex. Studies uere made to 

determine the tolerances that uould insure that the right tracks would 

be associated to form a vertex. The program allowed for any number of 

vertices, located in or out of the target, and allowed for variable 

numbers of tracks at a vertex. 
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For the K"n*n data sample used in this analysis, a beam associated 

vertex uith tuo oppositely charged outgoing prongs, located in the 

target volume uas the only type of vertex to be considered. In addition, 

only one such vertex Has allowed in each event. This topology 

requirement greatly reduced the sample since there uere many events with 

fewer or greater numbers of outgoing prongs and some events with 

vertices outside the target (e.g.. K* and A decays). The vertex 

tolerance criteria for this topology amounted to a requirement that the 

beam and the tuo outgoing tracks each approach the same (expected 

vertex) point to within -1 cm. The expected vertex position and the 

closest appr.-ach oaramet.er uere added to the stored event information. 

H. Event Fitting 

The versatile multi-vertex fitting program MVFIT, created for the 

LASS software analysis job. uas used to do a vertex constrained 

geometric fit. The rlVFJT program used the measured beam track to 

constrain the origin of the tuo outgoing tracks. The individual 

coordinates associated uith the two outgoing tracks uere used in MVFIT 

so that a chi-squared sum of the track residuals could be calculated and 

minimized. The beam error matrix uas also input to rlVFIT so that the 

contribution of the beam track uncertainty to the chi-stjuared sum uas 

included. The vertex constraint required the beam and the tuo outgoing 

tracks to intersect at a common point in space. The minimization of the 

chi-squared sum uas performed by use of matrix inversion techniques. 

Approximate energy loss in the target was calculated for outgoing tracks 
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by using range-energy loss tables and the estimated path length in the 

target. Note that this correction required knowledge of the mass of the 

particles involved, so the kaon mass was assigned to the negative 

particle and the pion mass to the positive particle. Correction to the 

error matrix of the fit (uhich contained the error estimators of the fit 

parameters) uas made for the effect of multiple scattering on the 

outgoing tracks. 

The fit parameters determined by M V F I T were the helix parameters of 

the outgoing tracks and the vertex position. The results from the track 

reconstruction and the results from the vertex association uere used by 

the MVFIT program to establish the starting values of the parameters for 

the first iteration of the fit. If a successful fit uas obtained, the 

output from MVFIT contained the optimum vertex position, the momentum 

vectors of the outgoing tracks, and the error matrix from the fit. The 

error estimators of the momentum vectors uere calculated from the error 

matrix elements. With these quantities determined. the event 

reconstruction program uas finished. 
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Chapter V 

KINEMATICS, Kir DAT* SELECTION, AND KIT DATA DISTRIBUTIONS 

A. JCJI Scatterino Kinematics 

The purpose of this analysis uas to study the KIT elastic scattering 

amplitudes in the reaction K_p*K"7r*n. This implied that the specific ex

change diagram of interest uas the pi&n exchange diagram in fig. 17a. A 

reaction of this type can be completely parametrized by six independent 

kinematical variables. Tor this analysis, the choice of variables uas: 

1) s, the square of the center of mass energy. 

Z) *!»b, the arimuthal angle of the neutron recoil direction measured in 

the laboratory reference frame (see fig. 17b). In a non-polarized 

target experiment such as this one, the physics is independent of 

3) IKKn), the invariant mass of the K"ir* system. 

4) |t'|, the absolute value of the square of the 4 momentum transfer 

minus |t»in|. 

5) cos0j, the cosine of the polar angle of the Kv decay in the 

Gottfried-Jackson [141 reference frame (see fig. 17c). 

6) +j. the azirauthal angle of the Kn decay in the Cottfried-Jackson 

reference frame (see fig. 17c). 

It uas assumed that the tuo outgoing particles that had been 

measured for each event in this analysis uere correctly assigned as kaon 
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•nd pion for the negative and positive particle* respectively. Then for 

the reaction shoun in fig. 17a, the 4-momentum vectors for the incoming 

K'. incoming p. outgoing K". and outgoing «* uere measured. By use of 

Ktandsrd 4-veetor addition, the kinematieal quantities s, |t'|- and 

F1(Kn) uere easily calculated using the following equations. 

s = i p b + p„ i 8 

M = W - HL, = I P» - Pa, Is - H U 
iv.D 

"•r-ZPfcl" 

»hwe: H U = [ (E, - E K , ) 2 - (p\ - p ^ ) 2 | 

P b - P B + P. 

In eq. V.l the subscripts (b,p,K,fl) refer to the beam, proton, K", and 

it* respectively; the P are the usual 4-roomenta, Since the physics 

results uere independent of >*i,i>> this quantity uas never used in the 

analysis and therefore uas not calculated. By performing a Lorentz 

transformation on the outgoing K*. u*. and K" beam 4-xiomenta from the 

lab to the KTT center of mass frame, and then making the proper 

rotations, the Gottfried-Jackson angles 8j and *j were calculated for 

each event. 

Another often referenced quantity uas the missing mass squared 

opposite the KTT system. Since the neutron recoil in the reaction 

K*p-»K~n*n uas not detected, this missing mass squared quantity (MM*) uas 

used to define the neutron recoil sample (using a missing mass squared 

cut). The MM 2 uas calculated using eq. V.l and the 4-momenta of the Kn 
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aymtem, beam, and target proton as follows: 

B. Data Processing 

B.l Introduction 

The data processing sequence started with the many rau data tapes 

and ended with a single tape containing the important event information 

of the KIT dita sample. The processing stages and intermediate tapes are 

shoun in the flow chart of fig. IS. Tlî  number of events remaining after 

each processing stage are shoun on the right-hand side of the flou 

chart. The major contributing factors to the event selection at each 

stage along with the percentage of the input sample removed due to those 

factors are listed on the far right side o* the flou chart. The more 

important features of this processing sequence and of the selection 

criteria Hill be discussed in the following subsections. 

B.2 The LASS Production job 

The LASS production job uas a pseudonym for the complex computer 

program that performed the event reconstruction task described in the 

previous chapter 1151. The software filter tsee IV.c) accounted for the 

major fraction of events not processed by this program. The main reasons 
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Figure 16 — Qata processing flow chart, sample Sire summary, failures 
and cuts at each processing steps* sequential percentage event loss in 
the processing. 
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for event failure Here unrepairable problems with the rau data record 

unpacking, buffer overflows (not enough computer »torage space for 

certain arrays; usually sue to too many track candidates). and beam 

track failures (no suitable beam tracks found or too many candidates 

found). The number of failing events for each failure type uas recorded 

so that normalization corrections could be made at a later tine. 

The events that survived this stage had undergone all the event 

reconstruction steps described in the previous chapter except for the 

topology selection and the event fitting (MVFIT) step. The events in 

this surviving sample, knoun as the DST (for Data Summary Tape) sample, 

uere allowed to be of any topology and to have any number of vertices 

and tracks. Because of the software filter, however, the majority of 

these events uere of the single vertex, 0 to A prong type. The output 

event record on the DST tapes contained a large number of items 

including track parameters, track coordinates, vertex information, 

topology, event hypotheses, and many other useful quantities. The track 

coordinates were included in the output record so that event fitting 

could be done at tr.e next stage. In principle, event fitting could have 

taken place before writing the DST, but a sample of unfitted events uas 

desi.ed for various reasons, so the fitting uas delayed until the next 

stage. 

The program processed an input data set of -42 million events and 

urote "A ir, I I ion events on the DST tapes using approximately 60 CPU-days 

of somputer time ( "1 CPU-second per output event on the IBM 370/168). 

In terms of tape storage, the data sample represented -1000 rau input 

data tapes and -50 DST output tapes, respectively. 
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B.3 Topology Selection and Event Fitting 

The second stage of the processing sequence involved reading and 

unpacking the DST, then selecting and fitting only the beam associated, 

single vertex events with tuo oppositely charged outgoing tracks. In 

addition, cuts requiring the vertex to be uithin the liquid hydrogen 

target volume uere made. After the I1VF1T program fitted the event, cuts 

uere made on the confidence level of the fit to remove events uith 

extremely poor fits. A small number of events failed to converge in the 

MVFIT algorithm and were also cut out of the sample. A final loose cut 

on missing mass squared opposite the Kn system uas made to remove events 

that had no chance of being a K"ir*n event. The calculation of the MM 2 

uas possible because the 4-momenta necessary for the calculation uere 

available from the MVFIT results: and the DST input record. This 

availability of the 4-momenta also made it possible to calculate the 5 

important kinematic quantities describing each event, namely, s, |t'(> 

MCKirl, cosBj, and #j. 

A special event record format uas developed for the output data 

sample from this stage. It uas designed to contain all the necessary 

event information so that kinentat ical and geometrical quantities uould 

be available or easily derivable. The kinematical quantities put into 

this o-jtput record were the five quantities mentioned above, Geometrical 

quantities such as track parameters for the solenoid, tuixt, and 

dounstream track segments uere saved so that aperture or active area 

cuts could be made. Such cuts uere used to remove tracks in so-called 

gray regions; regions uhere, due to measureme.it uncertainty, the true 
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path of the particle nay well have hit a ms<in»t ual I or chamber frame. 

This gray region ua& difficult to handle properly in the Monte Carlo 

simulation program. so by cutting out such regions in both data end 

Monte Carlo event samples, one could feel confident that the same 

geometrical constraints uere imposed on both data samples. Other 

geometrical quantities included in the output record uere the vertex 

position, the beam momentum vector, and the momentum vectors of the two 

outgoing particles. A set of special code uords which kept a record of 

which devices should hrve detected the track and uhich devices did 

detect the track uss also put into the output record for each event. 

These code uords uere needed for tracking studies (multiplicity, 

efficiency, etc.) and also to repair an error that was introduced by the 

event reconstruction program but not discovered until after the sample 

was processed. The final geometrical quantities included in the output 

record uere the errors on measured track momenta. Those errors uere 

derived from the error matrix from MvflT and uere included so that track 

resolution studies and track resolution cuts could be made. 

This special event record format uas highly compact so that it made 

it possible to fit iHe surviving data sample (some >400,000 events) on a 

single magnetic tape. This one tape data sample uas known as the data 

mini-DST. This sample allowed high statistics studies of tracking, 

resolution, and physics signals to be obtained in a reasonable short (in 

CPU time) computer job. More importantly, this sample uas the input 

data set for the program uhich defined the K"Tr*n final data sample. 
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B.4 Defining the K"¥*n Final Data Sample 

As explained in the previous subsection, the event record of the 

data mini-DST uas specially designed to make kinematical and geometrical 

quantities easily available. This final stage of the data processing 

sequence consisted of a program that read the data mini-DST tape, 

unpacked the event recardi made some cuts to repair an error left by the 

trackfinding program, and called a special subroutine knoun as PASSMC. 

The PASSMC subroutine calculated a set of kinemutical and geometrical 

quantities and then utilized user supplied kinematical and geometrical 

cuts to pass or fail events. The PASSMC subroutine uas designed to not 

only operate on input from the data mini-DST but to also operate in the 

same way on input events from the flonte Carlo mini-DST (to be described 

in Chapter VII). This duality of purpose enabled the identical 

calculations and cuts to be applied to the data events and the Monte 

Carlo events t^uch was essential for obtaining the acceptance corre^;=d 

moments of the KTI angular distribution. 

Before calling PASSMC, the program made a |t'| cut of 

0.0< 11'| <0.2 CeV 2, since the | f | quantity uas immediately available 

from the input record without need for calculation. The cut uas 

intended to isolate t-channe! pion exchange events. 

The first step in PASSnc uas the calculation of kiner,«tical 

quantities used for background event removal (background removal is 

discussed in detail in VI.BK Cuts were applied to remove the 

background events due to elastic scattering and K"p-» K°+X°-» tr+tr- + x° 

reactions. A cut on missing mass squared opposite the K~n* system of 
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0.2<MM2<1.1 IGeV/c) 1 uas applied to isolate the neutron recoil in K _n*X« 

final states. 

In the second PASSMC step, an assortment of geometrical quantities 

Here calculated to allou for cuts on device active areas. the dipole 

magnet aperture. vertex position, longitudinal and transverse track 

momenta, and momentum resolution. Since these geometrical cuts uere 

usually made to remove events uith tracks in gray regions (defined in 

subsection B.3) they resulted in a very small number of failing events 

(-6.5XK The kinematical cuts, however, sub; antially reduced the data 

sample, ds shown in the event loss summary in M g . 18. In this figure, 

note that uhen an event first failed a cut, it was removed immediately, 

not getting a chance to be subject to the subsequent cuis. Thus fewer 

vvents Here si bject to the last cut in PASSMC than the first cut. The 

percentages given are not the resilt of the fraction (i events fai.ing 

cut)/(l events reaching cut) rather they are the result of the fraction 

(f events failing cut >/"[ total * of input events processed by PASSM^y. 

The net purpose of these kinematicat and geometrical cuts uas to 

define the optimum sample of events for use in analyzing the angular 

distribution of Kir elastic scattering in the K"Ti+n final state. 

C. The K'n+n final Data gamole 

The K~ir+n final data sample contained more than 40,000 events uith 

good statistics in a range of KTT mass from 0.8 to 2.5 GeV. As stated 

before, the cuts in |t'| and MM 2 used to define the sample uere 

0.0(|t'|<0.2 GeV 2 and 3.2<MM*<1.1 GeV* r»spective1y. ough the 
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moments analysis and partial uave analysis clearly revelled much 

detailed information about the Kit scattering angular distribution, quite 

a lot of the structure in the distribution was r ident from studying 

simple plots of the data sample. In this section, several of these 

simple plots uill be presented and discusssed. In all cases, the plots 

shoun are raw data plots, taken from the 42,355 event K"ir*n final data 

sample and uncorrected for spectrometer acceptance. 

Figure 19 shows the Kir mass distribution, inhere number of events is 

histogrammed as a function of M(Kn). The spin 1 K*(49S) resonance stands 

out clearly as a very narrow, tall peak- The wider spin 2 K*(1130) 

resonance is also quite prominent but the spin 3 K«(17*0) is only hinted 

at by the small enhancement in the 1700 to 1800 MeV region. No features 

at higher (or in between) masses are obviously apparent. 

The strong dependence a* the mass distribution on the angular 

distribution can be quickly revealed by replotting the mass distribution 

uith cuts on the cosfij value. In fig. 20 the Ktr mass distribution is 

plotted S times, each plot corresponding to one of the sections obtained 

when the oosBj range from -1 to +1 is divided into 8 equal sections. If 

the "forward" direction is defined as the direction opposite the 

recoiling neutron as seen in the Kir center of mass frame, then cosfij 

near +1 means the kaon is emitted in the forward direction (and the pion 

is emitted in the backward direction). Thus references to the "forward" 

and ''backward" directions will imply cosBj -ear +1 and -1 respectively. 

In fig. 20 there is a dramatic change in the mass distribution as one 

goes from the backward to forward region in oosSj. A close !• )k at the 

position of the K*fSSS> and K»(H30) resonancp^ show a slight shifting 
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of the peaks as a function of cos6j. The effect is on the order of 

15 MeV for the K*(895) uith the mass of the peak decreasing as eosBj 

goes from -1 to +1. For the K*(1430) resonance, the forward and 

backuard cosSj plots show a peak near 1440 MeV uhile the central (cos9j 

near 0) region shous a weak, strange!,- shaped bump peaked at close to 

1380 HeV. As will be shown later in the partial wave analysis, this peak 

shifting is due to strong S-P and M wave interference effects. In the 

case of the K*(17S0), not only does the apparent mass peak shift, but 

the resonance seems to completely vanish in some regions of cosSj. 

Figure 21 gives the cosfij distribution for MCKtr) cuts containing 

the three major resonance regions. Here it can be seen quite clearly 

that the decay of different spin objects lead to much different angular 

distributions. An even more revealing plot is shown in fig. 22. In this 

3D projection, the height of the plot represents the number of events 

and the tuo horizontal axes are the Kir mass and cosBj measurement 

values. In ihis plot, the shifting of the resonance peaks and changes in 

their magnitude and uidth as a function of cosSj are again quite 

evident. In addition, more complicated angular structure can be seen in 

the K*(1740) and higher mass regions. 

It is clear from these plots that mass and width determinations 

from fits to mass distributions can be very misleading. The LASS 

spectrometer acceptance in co&dj is fairly uniform (except in the 

extreme forward and backuard cosGj regions ufiere it drops off), 

therefore it affords a reasonably complete view of the mass spectrum as 

a function of cosBj. In several rast experiments that looked at KTT mass 

distributions with limited acceptance in cosflj, conflicting reports for 
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Figure 21 — The eosfij iistributions for the Kir mass regions oantaining 
the K*C695), K*(143D), and K«U7SD) resonances. 
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Figure 22 — A projection of a 3 dimensional representation of the Kir 
data sample. Vertical axis is number of events (scale is such that tal
lest bin contains about 1000 events). Horizontal axes represent KIT mass 
and cosSj as shoun. 
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the mass and width of the K* resonances were presented. From the plots 

given here, such conflicting reports are not surprising. Although the 

apparent changes in magnitude of the resonance peaks as • function of 

cos8j are merely the effect of the decay angular distribution of non

zero spin states, the shifting of the peaks is due to the interference 

effects of different spin states. In any case, both of these effects 

shou the necessity for extracting the moments of the angular 

distribution and for attempting a partial nave analysis in order to 

fully understand the resonance structure. 
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Chapter VI 

RESOLUTION. BACKGROUNDS. Arid NORMALIZATION 

A. Resolution 

A.T Overvieu 

The finite resolution of the momentum measurements in the spectrom

eter lead to the uncertainties in the Kit scattering kinematical quanti

ties. These uncertainties, in turn, Here important in the calculation of 

the spectrometer acceptance (which is explained in detail in VIII.C). 

Thus a good understanding of spectrometer reso'ijtion was necessary for 

this analysis. The contributions to the total event resolution were due 

to the beam momentum measurement, the solenoid track measurement(s), and 

the dipole track measurement(s). Each of these contributions was care

fully studied. The results of the studies were used to make the Monte 

Carlo program closely simulate the resolution properties of the spec

trometer. Because of this simulation, the acceptance corrections ob

tained from the Monte Carlo program included the effects of spectrometer 

resolution. The following discussion will cover the results of these re

solution sti'J.ies and the method userj by the Monte Carlo program to simu

late the spectrometer resolution. 
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A.2 Truck resolutions 

The resolution contribution from the beam momentum measurement uas 

due to three sources, the momentum magnitude measurement error of f-e 

P-hodoscope, the drift in the central value of the momentum magnitude 

fdue tc drifting of the calibration of the beamline magnets), and i.̂ e 

bean position and direction measurement error. The drift of the momentum 

magnitude measurement uas determined by selecting large samples of 

K"-»n*u"n" decay events at many intervals during the experimental run 

then calculating the average |P(beam)| for each sample. The effect of 

the drift uas a smearing of the momentum magnitude equivalent to a reso

lution of o(drift) - 30 MeV/c for the experimental rjn. The momentum 

magnitude resolution due to the P-hodoscope measurement uas calculated 

as (riP-hnd) = 40 MeWc. This uas obtained from a study of forward K"p 

elastic scattering events which resulted in a value for the dipole mo

mentum measurement resolution o(dip) as vtell as <r(P-hod). The uncer

tainty in the position and direction of tha beam for each event uas ea

sily calculated from the error matrix elements that resulted from the 

least squares fit uhich determined the beam track parameters. 

As in the case of the beam tracks, the error matrix associated uith 

the fit to a helix 'MVFIT) provided the information for calculating the 

momentum resolution for each outgoing charged track in th? spectrometer. 

For those tracks that uere measured successfully in the dipole portion 

of the spectrometer (only the momentum magnitude uas measured there), a 

momentum magnitude measurement error uas calculated besed on hcth tiie 

er jr mrtrices from the fits to the trick segments and the results from 

the dipole magnet aperture crossing algorithm. 
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It should be noted that in order to obtain error matrix elements 

from any of the fitsr the measurement error corresponding to each point 

used in the fit must be known and used as input to the fitting program. 

Thus, to obtain correct error matrices from the fits for all track 

types, measurement errors for all devices used in the beam, solenoid and 

dipole sections of the spectrometer uere needed prior to the event re

construction step. These measurement errors uere obtained by an itera

tive procedure that uas applied in a simitar fashion to at) trackfinding 

devices. In this procedure, an initial sample of events Mas processed 

using estimates of measurement errors based primarily on Hire spacing?. 

From this initial sample, a subset of net) measured tracks uas selected 

to be the neu "good track" sample. Then, each of these new good tracks 

uas reprocessed uith one selected measurement plane removed from the 

fit. The residual distribution for that selected plane was histogrammed 

and the measurement resolution for the plane uas defined as the rms de

viation from the mean of the distribution. This procedure uas repeated 

for every measurement plane in the spectrometer. The measurement errors 

from this study Here then used for the calculation of the error matrix 

elements from the various fits used in event reconstruction (some typi

cal values for the measurement errors for various types of devices are 

given in Table 3). 

A.3 M(Kii), |t'|. MM* resolution 

As described in Appendix A, the flonte Carlo program simulated the 

event reconstruction procedure used in the data to a very high degree of 
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accuracy. Both device efficiency and device resolution Here used in the 

simulation of track reconstruction. Many detailed studies Here performed 

to insure that the Monte Carlo programs properly simulated all important 

aspects concering track measurement, It was then possible to close:y ex

amine the effect of spectrometer resolution on the measurement of the 

four important kinematics* quantities |t'|. PI(KTI). oosBj> and *j. From 

the standpoint of the physics analysis to be presented, the resolution 

in cosSj and *\ was properly accounted for in the acceptance calcula

tion. However, because the analysis divided up the |t'| and HCKir) re

gions into bins, it was important that the resolution be sufficiently 

good so that Monte Carlo events genersted in a given |t'[ and rJ(Kit) bin 

would not end up being "measured" with a |t'| and H(Kn) correspond - 1 to 

a different bin. The results of this resolution study gave the following 

[t'| and PIOCIT) resolution (each averaged over all other kinematic*] var

iables; and noting that each varied as a function of tt(Kjr) J: 

aH., = 0.003 G«V S 

(VI.1) 
Q^ - 4 MeV (low UKn) to 15 MeV (high M K.) 

This would allou for a small amount of bin crossover but since the im

portant physical quantities u'ere found to vary slowly from bin to bin, 

the snail amount of crossover was found to have no significant effect on 

the results. 

The most important quantity that was a result of the spectrometer 

resolution uas the spread in the distribution of the missing mass 

squared (MM 1) opposite the K't* pair. This distributions can be seen in 
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fig. 23a. The ttl* distribution as determined from a Monte Carlo event 

simple is also shown in fig. 23a. It is clear from the figure that the 

leading edge of the data distribution is well represented by the Monte 

Carlo distribution. The trailing edge would not be expected to coincide 

uetl since the data sample contains K"ir+4* as well as otner background 

contributions. However, assuming the Monte Carlo distribution correctly 

represents the neutron recoil data distribution, the MM 2 resolution is: 

0"„,i = 0.04 GeV* (VI.2) 

The Monte Carlo MM 2 distribution and the data MM 2 distribution Here used 

to estimate the background contamination in the K'Tr'n event sample which 

will be discussed in the next section. 

B. Backgrounds 

The topology requirement of two and only tuo oppositely charged 

outgoing tracks resulted in a data sample consisting largely of K"u fn 

events, ifiuever the fol lowing final states were still able to contribute 

to the physics background in the data sample: 1) KT'n'n, 2) ir*irn from 

K» decay. 3) v*vA for l»3. «) K'lCA (or !•>, S) K"p, 6) K-* ep, and any 

of the above final states with one or more *°s added. Most of these 

background events were removed by the kinematics! cuts in the PASSMC 

program. The largest background uas due to elastic events but the elas

tic cut in PASSMC Has effective in removing nearly nil of these events. 

The elastic cut consisted of three requirements, all of which had to be 

satisfied to be considered an elastic event (and hence removed from the 
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sample). The requirements uerei 1) Pt(K")>S GeV^c. 2> MM 1 opposite the 

K~ between -2 and S 6eV J, and 3) Mrl* opposite the (K'p) pair (assuming 

the positive track uas a proton) betueen -0.2 and +0.2 5eV*. The third 

requirement uas quite loose but it was intentionally made less restric

tive so most X"n°p events Mould alco be removed from the final sample. 

Because most elastic events had at least one dipole type track, the mea

surement errors on the elastic MM* quantities were very small hence very 

few true elastic events escaped this cut. The it*Ti"n events uhere the 

ir*n" pair resulted from K° decay Here explicitly removed by cutting out 

events uhose CTT'T") invariant mass hypothesis Mas uithin 5 MeV of the K* 

mass. Events uith final states of tuo charged mesons and a neutral bar-

yon which was not a neutron (e.g. K"fl*4"* ***'A» K'K*A) were suppressed 

by both the trigger and the two prong hypothesis since only the neutral 

decay modes of the baryon could have satisfied the topology requirement 

(th« vertex requirements also removed many of th* hyperon recoil ev

ents). The hyperon recoil events have much smaller K*p cross-sections 

uhich further limited their contribution to the background. Houevcr, it 

is likely that most of the events uith a missing mass (opposite a K"n* 

hypothesis) larger than a neutron mass are due to. th«se oth-er neutral 

baryon recoil events as uell as due to K'IT'II* n events. The majority of 

these background events were removed uith the 0.2<MM*<1.1 GeV z cut. 

Tuo methods were used to estimate the amount of background events 

remaining in the K"u*n final data sample. The first method consisted of 

a fit to the data MM 1 distribution using the Monte Carlo MM 2 distribu

tion and a parametrization of the expected background contributions (us

ing a lou order polynomial). This fit is shown in fig. 2'3a and the re

sults from the fit give an estimated background contribution of 8±<l X, 
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figure 23 — (a) Comparison of MM 4 (opposite K"TT*) distributions for 
data events (error bars) and the Monte Carlo fit (»). Cb) Comparison 
of MM* (opposite K"IT +) distribution for data (histogram) with reflected 
data distribution (*)). see text for explanation. 
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The second fit Has based on the assumption that the data MM 1 

distribution due to true neutron recoil events uas symmetric about the 

neutron mass squared value (0.88 GeV 2). The justification for this 

assumption came from the very symmetric Monte Carlo Pltl2 distribution (as 

can be seen in fig. I3*>. By reflecting the leading edge of the data rlr)1 

distribution about the neutron mats squared value, one obtains the 

expected shape of the trailing edge of the distribution due to pure 

neutron recoil events. This comparison is shown in fig. 23b and resulted 

in a background contribution estimate of 014 X. 

The two methods probably reflect the upper and lower limits of the 

background, so for the purposes of this thesis, the background 

contribution uas assumed to be A±4 ' Any residual background uas most 

likely to come from K"tr*A° with small amounts of K"u"p. n*w"A, K*K~A. 

and K _n*B»n events as uell. 

It should be noted that a small fraction of good K~it*n events uere 

removed along with background events in the elastic, K* > and rtM2 cuts. 

Houever, since these cuts uere also applied to the K"it*n Monte Carlo 

events uhich uere used to calculate the acceptance corrections, any 

biases due to these cuts uere properly corrected in the angular moments 

results. 

C. Normal ization and Estimate a£ gtlC'o->K'ir*n) 

Although not crucial to either the moments anai>-.M* or partial uave 

ana'iysis, the determination of the absolute experimental normalization 

provides a rough check of the accuracy of the experimental acceptance. 
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In what follows, the sensitivity of the experiment Hill be calculated. 

This will be used to obtain the K"p*K"»'n cross-section as aeasurtd by 

this experiment. The cross-section will then be compared to the existing 

world data as a rough check of the normalization. 

The sensitivity is the product of the beam flux, the nuaber of 

target particles and an acceptance correction term. There are a number 

of correction factors that go into each of the above three terms. These 

factors are given in Table 5 along uith their errors. The acceptance 

correction term is a product of the spectrometer acceptance (uhich 

includes kinemati^el cuts) and the softuare loss factors from Tsble 5. 

The spectrometer acceptance is determined primarily from the Monte Carlo 

study. The sensitivity to be quoted will not include the spectrometer 

acceptance but Hilt include the software loss factors. Given a K~ beam 

particle count of 4.05 X 10*, a target density of .07082 gin/cm3 (the 

density varied with time during the experiment but this effect HBS 

properly accounted for), and the aforementioned correction factors, the 

sensitivity associated uith the r*u data sample for this analysis is 

calculated to be: 

S 0 = 1004 evente/fib ± 12.5JJ {in quadrature) 
(VI.3) 

± 24.5% (linear) 

where the two estimates of the systematical error are obtained by adding 

the individual trrorm in quadrature and linearly. It is likely that the 

"true" error is close to the error from the quadrature method si though 

not all of the factors were independent. The error from the linear sum 

best . epresents an upper limit to the actual error. 
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TABU S 

Normalization Correction Factors 

Type o4 Correction Correct ion Factor 
and Err or 

Beam Correction Factors: 

a) bean deadtime and doubles 0.976 t o.cn 
b) trigger deadtime 0.990 * 0.005 

c) kaon beam decay 0.973 ± 0.003 

d) kaon beam absorption 0.958 • 0.005 

Target Correction Factor: 

a) vertex cut 0.984 i 0.010 

Software Loss rectors: 

a) production joo efficiency* 0.840 1 0.100 

b) software filter efficiency 0.820 1 0.060 

* Losses due to rau data unpacking failures, beam track, 
reconstruction failures, and various other event 
reconstruction failures. 
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To calculate the total cross-section for the reaction lfp-HCii*n, 

the following relation is used: 

N = a S 0 thus ff-N/S0 (VI.4) 

As stated above. the sensitivity value of 1904 events/ub does not 

include the spectrometer acceptance, m this calculation of the cross-

section, this acceptance factor has been absorbed into the N term. i.e.. 

the number of events used is the acceptance corrected number of events. 

But the acceptance corrected number of events does not include 

corrections for the kinematical cuts: 0.9<|t'[<Q.2 GeV 1 and 

0.8<n(KT7)<2.3 GeV. Thus the cross-section calculation needs to include 

correction terms for these cuts and therefore is written as follows: 

The t' cut factor is calculated to be: 

assuming that: 

<d<Vdf) « * "*'' and e y | c u t = /„"( dg/df ) dt' 
fa ( dff/df ) df 

The rl(Krr) cut factor is determined by estimating the number of K'u'fi 

events outside the range 0, e<rKKir)<2.3 GeV by looking at the full mass 

range from other K"p-»X"it*n experiments M & ) with acceptance for the ful) 

mass range and with similar beam momenta. Then by scaling the mass plots 

from these other eicperirents i? the number of events in the mass region 

0.8 to 2.3 GeV 1 from "his experiment, the number of events outside this 
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•ass region can be estimated. The loss factor was calculated to be: 

Cn»<mi - O W ± 15% ( V I . 7 ) 

The value tor H, the acceptance corrected number of K***n events 

obtained from the moments analysis is 175.£73 events hence the ci oss-

section for K*»*n is: 

a (ITp - K~tr+n ) = 326 fib ± 2J3 (quadrature) tvJ. 8) 

The error shown is the systematical error obtained by adding the errors 

from the individual terms in quadrature (the error for the sensitivity 

was the quadrature error of 12.SJO. This value for the cross-section 

compares fa.urnbly uith the known existing world dat• taken from CERN-

HERA 117] as shoun in fig. 24. 
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Fioiirt 24 — Comparison of aCK'p-»K'-n + n) from this experiment (D) with 
existing uortd data (•). 
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Chapter V]) 

ANALYSIS OF THE MOMENTS OF THE ANGULAR OISTRioU'UOH 

A, Overview 

In this chapter, the moments of the Kir angular distribution hill be 

defined and the procedure used to obtain thos* moments uill be described 

in section B. There uere tuo independent methods that Mere used to ob

tain the moments, the maximum likelihood method and the method of mo

ments (a linear algebra method). The maximum likelihood method Mill be 

described in detail in this chapter uhile the method of moments utll be 

only briefly discussed since it uas used primarily to provide an inde

pendent check of the first method. The dctai is of the method of moments 

uill be found in Appendix B. An essential part of obtaining the moments 

is the calcul!-'.ion of tie spectrometer acceptance. This uas an involved 

and fairly complicated process utilizing a sophisticated Monte Carlo 

program and will be dircussed in section C of this chapter. The final 

set of Kir elastic scattering moments obtained from this analysis uil] 

then be presented in section 0. Special attention to the checks of sta

bility, the errjr handling, and the physics implications uil' be given 

in the discussion of the moments. Finally, fits to the moments in terms 

of leading K* resonances uiil be presented and discussed. 
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B. Obtaining Ihx Annular Hnments 

B.1 Statement of the Problem 

The angular distribution produced in Kn elastic scattering is de

noted by Iprod and can be expanded in a series of spherical harmonic 

functions as shoun in e«t. VII.V. 

Wo.*) " t 4")"^ E W * ) Y t a(n) (vi i. i) 

uhere the following shorthand has been used: 

x - ( Ms,, |t*| ) 
(VII.2) 

0 = ( cosff, , *, ) 

Determining the coefficients, ti B < is the object of this part of the an

alysis since they are the acceptance corrected moments of the Kn angular 

distribution. 

The angular distribution that is observed in the experiment, Iob». 

is not the same as Iprod but related as follows; 

U(0,i) = A(CU) Ijmaftl.x) (VI1. 3) 

The function A is the experimental acceptance function which in this an

alysis is determined by use of the Monte Carlo spectrometer simulation 

program. Then by using the observed experimental distributions and know

ledge of the acceptance, the optimum set of moments. tj B, can be ob

tained bv various fittiVc. techniques. The technique used to obtain the 
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KIT angular moment* given in this analysis is known as the max'mum like

lihood Method and is described in the nex subsection. 

In the analysis that follows, both the observed distribution func

tion I0b»<fl) and the acceptance distribution function AtOJ uitl also be 

expanded in series of spherical harmonics. Three simplifications can be 

made to reduce the number of parameters in the equations that describe 

the spherical harmonic series for the produced, observed, and acceptance 

distributions. These simplifications are: 

1) Oy invoking parity conservation it can be ahoun that the imaginary 

parts of the spherical harmonies do not contribute to the sum. There

fore tte can rewrite eq. VII. 1 as follows: 

W ° - * > - <4*>~ , / 2 £}JM <*-«»*> R e< Y i»( n>) , V 1, „, 
where: 6"m0 •= ( 1. m=0 

( 0, m>0 

It is possible houever that the acceptance distribution A(J1), if also 

expanded in a series of spherical harmonics, could contain non-zero 

imaginary terms which would then allou for imaginary terms in 

Iebi(rt). From the Monte Carlo study it Mas shown that the imaginary 

terms in an expansion of ACfl) Mere consistent uith zero. There "ire, 

all the spherical harmonic expansions used in the following method; 

uiM be justifiably restricted to r*») terms only. 

2) If the fl(KTT) and t' space is subdivided into a grid of small bins, 

one ean make the approximation that ti B is constant throughout any 

small (MCKirKt') b-"n. Then eq. VII.A can be rewritten as fotlews for 
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each (H(Kn), t') bin: 

W n > = (4r.)-'^ I! l t a (2-om0) Re( Y^fn) ) (VI1.5) 
ImZQ 

This same subdivision of n(Kn) and t' will be applied to the lprod 

and A distributions. 

The final simplification Involves limiting the values of I (in the 

sums over 1 and n) to £)••«> where I m t x is set to the highest value 

of 1 for which t ] B is non-zero. This requires trying various values 

of !••» until one obtains t\m consistent with zero for all 1>lo» then 

1B*x is set to lo< In practice, 1a a x~2J r where J is the highest spin 

Kn resonance that contributes to the angular distribution for that 

particular CrlCKrr), t'J bin. For example, for MtKiO much less than the 

mass of the spin 2 K* 11-130 MeV), one sets l B a x to 2 since the hijjh-

est possible contributing resonance is spin 1 (J=t. so 1 B> H = ZJ = 

2). The produced distribution can now be written as shown in 

eq. VII.6: 
i _ 

W O ) = (4rr)-,/2 El.. (2-iat>) Re( Y^n) ) (Vn.*) 

Because of the orthogonality of the spherical harmonic functions and 

the relation in eq. VII,4, it is clear that the l B a x limit can also 

be applied to the expansions for lobi and A. 

At this point some additional shorthand will be useful to 

further simplify the equations. Let: 

M = 0.«n) (VI 1.7) 
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with the auitmation for O i l i l . » „ , OSmJl understood in the definition 

of it and then define: 

Y„"(n) = ( 2 - « B 0 ) Ke( Y„(r») ) 

so finally: 

tn both the maximum likelihood method and in the method of moments. 
the above three simplifications uill be assumed. 

B.2 The Maximum Likelihood Method 

In the maximum livelihood method one must define a likelihood func
tion tihich can be maximized with respect to a set of parameters (in this 
case the parameters are the moments ti«> so that the maximijed function 
uill result in the optimum set of parameters (the best set of moments 
ti»). To apply -this tn the problem at hand, one must first introduce the 
normalization condition for the observed distribution. 

n ' f 1^(0) 40 (VII.9) 

In eq. ¥11.9. n is the expected r.umber of observed events. One can now 
dftfine a quantity Pi. ine probability for observing event i, which oc
curs uith coordinate !>j. 

Pi = WW 
/W«J)«w (»ii.io) 
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Then uning «q. VII.4 and eq. VII.7 this can be rewritten as: 

Pi - •£- V*(Oi) A(G|) (VI1.11) 

The next step requires expanding the acceptance function A(ft) in terms 

of spherical harmonics. 

A(tl) = S a„ Y„(0) (VII. 12) 

Then using this expansion and the expansion for I p rod (eq. VII.8) one 

obtains eq. VII.13: 

P l = -L E t„ YM'(04) E B. YJQi) (VII. U> 

One now definer a likelihood function L. as the probability of observing 

a sample of N events each with probability p;. 

L = ( TT P l ) ( e-n"/N! ) (VII.14) 

The second term in eq. VII,14 is the probability of observing N even ;s 

given a Pcisson distribution uith a mean of n. In this c»"? n is the ex

pected number of observed events from eq. VII.9. Rather than maximize 

Li it turns out to be easier to maximize u=log(L). This value - is known 

as the loglikelihood function and will be maximized uith respect to the 

parameters. 11„, the angular moments. Using the definition of u and 

eq. VII.13 and eq. VII.14 one obtains eq. VII.15: 

M 
w = E log [ < E t„ T„{n{) X E a„ Y„(n,) ) ] - n - log N! (VII. 15) 
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Going back to the definit ion of n (eq. ¥11.9) and substituting for I s b« 

with »q. V11.3 one arrives at eq. VI I .16: 

n -I \trJfl\ A(0) dtl ( V I I . 1 6 ) 

Then by inserting the spherical harmonic expansions of Iprad and * and 
using the orthogonality property of the spherical harmonic one obtains 
the series in eq. VII.17: 

n = St Mo. l l (VII. 17 J 

Nou one can easily see that the log N? term in *q. VII.15 is independent 
of t|i and uill be omitted since it won't effect the maximization result. 
Similarly if the first log term is divided into two log terms, the Tog 
of '.he i)itu sum is also independent of t u and can also be omitted. The 
fins) representation of u becomes: 

w = Slog(Et„Y*(n,)) -Et„(„ (VI1.1$) 
j»] it it 

In order to compute u. one needs to supply the acceptance distribj-
tion coefficients a u and also one needs the Yu. value for each event in 
the data sample. The acceptance coefficients are determined by the Monte 
Carlo simulation procedure and uill be described in detail in the next 
subsection. The Vu vatue for each event is easily calculated from the 
Gottfried'Jackson angles cosSj and fj uhich are kept in the event output 
record on the data mini-DST tape. 

The FORI RAN fitting program OPT 1 ME [HI was used to maximize the 
value of ii. This produced the optimum set of parameters tu., Khich are 
the Kit angular moments to be discussed in section D. The error matrix E 
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for the fit parameters t u, lias given by the following formula: 

E - D" 1 C (IT1)* (VI1.19) 

The programs used to perform the initialization, setup, and output pre

sentation of the OPT IME fit were modified versions ihe programs used by 

the SLAC group that performed the Kit scattering analysis in [51. 

B.3 The Method of Moments 

The method of moments uas used to provide an independent check of 

the angular moments obtained from the maximum likelihood method. The 

method of moments is described in detail in Appendix B. Hhat follous is 

a brief discussion of the basic principles of the method. 

The method ef moments starts uith the basic relation of eq. VII.3 

and by substituting the series expansion for I 0b»' Iprod- and A. then by 

multiplying both sides by Yy.Cn) and integrating over fl one can set up a 

matrix equation of the form: 

b M = E A^ t„. (vil.20) 

The bu are tht coefficients of the spherical harmonics from an expansion 

of the observed distribution lobi- *u.u' 'is the acceptance correlation 

matrix and the tgu are the angular moments as before. By use of more 

where: p __ 

C_. = 
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equations than unknowns in this Matrix equation, a fit can be performed 

to reduce the errors in tu,. A chi-squared function is defined and is 

minimii*d by standard matrix algebra techniques. One obtaina the optimum 

set of parameters t u and the error matrix for t u as a result of this 

procedure. The computer programs used to obtain the moments by this 

method were once again modified versions of the programs used in the an

alysis of [5], The moments obtained by this method and the moments ob

tained by the likelihood method in all cases agreed uith each other to 

uithin the statistical errors from the fits (see the figures and the 

corresponding discussion of the stability of the moments in Appendix C3. 

C. JJie. &££eptanc.e. Calculation 

A standard method of determining spectrometer acceptance goes as 

follous. One expands the acceptance function in spherical harmonics. 

A(0) = S B Y (0) (VI1.21) 

By multiplying both sides by YK(J1), integrating over fl, tnd using or

thogonality of spherical harmonicsi one obtains: 

"V = / A(C5) Y„(n) (VI 1.22) 

In a large statistics sample one can approximate this integral by a sum 

over events. 

H 
% " S w, Y^Oj) (VI1.23) 
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*™i!i£j' 

Tf 
Hhere HJ is the probability (weight) that event i can be detected. In 

the usual ease ui it I product of traekfinding efficiency for each track 

and vertex reconstruction efficiency as determined from a Monte Carlo 

simulation of the detection apparatus. If the events are generated ran

domly in the angle variables fl, the coefficients â . can be calculated to 

any degree of accuracy by selecting the sample size. Houever, th* values 

of Jl tand rKKn) and t') that one measures differ fron the Monte Carlo 

generated values due to the finite resolution of the detection device. 

Unless the measurement errors are very small, the kJove method may not 

be accurate. Another approach to the problem is to go back to eq. VII.3, 

and rewrite it as: 

A(O) - W " ) (VH.24) 

Now replacing A<ft) by i t s Yu. expansion, multiplying both sides by Yu(ft), 

integrating over I I , and using orthogonality gives: 

a„ = / *•*•(") Y„(n) df) (V11. 25) 

Nou if the produced physics distribution is completely understood, 

one could generate Monte Carlo events uith that distribution and obtain 

the Iob» distribution from the set of events that are successfully de

tected by the Monte Carlo spectrometer simulation program. Uith a large 

statistics sample, the a u can then be approximated by: 

N 
S w 1Y^(O i) (VII.26) 

I»cprod(ftl) 
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where Hi is the probability of being detected In t!ie Monte Carlo 

simulator and H is the total number of Monte Carlo generated events. 

Kc:: the Iprsd term in rq. VII-25 is not fcnoun exactly since it is 

the produced physics «H»tv<&v>i>t»n. tttratver, if a good approximation to 

I prod can be made, one can employ an iterative procedure to get the best 

set of acceptance moments. This approximated distribution, cat led 

I.cprod- is the distribution used by the Monte Carlo program to generate 

events. 

For this analysis the iterative procedure began by approximating 

the Iprod distribution uith a completely flat 'scprod distribute in 

the variables cosSj and i»j (i.e., randomly generated in the ranges 

-1ieos6jS1, -nS^jS*). The distribution in t' Mas genera'-" using the 

simple e;.ponetia) form e""* . The acceptance moments «u were then cal

culated and used as described in the maximum likelihood method to obtain 

a first order set of angjlar moments, t u. This set of moments uas then 

used to make a more accurate approximation of Iprod ** follows: 

W ^ ) = N (4i01/f E (t/t0) *„([>,) mi.zn 

Mhere: N = total number of Monte carlo generated events 

to - t ] B for 1=0,m=0 

A second iteration was then performed which resulted in a neu set 

of acceptance noments »u and subsequently a neu set of physics distribu

tion moments tu.- A third iteration uas performed to check that the 

procedure Mas indeed converging, i.e., that the »u, and tu, from the third 

iteration did not differ (within the statistical errors) from the second 

iteration. This Has confirmed and the iterative procedure was terminated 

after the third iteration. 
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As pointed out earlier, the difference between the generated and 

the measured kinematical variables which was due to the spectrometer re

solution was the main reason for this special procedure for calculating 

the acceptance momenls. The iterative procedure, described above, prop

erly accounts for measurement resolution effects on t', cosBj. and fj. 

However, there are also some measurement resolution effects on M(Kir). 

Since all our determinations of acceptance moments and physics moments 

were made in small n'Kir) bins, there was a possibility of having events 

generated in one MCKn) bin but measured in another tlCKn) bin. Events 

crossing over into different rKKtri bins were ignored in this analysis 

because the small number of events of this type did not alter the accep

tance moments results. 

A versatile acceptance calculation program was created so that the 

acceptance coefficients. a u (for the likelihood method) ind the Am/ 

(for the method of moments) could be determined. This program read the 

tape of nonte Carlo events described in Appendix A and selected the ap

propriate rl(Kir) and t' range for the sample. The sample was then re

quired to pass the same geometrical and kinematical cuts that were to he 

applied to the data events (the PASSMC program). The events that suc

cessfully passed all cuts were then used to compute the acceptance coef

ficients using the sums of eq. VIJ.26 and eq. a.9. 

A good indication of the basic spectrometer acceptance is shown in 

fig. 25. where the percent acceptance is giver, in a . ~Mour plot as a 

function of M(KTI) along the x-axis and cosSj along the y-axis. The 

acceptance shown here includes the geometrical acceptance of the 

spectrometer, losses due to device inefficiency. decays, absorpton. 
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figure 25 -• Acceptance contour plot. Contours denote percent acceptance 
for the reaction K~p-»K"n*n as determined by the nonte Carlo simulation 
program. 
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trackfinding inefficiency, event reconstruction inefficiency- and also 

losses due to geometrical and kinematical cuts. The geoi,,, rieal and 

kinematical cuts used to produce the plot in fig. 25 are identical to 

those used to define the angular moments data sample (the PASSMC cuts of 

fig. 18). In most regions of MCKTI), the acceptance is fairly high and 

relatively flat except in the forward Ccos6j =l) region and sometimes in 

the backward (cos8j=-l) region. There is also a drop in acceptance for 

all cosSj at lou mass (IKKnXO.o GeV) and at high mass CMCKir)>2.3 GeV). 

This acceptance cut off at lou and high mass essentially determine the 

r.-nge of r)(Kn) that uas used in this analysis. These regions of poorer 

acceptance are for the most part due to the effect of the trigger 

requirements. Houever, the good acceptance in the vast majority of the 

kinematical regions allous for accurate acceptai ?e corrections in the 

determination of the angular moments. 

D. The Krr Elastic Scattering Anaular Moments 

The unnormalized angular moments obtained from the procedure 

described in this chapter are shoun as a function of rKKir) in 

figs. 26-28. The values for the moments and their e. •ors are listed in 

Table 6. Note that in the region from 0.8 to 1.6 GeV the moments consist 

of 40 MeV uide bins plotted every 40 rleV and in the region from 1.6 to 

2.3 GeV the moments consist of 80 MeV uide bins plotted every 40 rleV 

(overlapping bins). The moments uere plotted in overlapping bins in the 

high mass region to help guide the eye. Where moments are not shoun Cat 

loner masses), they have been found to be consistent uith zero. Tor the 
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loner rKKir) range CO.* to 1.8 GeV) the moments Mere allowed to have 

values for the m index ranging from 0 to 2 since the moments uith m>2 

uere shown to be consistent uith ze.-o. for rHKiO>1.8 GeV. the moments 

uith m>1 uere shoun to be consistent uith zero and thus only m=0 and m = 1 

monents are shoun. 

The error bars shoun in thesf plots correspond to the appropriate 

diagonal matrix elements of the error matrix of eq. VII.19 (a 

statistical significance of one standard deviation). It should be noted 

that the angular moments are highly correlated (an effect due to the 

non-uniformity of the acceptance) uhich means that the off-diagonal 

error matrix elements are non-zero. This indicates that the errors 

given in figs. 26-28 and Table 6 are not independent and thus any fits 

to the moments must use the full error matrix in order to obtain 

statistically correct results. 

As mentioned previously, the moments presented here uere obtained 

using the maximum likelihood method. These moments uere found to be 

consistent uithin statistical errors uith the moments obtained from the 

method of moments. Also, many tests uere performed that demonstrated 

that these moments uere stable uith respect to a variety of geometrical 

and kinematical cuts. This stability uith respect to cuts indicated that 

the Monte Carlo program accurately simulated the spectrometer 

acceptance. A discussion of tests of stablility of the moments as uell 

the results from three of the more important tests is given in Appendix 

C. 

By examining the even 1, m=0 moments, the resonance structure in Kir 

scattering can be quickly seen. A resonance uith mass M and spin J 
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should show up is • peak-Tike structure in the 1-2J moment at a mass tl 

with no structure at that mass for any higher 1 moment*. in the case of 

a leading resonance, one would expect the 1=2J moment to be consistent 

uith zero for masses belou M and one would expect the higher 1 moments 

to also be consistent uith zero for masses up to rt. Using this criteria, 

there is clear evidence for the spin 1 K»(895) from the strong peak in 

the to, moments at 895 MeV and no structure in higher moments. The same 

reasoning leads to the assignment of the resonances near 1430 MeV and 

17S0 MeV as spin 2 and 3 respectively. Parity conservation requires that 

the parity assignment of a spin J Kir resonance decaying into K"TT* to be 

P=t-l)J. Thus the angular moments give confirmation of the J p = 1" 

K*(895), tne 2* K*(1430) and the 3" K*C1780J resonances. 

Additional support to this resonance interpretation comes from the 

behavior of the odd 1. m=0 moments. The effects of interference between 

resonances of differing angular momentum can be seen as a slight drop 

followed bv a rapid rise in the proper odd 1 moment in the mass region 

between the interfering resonances. One example of this can be sren 

clearU' in the 1.5 to 1.7 GeV region of the tjn moment indicating the 

interference between the spin Z K«U43Q) and the spin 3 K*(1780). 

In order to determine the masses and widths for these resonances, a 

simple Breit-Wigner resonance model was fit to the leading 2J moment 

Ctior U o . and t*o * o r the spin 1 r 2, and 3 resonances}. The fits are 

s: ,vn as the curves in figs. 29a-c. The values for the masses and widths 

are listed in Table 7. The exact Breit-Uigner parametrizatiau used in 

these fits is described in Appendix E. The mass and uidth measurements 

for the K*1895) and K*C1430) resonances from the partial wave analysis 
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TABLE 7 

Breit-Uigner Resonance Parameters from Fits to Moments 

(•) Spin 1 fit to t i 0 moment, (b) Spin 2 fit to t,p moment, (c) Spin 3 
fit to t*o moment. Cd) Spin A fit to t (o moment, («) Special simpli
fied cpin 4 amplitude fit to the t«o> tjo> * n d *»o moments. 

<•) Fit B f iu l t 

n*** •«7.0 •- 3 .1 (* 2.0)« nti 

Width 58.9 ± 7.1 ncv 

x2/D0F< 2,9 / t 

(b) Pir»iMt«r 

Uidth 

t'/DBf 

f l l l i m i t 

U26 1 3 ( ! 4 1« IKV 

l i t : 13 ntv 

0.32/2 

( c ) n t epsnii 

n > » I7S6 + !7 
- 13 

t i 2D J* n«v 

Width 115 * S3 
- 3B 

3.4/S 

n«y 

I d ) Tit Result 

H*K£ J HO + HO 
- 60 

tt 30 ) • ricv 

Uidth 

jr'/OOF* 

250 • 300 
- 130 

2.S/3 

n t v 

(») P«r»t»*t«r Tit Oesutt 

Hist 2075 + 40 
- 30 

(s 30 >« nev 

Width 240 * 400 
- 10 

n t v 

x ' /oor ' 15.7/13 

* Estimated Byfitemitical error 
+ PDF = I of degrees of freedom 
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(Chapter VIII) were more accurate and used a more proper parametrization 

than these simple fits to the moments. Thus the mass and uidth values 

shoun here should only serve as a test that the method of fitting to the 

leading moment gives reasonably reliable results. However, due to the 

effect of backgrounds and the limited statistics at higher masses, the 

mass and uidth of the K*(1780) may be as uelI determined or possibly 

better determined in the fit to the leading moment than the fit to the 

partial uave amplitude. In all three cases the Breit-Uigner fit to the 

leading moment produces a resonance mass and uidth that agrees 

reasonably uell uith the expected values from the existing world data 

(see Table 13 for comparison to PMA fit results and Particle Data 

Group (21 values). 

In addition, due to the high statistics and good acceptance at high 

KT masses in this experiment, it uas possible to extract the 1=7 and 1=8 

moments for M(Kn)>1.8 CeV. For the t»o plot, the moment is seen to rise 

from zero uith a peak occurring near 2100 MeV and a slight drop at 

higher masses. A similar peaking at the same mass is seen in the tto 

plot. A look at the t 7 0 moment in the 1.8 to 2.0 GeV region reveals a 

drop followed by a rapid risej structure indicative of interference 

between a spin 3 and a spin 6 object. As can be seen in fig. 30, the 

t^o and tio a moments uere also obtained and are consistent uith zero 

for the entire Kn mass range used in this analysis (up to 2.3 GeV)- All 

of these facts are interpreted as evidence for a new leading K* 

resonance near 2100 MeV uith a spin-parity assignment of 4*. 

Because of the possibility of sizeable backgrounds in the high mass 

region, the determination of the exact mass and uidth of this spin A 
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resonance uas rather difficult. A simple Breit-Migner fit to the 

leading t t 0 moment uas performed and the results shown in fig. 25d. The 

values for the mass and width of this resonance as determined from this 

fit are given in Table 7. A mare sophisticated mass dependent fit to the 

tfo> t?o> an! tio moments based on a relativistic Breit-Uigner resonance 

parametrization far both the spin 3 and spin 4 resonances including 

simple polynomial background terms for the D> F, and G waves (using 

spectroscopic notation for the J=2, 3, and 4 angular momentum waves) was 

also performed. In this fit the mass and width of the leading spin 3 

resonance were fixed at n(Kn)=1753 MeV and F=14S MeV respectively. These 

values were taken from the fit to the t t B moment mentioned above. 

Although the mass and width of the spin 3 resonance was not well 

determined, the results obtained for the spin 4 resonance were found to 

be not very sensitive to the exact values of th» fixed spin 3 nass and 

width. The spin 4 fit is shown in fig. 31 and the values for the mass 

and width are presented in Table 7. A detailed analysis of this spin 4 

resonance based on a slightly larger data sample also taken from this 

experiment (defined by a less restrictive Pin2 cut) has been presented in 

ref. [19]. The nass and width quoted in that study were M=20«6 tleV and 

T=180 MeV. As in the case of the lower spin resonances, a compari-ion of 

all the leading Kit resonance fits (using moments and using partial wave 

amplitudes) is given in Table 13. The resonance parametrizations for 

the fits to the spin 4 object are described in Appendix E. A more 

detailed discussion of the results f-cm the various resonance fits can 

be found in VIII.C.6). 
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Chapter Vttl 

PARTIAL HAVE ANALYSIS 

A. Introduction 

Th» angular moments of the Kir scattering angular distribution shou 

clear structure indicating the leading Kit resonance behavior. In order 

to obtain the masses, widths, and spin assignments of these leading re

sonances and in order to reveal any underlying resonance structure, one 

must apply a partial uave analysis (PWA) to the data. 

The goal of this analysis was to obtain the Kn elastic scattering 

partial Haves. The first step in the procedure uas to isolate the pure 

Kv scattering amplitude from the Krt production amplitude. This required 

a model uhich related the scattering amplitude to the production ampli

tude using a paravnetrijation of the t' dependence of the production am

plitude. Then a partial usve fit uas performed to the angular moments in 

several consecutive small t' bins in order to determine the values of 

the parameters describing the t' dependence. This step uas knoun as the 

multi-t' bin partial uave analysis. It uas then possible to integrate 

the amplitudes over the entire t' range (0.0 to 0.2 GeV J) and perform a 

second, more detailed series of partial uave fits to the angular moments 

(this step uas called the single t' bin partial uave analysis)- The re

sults from these fits are the Kn elastic scattering partial uaves given 

as a function of Kir mass. The structure and features of these partial 

uaves clearly reveal the mass, width, and spin of KIT resonances. 
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In this chapter, the model relating the Kn elastic scattering 

amplitude to the production amplitude will be the first topic discussed. 

Then t!ie partial nave fitting procedure used to obtain the parameters 

expressing the t' dependence of the model will be described in detail. 

The results of the fitsi the parameter values from the fits, and the im

plications of the results uill then be presented. The next step will be 

the description of the single t' bin partial uave fitting procedure. A 

special section explaining some of the assumptions used in the fits and 

explaining some of the conventions used in the presentation of the par

tial uave results uill follou. Finally the Kn elastic scattering ampli

tudes uill be presented and discussed in terms of their resonant struc

ture. 

B. The KIT Scattering Model 

The procedure used to partial uave analyze the Kn scattering data 

involved selecting a model uhich would best describe the small i'. 

K"p-*K*li*n reaction and uould isolate the contribution from ti exchange. A 

suitable model uas chosen which required parametrization of the t' de

pendence of the KIT scattering amplitude. The model used tD describe the 

Kir scattering production amplitude in this Analysis uas a simplified 

Regge pole exchange mo-iel used in a similar KIT scattering PWA from [til. 

The model uas found to provide an excellen* description of Kn scattering 

data in several previous analyses. For each Kir mass bin the t' depen

dence of the KIT production amplitudes L^«, uith angular momentum L and 

t-channel helicity i. by natural C+) or unnatural (-) parity exchange uas 
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given by: 

L 1 + = ' g L VL(L+1)( ? e - 2 i 7 J f [ ) 
V2 

Lx, = 0 . X £ 2 

where g u was related to the Kir scattering amplitudes a L by: 

e, = 7? W K . aL e (VIII. 2) 

and uhere y» and 7C uere the p-Aj exchange coefficient and Regge cut 
(absorption correction! coefficienti respectively. This parametrization 
was a )ou t' simplification of a more general KIT production model dis
cussed in ref. [20]. 

The relationship between the tin and the a L uas determined in the 
following uay. The prodi -ed Kir scattering intensity for an unpalarized 
target for a given value of M(KiO and t' can be written as, 

I(Q) = i 2 l HM, I2 (VIII.35 
2 x,\, 

uhere H is the production helicity amplitude uith initial nuclenn helic-
ity *i and final nucleon helicity Xj. This can also be uritten in terms 
of a production density matrix s follows: 

6 ViJi™i Jim, 

where: 

P&'-k^T'KS,' (VIII. 5) 
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•nd the helicity amplitude In eq. VIII.3 has been decomposed into a sum 

of contributions for helicity amplitudes of different spin j and htlic-

ity m states. 

The production amplitudes L^j can nou be associated with the helic

ity amplitudes H as follous: 

k ± = J _ [ H # | ± (-D L + ,H^-»] (VIII.6) 
V2 

Thus the density matrix p can be nritten in terms of the production am

plitudes l A+ and hence be written in terms of the scattering amplitudes 

»L-

By using the following identity relation for a product of spherical 

harmonics, 

Yj,m,(r» W n > = ( 4 " ) " l / t £ i [ (2ii+D (2J2+i) (2J+D ]"* 

eq. VIII.A can be rewritten as: 

1(0) = (4TT)-1/2 £ pJ<X (-1)- +- [ (2j,+ l) (2j2+l) (2j+l) ] " * 

CVIII.7) 

(VIII.8) 

\tn,m 2nv' ™ \ 0 0 0/ 

uhere the terns in curved brackets are Uigner 3-j symbols as defined in 

ref. I21J. Nou the original expansion of the Kir production intensity in 

terms of the angular moments (eq. VII. 1) was given by: 

I(n) - {4-n)'1* E t t o Y t a(n) (vi 11. 93 
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and hence the angular moments tj. ear be written in terms of the density 
matrix by equating coefficients of the spherical harmonics in 
eqs. VIM.7 and VIII. 8. 

V = S {-lj-.*- [ (ajl+l) (8JI+1> (3+1) ]"* 
J.mi 
'<"* (VIII.10) 

C. lh£ Mu11 i-1 f Bin Partial Have F i 11 i ng Procedure 

Equations VIII.5 and VIII,& give the relation between the density 
matrix p and the production amplitudes l\±. Equation VIM.10 then re
lates the moments to the L^ + . This alTous a fit to be done to the angu
lar moments, tj», in order to determine the coefficients b, r c> ?•• and 
the KIT scattering amplitudes a L that give the t' dependence of the pro
duction amplitudes L^*. The fit performed was a chi-squared minimization 
fit with the chi-squared defined as: 

X = ̂  f' — - — (VIII. 11) 
1 l m a"*2 

ulm.l 

where i\w uere the experimental angular moments obtained in a series of 
special large M(Kv), small t' bin angular moments fits similar to fits 
described in the previous chapter. The oj. uere the diagonal error ma
trix elements from the fit that determined the ti„ . The sum over the i 
index represented a sum over t' bins. The range of t' from C O to 
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0.2 GeV 1 uas divided into 6 bins and it uas assumed that the angular mo

ments uere nearly constant within a t' bin. To provide sufficient sta

tistics, the range of M(Kn) ues made fairly large (from 40 to 120 MeV) 

which implied the additional assumption that br Te' Va> •nd a L varied 

slowly as a function of rKKn). 

The fit was accomplished by a partial uave fitting program based on 

the MINU1T [22] multi-parameter minimizing routines. This program was a 

modified version of the fitting program used in the PWft of ref. [El. The 

parameters of the fit uere b. r c> ?»• and the amplitudes » L but only b> 

r c> and Ta uere of interest since the single t' bin fit (the next stepJ 

uould obtain a new set of amplitudes with a finer Kir mass dependence. 

D. Resul ts from the plul ti-f Bin rJJtS 

The results from the fit for the mass bin (0. 92SM(KTT)S0. 96 GeV) are 

presented in fig. 32. In this figure, the points represent the moments 

obtained in the special multi-t' bin moments analysis and the curves are 

the best fit to these moments using the parametruation in eqs. VIII. 1 

and VIII.2. Fits were performed for a total of 14 mass bins and the 

resulting production parameters are shown in fig. 33 and Table 8. The 

points in fig. 33 represent the production parameters obtained from the 

fits for each mass bin and the curves shown are the parametrizttions 

used to provide the production parameter values for the single t' bin 

analysis. The production parameter b is seen to be fairly constant for 

all masses uhereas both y c and y» approach zero for increasing irass. The 

implication is that the p-ki and cut contributions are significant for 
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figure 32 — tlulti-t' bin partial wave fit to the ti„ for H2.mil as a 
function of f . This fit was performed in the Kn mass bin 0.92 to 
0.96 CeV. Plotted points are the moments, curves are the results from 
the fit. 
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MKw (GeV) »4;A7 

Figure 33 — The parameters b,y c» and r« that describe the t' dependence 
of the KTI production amplitude. Plotted points are the values and errors 
for b»7c>arid T» front the fit, the smooth curves are the parametrizations 
for b.r e> ftnd 7, as a function of MCKit) used in the next step (the sin
gle t' .in PUA). 
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TABLE 8 

Results for b, 7c. and y, from tlulti-t' PUA Fits 

MCKlt) b r e r . 

0.82 3.2S ±0.34 - 1 . 6 6 ±0. 13 4.24 ±1.21 

0.86 2 .76 ±0 .21 - 1 . 3 6 ±0.06 5.54 ±0 .47 

0.90 2 .09 ±0.12 - 1 . 1 7 ±0 .05 6 ,11 ±0.32 

0.94 2.58 ±0.26 - 1 . 0 4 ±0 .05 5.40 ±0.56 

0.98 2.51 ±0 .33 - 1 . 0 2 ±0.12 6 .17 ±0.79 

1.0S 2.06 SO.20 - 1 . 1 7 ±0. 10 0.00 ±3.91 

1. 18 2 .16 ±0.15 - 1 . 0 2 ±0 .08 0.00 ±2.02 

1. 1 * 2 .16 ±0 .15 - 1 . 0 2 ±0 .08 0.00 ±2 .02 

1.30 1.90 ±0. 12 - 0 . 8 1 ±0.05 0.00 ±0.79 

1.42 2 .43 ±0. 10 - 0 . 4 2 ±0.02 2.14 ±0 .21 

1.54 1. 18 ±0 .15 - 0 . 4 9 ±0.03 0.00 ±0 .37 

1.66 2 .10 ±0 . 15 - 0 . 4 6 ±0 .02 0.00 ±0 .26 

1.78 1.74 ±0 .15 - 0 . 3 2 ±0.02 0.00 +0 .88 

1.90 1.90 ±0.16 - 0 . 3 4 ±0 .02 0.00 ±0.30 

i 



low masses but become lea* important at high masses. The results from 

this multi-t' bin analysis are in good agreement nith the results from 

the similar analysis in ref. (51. 

£. IbJ. Single H lin Partial Have Fitting Procedure 

With production parameters b. r e > and r» obtained from the previous 

step, it Has then possible to insert the parameters into eqs. VIII. 1 and 

VIII.2 so that the amplitudes L\« could be integrated over the full t' 

range from 0.0 to 0.2 GeV 2. A new chi-squared was defined: 

AT = i- — — - (VIII.12) 
to off' 

where the experimental moments t ] B and the error matrix elements eiK 

are the regular (small fl(Kli) bin, full t' range) moments and error 

matrices obtained in the moments fits described and presented in the 

previous chapter. The parameters of this single t' bin fit are the 

complex amplitudes a L. The fitting program for this step in the PMA was 

a sophisticated chi-squared minimization program based on the fllNulT 

routines. This program was quite similar to the program used in the 

multi-t' bin fitting procedure and Has also a modified version of the 

fitting programs used in ref. [5]. 

The amplitude a L measured in K'tr* scattering contains an 

isospin 1/2 component and an isospin 3/2 component as shoun in 

eq. VIII.13. 

• l - < t V " + - ^ ^ * * (VIII. 13) 
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In the elastic region, the amplitudes were written as: 

a L = V~2L+T€tsin<J1.eu* (VIII. 14) 

with f and 6 representing the elasticity and phase shift of the 
amplitude respectively. The requirement of purely elastic scattering 
(elastic unitarity) Mas equivalent to setting * = 1 hence the amplitude 
uas determined by a single (real) parameter 6. In the inelastic region, 
the amplitude uas parametrized as: 

«»L=Me*' CVIII. 15) 

uhere |a L| uas called the magnitude and 1*L called the phase of the L-
uave amplitude. 

F. Special Comments on the Procedure and Results of the 
Sinole ±1 Sin PJA 

The single t' bin fits uere performed on the full mass range 
0. B£rKKn)12.3 GeV, However, a number of conventions, exceptions, 
assumptions, and special procedures uere applied to different mass 
regions for these fits. Many of these conventions, exceptions, etc., are 
very important for understanding and interpreting the results of the 
single t' bin partial uave fits and uill be explained in the following 
subsections prior to the presentation and discussion of the results. The 
topics in the following subsections are: 

1) Definition of terms 
2) The normalization constant 
3) The number of uaves used in the fits 
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4) The mass binning convention 

5) Overall phase determination 

6) The 1=3/2 amplitudes and elastic unitarity 

7) The nil cut 

t) Ambiguous solutions and Barrelet zeroes 

F.1 Definition of terms 

The following conventions Hill be used in the description of the 

PWA results. The partial waves will be defined by the standard 

spectroscopic notation convention of S, P, C, etc., for angular momentum 

L- 0, 1, 2. etc. Thus the amplitude. a L, for L=l will be uritten a p. As 

noted in eq. V111.13, a L is a sum of the 1=1/2 and 1=3/2 amplitudes. 

When either the 1=1/2 or 1=3/2 amplitude is to be considered by itself, 

it will be written aj/* or aj' 1. Since the amplitude is often 

expressed as: 

«i = laj e * (VIII. 16/ 

the spectroscopic notation letters will be used in the subscripts for 

|aL|» *L . and 6 t. 

T.2 The normalization constant 

The normalization constant was a number that was directly 

proportional to the overall experimental norealization with several 

other miscellaneous constants included as yell. An initial guess for 
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this constant could be made based on the known absolute experimental 

normalization (see chapter VI), but due to the sizeable error in this 

normalization, the constant would not be accurately determined. To 

obtain a more precise value for this constant, a knoun physics signal, 

in this case the K*(895) resonance, Mas used to determine the value. 

The assumption that the K*(&95) uas a completely elastic resonance uas 

the significant factor in determining the normalization constant in this 

procedure. The determination uas accomplished by trying a number of 

values for the constant close to the initial guess and then applying the 

full PWA machinery to the 490 llev mass region for each of the trial 

values for the constant. Then tuo methods uere used to select the 

optimum value for the constant. The first method summed the chi-squared 

from the partial uave fits for each mass bin in the 890 region. The 

value of the constant associated u'th the smallest chi-squared sum uas 

considered the optimum value. The second method took the P-nave phases 

from the PWA fits and fit them uith a Breit-Uigner spin I resonance 

model. The optimum constant uas that which resulted in the best fit to 

the resonance model. The tuo "optimum" values obtained were nearly 

identical and the final value used for all the PWA fits to be presented 

uas the average of the tuo "optimum" values. 

F,3 The number of uaves used in the fit 

Using some mathematics, it can be shown that a given partial aave 

amplitude a L. when expressed in tern.3 of moments ti„, can only have 

moments up to I =2L in the expression. Thus the criterion for deciding 
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1 

hou many uaves should be used in the fit is based on uhat the highest 1 

non-zero moment happens to be for the mass bin in question. Applying 

this criterion, it uas determined that in the mass region from 0.8 to 

1,44 GeV, only the S and P-uaves were required, Above 1.24 OeV the 0-

uave Mas added and at 1.56 GeV and 1.&6 GeV. the F and G-uaves, 

respectively, uere included in the fit. For the mass region from 0.8 to 

1.56 GeV the moments ti« with m r0,t,2 uere being fit but above I.S6 GeV. 

only the moments with m-0. 1 uere fit. The m-Z moments were consistent 

uith zero in this upper mass range and several checks shoned that the 

results uere not affected by this limiting of the m value (such checks 

are discussed in Appendix C). This elimination of unnecessary I and m 

moments reduced the number of degrees of freedom in the fit and resulted 

in smaller errors in the fit parameter as uel 1 as better stability in 

the fits. 

K.4 The mass binning convention 

For the mass region from 0.8 to 1.0 GeV, 20 IteV wide bins Mere used 

in the PUA fits. The small number of degrees of freedom and the large 

number of events in this resonance regian alloued the bin uidth to be 

reduced to this size. From 1.0 to 1.64 GeV. 40 MeV uide bins uere used. 

The decreasing number of events for increasing KT mass coupled with the 

larger number cf degrees of freedom tnumbe. of momentsl in the fit 

required the increase of bin size to 80 lleV above 1.64 GeV. At 2.26 GeV, 

the lack of statistics effectively established this point as the end of 

the PUA mass range. The binning given above uas used for the plots of 
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the magnitude and phase of the amplitudes as presented in figs. 35-39, 

44, and Table 10. However, for the Argand plots of figs. 40-43 and in 

Table 1<, a second pass over the high mass region (MCKw)>1.6 GeV) uas 

performed using 80 MeV utde bins offset by 40 MeV from the original PUA 

set. This resulted in a high mass sueep of overlapping &0 Mev bins at 

40 (lev intervals. This overlapping set uas created to help guide the 

eye and also to allow for smoother, more continuous Argand plots. 

However, all resonance fits to the amplitudes uere properly performed 

uith the non-overlapping set of mass bins. 

F.5 The overall phase determination 

Because the physic, distributions are related to the square of the 

amplitude, the overall phase of the total amplitude is indeterminate. 

However, it is necessary to fix the overall phase for the sake of 

studying the mass dependence of the amplitudes. It should be noted that 

the choice of overall phase is arbitrary, the conventions used here are 

chosen to make the interpretation of the result straightforward. 

The PUA fit results in values for the magnitude of the partial uave 

amplitudes and the relative phases between the amplitudes. In other 

words, if the fit used 3 waves, then # D - ^ S and t B - t t can be determined 

but the absolute values for each of the ^,, **P, ar.d ^ g phases will not 

be determined. An exception occurs uhen elastic unitarity (described in 

subsectinn F.6) is imposed in the fit. In that case the absolute phases 

can be determined. However, when elastic unitarity cannot be imposed 

(in this analysis elastic unitarity uas imposed for the Kn mass range of 
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0.8 to 1.24 GeV) the overall phase must be determined by another method. 

The standard method for phase fixing used in previous analyses uses a 

leading resonance to determine the overall phase. This is accomplished 

by fitting the magnitude of the resonating Have to a model uhich does 

not neec* the phase information. The standard Brsit-Wigner resonance 

parametrization of eq. E.I, explained in detail in Appendix E, is 

suitable for this purpose. When the resonance parameters are obtained 

from the fit. the absolute phase for the resonating uave can be easily 

calculated as a function of nass. Then by measuring the phase of all 

other waves relative to the resonating uave (this can be set up in the 
DWA fit) one can obtain absolute phases for all uaves. 

The phase fixing procedure just described (the resonance fit 

method) has several important assumptions built in, any of uhi:h can 

lead to inaccuracies in the overall phase determination. The first 

assumption is that the Breit-Uigner parametrization correctly models the 

resonance behavior. A second assumption is that no nther nearby 

resonances occur in the same nave. a possibility that uauld invalidate 

the model if the amount of overlap between the resonances was 

significant. A third assumption is that no other factors Csuch as 

backgrounds) contribute to the amplitude, and thus possibly altering th» 

phase. Because these assumptions cannot be met with absolute certainty, 

the phase determination using the resonance fit method cannot be 

considered totally correct. In this analysis, the phase determination 

from the resonance fit method uas used as the primary guide for fixing 

the overall phase. However, a small amount of additional phase rotation 

uas allowed, especially in mass regions where either the resonance fit 
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method was not expected to be total If accurate or uhere the large phase 

errors from the PUA fit showed that the phases were not well determined. 

In such cases, smoothness and continuity of the Argand diagrams was used 

as ttie criterion for the allowed phase rotations. Where such additional 

rotations were made, the amount of rotation is given in the *roi column 

in Table 11. In all other cases. either elastic unitarity or the 

resonance fit method was used to determine the overall phase. Uhere no 

errors are given for the phase for a particular wave (in Table 11 and in 

figs. 35-39), that phase was set by the resonance fit method. 

F.6 The 1=3/2 amplitudes and elastic unitarity 

As stated earlier, the partial wave amplitudes that will be 

presented in section C have isospin 1/2 and 3/2 components. However, 

the results from other analyses, specifically that of ref. IS], have 

measured the 1 = 3/2 K~TI* partial wave amplitudes. The 1 = 3/2 amplitudes 

for the P, 0 and higher L-uaves were found to be consistent with zero 

Cup to M(Kir) = 1.9 EeV, the limit of that experiment). Thus a L= »\f* for 

P, D, and higher L-waves at all masses (assuming the 1=3/2 contribution 

remains zero above 1.9 CeV). 

The 1=3/2 S-wave amplitude was found to be accurately parametrized 

by the effective range parametrization of [51: 

q = cotis = ± + i - r q r (VIII.17) 

where: a = 2 4 GeV - 1 

r = -1.B GeAT 1 
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and where q is the momentum in the Kir center of mass and S» is the 1 = 3/2 

elastic s-wave phase shift as defined in the clastic region amplitude: 

i»s = sin<5se"' (VIII. IS J 

The 1 = 3/2 Kit scattering was assumed to be purely elastic, allowing 

elastic unitarity to be imposed. Frv>m eq. VIII.17, the phase shift $, 

could be calculated as a function of mass, thus making it possible to 

calculate a j / l . With knowledge of sj' 2, one can immediately obtain 

aJ.A since a, has been measured. 

The ability to isolate a ] / 2 is important because one expects 

resonance structure only in aj/ 2 (not a^ / 2) and because elastic 

unitarity can only be imposed on a^'1 (or a^ / l) but not on a L. The 

reason one wants to impose elastic unitarity is to be able to fix the 

phase. The reason why imposing elastic unitarity fixes the phase can be 

seen in eq. VII1.19: 

e^ = V r2L+Tf L sin<5L e" L (VIII.19) 

Elastic unitarity implies «=1 hence only one parameter, 6, determines 

a L. From the PUA fit, one obtains |a L| which for elastic unitarity is 

|sinS|. The absolute phase, 6, is therefore determined. 

In the partial wave fits, uhere elastic unitarity has been imposed, 

it uas necessary to use eq. VIII.18 to calculate a^ / 2 so that it could 

be subtracted from a s to obtain a1,'2. Then elastic unitarity could be 

easily imposed on ai' 2. Elastic unitarity uas also imposed on the P-

wave amplitude but no 1 = 3^2 subtraction uas necessary since a J'2 uas 

found to be consistent with zero (as stated earlier). The validity for 
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imposing elastic unitarity comes from the fact that previous 

measurements have indicated that the onset of inelastic KIT scattering 

occurs somewhere above a Kn mass of 1.3 GeV. In the PHA results to be 

presented, elastic unitarity uas imposed on the S-Have from 0.8 to 

t.24 GeV and Dn the P-uave from 0.S to 1.12 GeV. This allowed the 

absolute phase to be determined up to 1.24 GeV. From there the resonance 

fit method based on the D, F, and G-uave resonances uas used to fix the 

phase. 

F.7 The nr cut 

An important additional kinematics! cut uas made to define the data 

sample used in both the elastic region and the lou mass inelastic 

region. This cut. known as the nit cut. removed events uith an invariant 

nir mass of less than 1.6 GeV in order to remove diffrectively produced 

K"p->K"H**-'K"Ti*n events. Such di f fraetively produced events contributed 

strongly to the background. primarily in the lou M(Kir) kinematical 

regions. This diffractive background uas not expected to contribute 

strongly for high rKKjr) so the cut uas not applied in the high mass 

inelastic region. In fact, the n>r cut drastically reduced the event 

sample for IICKTI)} 1.6 GeV. A careful study of the effects of the nir cut 

uas made and the results of this study showed that the cut uss effective 

in removing N* backgrounds for MCKTtXI-6 GeV. For M(KTT)>1.6 GeV, the cut 

had no major effect on the physics results other than the severe Joss of 

data. The details of the study of the mr cut are presented in Appendix 

0. 
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F.6 Ambiguous solutions and Barrelet zeroes 

An important feature of the partial wave analysis Is the possible 

existence of multiple ambiguous solutions. If partial naves from Q to L 

•re used to describe the date, there Mill be a total of t l discrete aets 

of amplitudes. each of uhich results in the same observed scattering 

distribution. An easy uay to demonstrate the existence of these 

ambiguous solutions starts uith the Legendre function expansion of the 

full scattering amplitude f(9), given in eq. VIII.20: 

i 
1(8) = C'E (21+1) a.P,(cos6) tVIII.20) 

1*0 

The sum over 1 in eq. VITI.20 has been truncated at L» representing L+1 

contributing waves. It Has first shown by Barrelet 123] that a 

convenient uay to represent this amplitude uas to extend the z=cos8 

variable into the complex plane (Z=cos8 + isinB). Then the above sum 

could be reuritten as a polynomial in Z by reexpressing the Legendre 

functions in terms of polynomials in Z. Then for L>0> eq. VIII.20 could 

be rtsr i tten as: 

f(z) = c n (z-z,) (vin.21> 

Hhere C is a complex constant and the Z-, art the complex zeroes of the 

polynomial, often called the Barrelet zerots. It can be easily shown 

that replacement of any Z\ by its complex conjugate does not affect the 

observable physics given by |fj 2. Thus 2 l different combinations of the 

Zi and their conjugates can give rise to identical distributions |f| 2. 
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When one imposes elastic unitarity for the case when L=l (S and P-

uaves), the restriction results in a choice of one of the ambiguous 

solutions. In this analysis, elastic unitarity has been imposed from 0.8 

to 1.24 GeV in mass (as explained in the previous subsection). From 

eqs. VIII.20 and VTII.21 one can calculate the Zj from knowledge of the 

partial nave amplitudes, a L, and thus plot the Kir mass dependence of the 

2\. Using elastic unitarity, the choice between .Z<i and Zi* uas 

determined automatically. Uhen elastic unitarity is no longer applicable 

(for MCKTT J > 1.24 CeV) a unique value for Zi is still possible as long as 

Im(Zi) does not approach zero. This statement uses continuity to argue 

that the value of a Barrelet zero uould not take a large jump betueen 

mass bins as uould be the case to go from Zi to Zi*. This argument is 

applied to all Barrelet zeroes and it implies that as long as a unique 

choice exists for all Barrelet zeroes Zi through Z L, no ambiguities will 

arise until a mass bin is reached where one of the Im(Zj) approaches 

zero. At masses above the point uhere a Zi approaches zero (called a 

crossing point), the number of solutions is doubled (both l\ and Zi* are 

allowed). But uhen a neu wave is included in the PWA, a new Barrelet 

zero appears and there is no uay of deciding which of the tuo complex 

conjugate representations of the neu Barrelet zero should be used. This 

problem is resolved by requiring that leading resonances rotate 

counterclockwise in an Argand diagram (equivalent to the Uigner 

condition [241). This rotation requirement is equivalent to choosing 

the new Barrelet zero to have ImtZXO. Therefore, uhen the 0, F, and G-

uaves are included in the PUA, each of the neu Barrelet zeroes 

introduced by each new uave is required to have ImCZXO. Thereafter, 
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continuity is used to keep the choice of zeroes unique at least until 

one or more of the im(Zj) approach zero. 

In this analysis, the results of a partial wave fit produced the 

partial uave amplitudes, a L. which were used to calculate the Zi (using 

eqs, VIII.20 arid VIII.21). It was quite possible that the solution from 

the fit represented the wrong choice of the complex conjugate zeroes. 

The fitting program was therefore designed to calculate the other Z*"-l 

possible combinations of zeroes (by complex conjugating the first set of 

zeroes). Then it reversed the procedure by calculating the amplitudes 

from the zeroes. These calculated a t values were given as initial values 

to the fitting program which was then allowed to refit the data.. In 

most cases the fitting program immediately converged to the "conjugate" 

solution which was given as input. The final result was the 2 L sets of 

ambiguous amplitude solutions. 

Figure 31 shows the 4 Barrelet 2eroes obtained in this analysis. 

As stated previously, when each new Z; appears, it starts with a 

negative imaginary part. Although Iro(Zi) approaches and crosses zero 

near 0.9 GeV, elastic unitarity kept the choice of Zi unique. The mass 

dependence of all the Zi appears quite smooth and continuous, thus no 

ambiguitites are proposed until Im(Z 3) approaches zero near 1.86 GeV. At 

2.02 DeV, ]m(Z-,) also approaches zero. Thus in the region 1.86 to 

2.02 GeV tuo ambiguous solutions exist and in the region above 2.02 GeV 

four ambiguous solutions exist. It could even be argued that Im(Zi) 

remains close enough to zero that additional ambiguities could arise 

from recrossing above 2.02 GeV. This is unlikely but even assuming that 

it is true, the difference between the resulting tuo ambiguous solutions 
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would be small. This is due 'q the fact that as IcuCZiJ-»0 the tuo 

solutions (represented by Zj and Zj*) become identical. The ambiguous 

solutions are classified by the sign of the imaginary parts of the 

ambiguous Barrelet zeroes as shoun in Table 9 for the results of this 

analysis. The labelling convention for the solutions given in Table 9 

will be used in the presentation of the partial wave ampl itud-.-s in 

section G. 

The calculation of the errors for the Barrelet zeroes is crucial 

for determining if tm(Zj) approaches zero. The errors for Zj were 

calculated uith a Monte Carlo gaussian distribution generating routine. 

The errors on the magnitude and phases of the amplitudes for the various 

uaves uere obtained from the results of the PWA fit. It uas assumed that 

statistical distributions for the magnitudes and phases had a gaussian 

shape. This assumption allowed each magnitude and phase to be offset by 

an amount determined by the Monte Carlo generator (which used the error 

as the Sigma of the gaussian). The neu "offset" magnitudes and phases 

uere used to calculate neu "offset" 2eroes using eqs. VIII.20 and 

VIII.21. This procedure uas repeated one thousand times so that a 

"distribution" of Barrelet zeroes Has produced. The rras deviation from 

the original Barrelet zero (calculated from the non-offset magnitudes 

and phases) Has determined from this generated distribution. This 

deviation uas used as the error for the Barrelet zero. The important 

assumptions made in this procedure are that the magnitude and phase 

distributions resembled gaussian distributions and that the generated 

Barrelet zero distribution resembled a gaussian distribution. In most 

cases, these assumptions uere uell justified. Houever, in a feu cases. 
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TABLE 9 

Labelling Convention for Ambiguous Solutions 

Solution tm(Zi) Im(Z 3) 

fo r 1.86 < r (Kv) < 2 . 0 2 CeV 

A + + 

B + -

C + + 

D + -

for M(Klf) > 2 . 0 2 GeV 

A - + 

B - -

C + + 

D + -

(same as Solution A) 

(same as Solution B) 

V4 
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the error in the Barrelet zeroes are likely to be either slightly 

underestimated or overestimated. 

G. Sing I e JLi £in Partial Have. Analysis Results 

The results from the single t' bin partial nave fits are piesented 

in figs. 35-59 in plots of magnitude and phase for each solution of each 

partial wave as a function of Kir mass. Tor the mass regions where 

elastic unitarity was imposed on the S and P uaves, the phase shifts as 

a function of mass bin are given in Table 10. Table 11 contains the 

amplitudes and phases for each solution of each partial wave for the 

inelastic XTt mass regions. The partial wave amplitudes expressed in 

Argand diagram form are shown in figs. 40-43. The important features of 

the partial wave amplitudes will now be discussed sequentially by wave. 

G.1 The S-uave amplitude 

In the region from 0.* to 1.24 GeV where elastic unitarity has been 

imposed on the S-wave amplitude, the magnitude and phase shoun in 

fig. 35 are not independent. The magnitude is related to the phase shift 

by |a5|=|sin&t| (the phase +% and the phase shift S» are identical but 

it should be stressed that the amplitude shown in fig. 35 is the sum of 

the 1=1/2 and 1=3/2 components). The phase is seen to rise slouly in the 

elastic region. Above the elastic region, the magnitude and phase are 

independent. At 1.3 GeV, the magnitude continues to rise, then just 

below 1.4 GeV. it peaks and drops precipitously to nearly zero magnitude 
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Figures 35-43 — Some supplementary comments pertaining to the figures 

on the following 9 pages are given belou. 

Figures 35-39 : The magnitude and phase of the S, P. D. 

F, and G uave K"TT* elastic scattering amplitudes as a 

function of rMKir) for the four ambiguous solutions. All 

solutions are identical in the DCKli) region left of the 

dotted line. The curves (in figs. 37, 38. and 39) repre

sent the regions in n(KiO where the overall phase is ex

pected to be determined by the dominating resonance in 

the uave shown in the figure. The curve is the phase re

sulting from a Breit-Uigner resonance parametrization 

based on a fit to the amplitude of the given uave. The 

open circles represent the actual value of the phase 

fixed in this analysis by the method described in 

VIIl.F.5. Errors shown are statistical only. See text 

for further explanations. 

Figures 4C-43 : The Argand plots for each of the par

tial wave amplitudes for the four ambiguous solutions 

(A/ B, C, and D). The diameters of the umtarity circles 

are if2l+t . The points for M(Kir>0.6 Eei/ are plotted in 

40 MeV steps uith -i0 PleV wide bins. The points for 

M(Kir)>1.6 GeV are plotted in 40 MeV steps uith 80 MeV 

wide overlapping bins (see VIII. F.2 for explanations). 
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SOLUTION B 

F igu re 41 - - flrgand p l o t s f o r s o l u t i o n B. 
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SOLUTION C 

f i g u r e 42 — Argand p lo ts for s o l u t i o n C. 
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TABLE ID 

Single t' bin PWA Results for the Elastic Region 

The elastic region phase shifts. The phase shifts (6) are defined in eq. 
VIII.14. The 1=1/2 S and P-uave phase shifts were determined from the 
PUA in this analysis by the method described in VIII.F.6. The 1=3/2 S 
and P-wave phase shifts shoun here were taken from the results of the 
PUA of [51. Masses are in GeV; phase shifts are in degrees. 

6 . 6„ 

M(Kn) 1 = 1/2 1=3/2 is 1/2 1=3/2 

0. 61 31.1 i 2 .8 - 1 2 . 8 12.6 t 1.4 0.0 

0.83 37 .7 i 3 .8 - 1 3 . 6 18.2 ± 1.6 0.0 

0.85 10 .8 i 4 .4 - 1 1 . 3 25 .7 t 1.6 0.0 

0.87 39 .9 ± 2 . 5 - 1 5 . 1 4 5 . 6 ± 1 . 1 0.0 

0.89 37. 1 ± 2 . 0 - 1 5 . 8 79 .5 ± 3.4 0.D 

0.91 42 .3 i 2 .7 - 1 6 . 4 116.9 i 2 .1 0.0 

0 .93 51 .3 ± 2 . * - 1 7 . 1 142.3 ± 1.4 0.0 

0.95 51 .6 i 3. 1 - 1 7 . 7 151.9 ± 1.5 0.0 

0.97 5 2 . 1 ± 3 .3 - 1 8 . 3 158.2 ± 1.7 0.0 

0 .99 49 .0 *• 3.0 - 1 8 . 9 160.8 ± 1 . 7 0.0 

1.02 19.2 + 1.9 - 1 9 . 8 164.6 ± 1 . 3 0.0 

1.06 50 .1 t 1.7 - 2 0 . 9 165.2 t 1.3 DO 

1.10 53.4 ± 1.7 - 2 1 . 9 168.D ± 1.6 0.0 

1 . 14 S9.0 ± 3.S - 2 2 . 8 

1.18 60 .1 i 1.2 - 2 3 . 7 

1.22 6 4 . 5 i 2 .0 - 2 4 . 5 
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TABLE 11 

Single t' bin PWA Results for the Inelastic Region 

The magnitude and phases of the partial nave amplitudes in the IKKnl re
gion above 1.12 Gev. (a) Solution A. (b> Solution 6. <e> Solution c. 
(d) Solution D. Masses in GeV; phases in degrees. 
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at 1.7 GeV. Significantly, the phase varies rapidly in this 1.3 to 

1.G GeV region, a strong indication of resonance structure. Above 

1.7 GeV the four solutions have different detailed structure but all 

show a peak in the magnitude near 1.9 GeV with raridly varying phase 

motion. The apparent jump in the phase at 1.7 GeV is not a cause for 

concern, it is merely a discontinuity introduced by the definition of 

the phase. This can be seen in the A-gand diagrams in figs. 40-43 where 

the amplitude is seen to vary smoothly across the 1.7 GeV region. Since 

a physical amplitude should remain inside the unitary c r c l e its phase 

is restricted to the region 0° to 183°. If the amplitude passes through 

the ; n ; m (Im(a)=Re(a) =0), a discontinuity of phase from 180° to 0" can 

be expected. The Argand diagrams also strongly support the assertion 

that there are tuo S-uive resonant structures, one near 1.4 and the 

other near 1.9 GeV. The circular motion of the amplitude is indicative 

of classic resonance behavior. 

Tht- S-uave Argand plots show a number of mas:', bins outside the 

unitary circle in the mass regions 1.3 to 1.6 GeV and for nCKv)>2.D GeV 

in solutions B and D. As explained in subsection T.Z. the S-wave 

amplitude presented in these figures contains both 1=1/2 and 1=3/2 

components, and unitarity is expected only for each component 

separately. Using the parametrization for the 1=3/2 S-uave amplitude 

from ref. I5J given in eq. VIII.17 (valid for the Kir mass range 0.7 to 

1.6 GeV), the subtraction uas made to isolate the 1=1/2 S-wave 

amplitude. This 1=1/2 amplitude is shown in an Argand diagram in fig 44. 

Here it can be seen that the 1 = 1/2 S-uave amplitude reniairs inside the 

unitary circle as expected. For the mass region near and above 1.6 GeV, 
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finure 44 - . Argand plot for the 1=1/2 S-nave amplitude. This uas ob
tained by subtracting the 1=3/2 S-uave component from the S-uave ampli
tude of fig. 35. The 1=3/2 comporent uas determined from an effective 
range parametrization (eq. VIII.17) taken from r&f. 151. 
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it is not knoun if the parametrization of eq. VIII.17 is valid since 

this uas near the limit of the mass region for that analysis. The 1=1/2 

S-uave amplitude is therefore not shoun above 1.6 GeV although there are 

indications from the high mass data from ref. [5] that the 1=3/2 S-uave 

amplitude rcay slouly decrease in magnitude for M(Kii)>1.6 GeV. The 

interpretation of the S-wave amplitudes will assume that the 1=3/2 

contribution is slowly varying over the entire Kit mass range (this is 

known to he true up to 1.8 GeV). 

G.2 The P-uave amplitude 

In the P-wave, the elastic unitarity region extends from 0.6 to 

1.2 GeV The well known spin 1 K*(895) is quite evident from the classic 

Breit-Wigner resonance phase motion. A fit uas performed to this phase 

to determine the resonance parameters. Fits were performed for all 

leading resonances to determine the mass, width, etc., and will be 

presented in a separate subsection af'^r alt partial waves are described 

(subsection G.5). The results of the P-uave resonance fit agreed to 

within errors with the existing world data. This uas an excellent check 

of the performance of the spectrometer and the analysis. 

Above 1.12 GeV, in the inelastic region, the P-wave magnitude drops 

to nearly zero. When this occurs, the phase becomes nearly indeterminate 

as is obvious from the large error bars on the P uave phase in the 1.12 

to 1.56 GeV region. At 1.56 GeV, the magnitude increases, accompanied by 

rapid phase motion. The magnitude plateaus at a value of 0.6 for nearly 
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200 rieV after which it drops slowly. The trailing edge of this "bump" 

varies Hith the different solutions. In the Argand diagrams tfig. S9) , 

the P-wave shows a somewhat ragged circular n;otion in the 1.6 to 1.9 GeV 

region for all solutions. However solutions A and C shou a second 

smaller circular loop at higher mass which may indicate another resonant 

structure near 2.1 OeV. In solutions B and D. the high mass Argand 

points H10V3 outside the unitary circle by a small amount. This is cause 

for some concern, but as explained previously in subsection F.5, there 

are several effects that would alloy for phase rotations that could 

bring the points bacV into the unitary circle. The high mass behavior of 

the amplitude in solutions B and D show very little structure. The phase 

motion is quite slow and the magnitude remains nearly constant. A cusp

like structure n»ar 2.P. GeV is evident but may only be a reflection of 

the uncertainty of the absolute phase. 

G.3 The D-wave amplitude 

The 0-wave magnitude clearly shows the presence of the well 

established spin 2 K*O430). A Breit-Uigner fit was performed to the D-

uave magnitude and the resulting mass, width, and elasticity compared 

favorably to the existing world values (see subsection f). At masses 

above the 1430 resonance, the magnitude is seen to remain at values near 

0.4 for the rest of the high mass region. The detailed structure of 

each ambiguous solution is different at high mass but all shou a 

smoothly varying magnitude uith a slow, steady increase in the phase. In 

the Argand plots for the D-aave, the classic circular resonance shape 
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for the K*(1430) is immediately apparent. At 1.7 &eV, there is a cusp 

followed by an arc shaped path for the mass range above 1.7 GeV. Such a 

cusp-1ike structure is often due to the presence of another nearby 

resonance as can be seen in the case of some baryon resonances (e.g.. nN 

S11 amplitude or nX 013 amplitude in ref. 121). The interpretation of 

this structure as a second resonance is not strongly justifiable due to 

large phase determination uncertainty. It can be stated houever that the 

data is not inconsistent with such a resonant structure interpretation. 

G.4 The F-uave amplitude 

At 1.56 DeV. where the F-uave is first introducedi the magnitude 

rises steadily to a peak near 1.75 GeV then drops only slightly at 

higher masses. In fact, for solutions B and D, the magnitude rises again 

to an even larger value. In solution A and C the magnitude remains 

nearly constant for masses abov.= 1.9 GeV. The initial peaking in tne F-

wave magnitude is confirmation of the spin 3 K*(176Q). A Breit-Wigner 

resonance fit uas performed using the F-uave magnitude and the results 

can be seen in subsection G.S. The F-uave phase uas fixed in the 

vicinity of the resonances as described in subsection F.5. At Kir masses 

pbove 1.9 GeV, each solution shous a steadily increasing phase. The F-

uave Argdnd diagrams have the initial clear circular motion expected of 

a resonance but at 1.86 GeV, the phase slous and the magnitude remains 

large. Thus the circula phase motion is not completed. The amplitude 

behavior for masses above 1.86 GeV could be due to background 

contributions or could be due to the presence of one or more additional 
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nearby F-uave resonances. It is a feature of a Breit-Wigner resonance 

that the magnitude of the amplitude drop more slowly on the high mass 

side of a high spin object (due *o the centrifugal barrier factor). 

Thus some of the Targe magnitude on the high mass side of these higher 

spin resonances may be explained by this feature. 

C.5 The C-uave amplitude 

In this analysis, five mass bins with non-zero G-uave amplitude 

uere obtained before the upper limit of the mass range of the data uas 

reached. In these five bins the 6-uave magnitude can be seen to rise 

from zero, reach a peak near 2.1 CeV and drop slightly at higher mass. 

This gave excellent confirmation of the spin A resonance first 

postulated from the evidence from the angular moments. A Breit-Uigner 

fit to this resonance uas performed and is presented in the next 

subsection. The Argand plat shows that the G-uave amolitude does indeed 

have the circular mction characteristic r* a resonance. It is also clear 

that the elasticity of this resonance is extremely small. 

G.6 The Breit-Uigner resonance fits 

Bre't-Wigner rt=onance fits Here performed using the P-uave phase 

and the D, F". and G-uave magnitudes. The exact parametrizations used in 

these fits are discussed in Appendix E. The results are shown in 

fig. 45 uhere tite points are the phase or magnitudes from the PWA and 

the curves are the Breit-Wigner fits. The resonance parameters 
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determined by the fits are presented in Table 12. The statistical errors 

were obtained from the fit, the systematic errors are estimates based on 

the spe-+rometer momentum measurement accuracy and or other expected 

systematic sources. 

In Table 13 the resonance parameters from these PUft Breit-Uigner 

fits are compared with the results from the fits to the angular moments 

and also compared to the Particle Data Group 1980 values 12) for the 

first three established resonances. The agreement for the spin 1 K*(895) 

and the spin 2 K*(143D) is quite good. The mass of the spin 3 resonance 

from the fits presented in this ana'vsis are someuhat lou compared to 

the PDG value of 1785 MeV. The widths from both the PWA and the moments 

fits are quite large (although not uell determined) and not at all close 

the the PDG value of 126 MeV. However, the width agrees reasonably uell 

with width measurements made by other moments or PWA fits Ce.g.» 

references I5.25J). The mass and uidth of the new spin A resonance is 

fairly consistent between the moments and PWA fits. The width is not 

uell determined by either method largely due to the large errors and 

small number of data points. In all the resonance fits, the ehi-squared 

per degree of freedom is found to be quite good. 

G.6 Underlying resonance parameter estimates 

Several major difficulties arise when one attempts to determine the 

exact mass, uidth. and elasticity of these underlying resonances. One 

problem in obtaining the resonance parameters is the large 

indeterminancy of the ovcall phase of the partial wave amplitudes. 
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r 
TABLE 12 

Resor.ince Parameters from Fits to PUA ArapHtudes 

(a) Breit-Uigner spin 1 fit to P-wave phase. tb) Breit-Wigner spin 2 
fit to D-Have magnitude. ('J) Breit-Uigner spin 3 fit to F-wave magni
tude, (d) Breit-Uigner spin 4 fit to 6-uave magnitude. 

(i) Pnrameter rit • Psult 

t= !. Mass sga.6 ± o.e t= !. 0)« IWIT 

MldtH 4^,« i 1.2 nev 
B 7.8 i 3.2 

n'/OOF' 3.1/7 

lb) Parameter Fit B esul t 

Mass io:s ! 3 (J 4 ]« MeV 

Width 9£ : 8 nev 
£1asticitv 0.93 : 0.01 

X !/DGF* 3 » / 4 

CO Parameter rit «tsult 

Mass 1751 ^ ?5 
- 18 

(I JO ) • tlev 

Htdth 300 + 170 
- JO 

neV 

Elasticity 0.16 : 0.01 

x V D O F 1 0.06/1 

(d) parameter Fit Rein It 

Mass 2070 ^ 100 
- 4D 

<= to >• rirV 

Width 240 + 500 
- I0D 

Mev 

tlastieite 0.07 i 0.01 

H'/DOF 1 0*6/2 

* Estimate of systematical error 
f DOT = I of degrees of freedom 
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TABLE 13 

Comparison of A l l Resonance F i t s and PDG Values 

(a ) The leading spin 1 resonance, (b) The leading spin 2 resonance, 
(c) The leading spin 3 resonance, (d) The leading spin 4 resonance. 

(•) I r t t t - H i m r F*t ! • t r » U - y i | ( W r Ftt t« PpG T*bl« Vmlu*'' 
W-IUiw «>*** t i * «»»nt 

Parrtttir Mt I St»t, Isvat. Fit Jt t« i . Isr t t - Tlblft j tfr' ,r 

n*ti • 14,t 1 0.4 t 1.0 H»V l « « l 3,3 t T.« H»v l t ( 1 1 I . 1 I U I 

Width 41 I i i . | n»v 91.1 i 7,1 n»V S2.1 t I S (Ml 

1 M i 3.1 -
j^/uor' 3.1/7 1.1/1 

(far •rt i t -Uigntr TSt to 
D-Uftrt rUftftltud* 

lr»lt-H1 S n« r Fit to 
t«« Ptoiefrnt 

»BI l i b l l Yfclu** 

Pari#»t«r M i l« t» l . l iypt- n t |st«t, l i n t . Tab!« lrt»t 

H»»t U}» i J s 4 itov 1414 1 3 x l toV 1414 a S H»r 

uidtn i» i 1 n»v i l l i is rw« 180 i is rwv 

Elasticity 1 O j o.oi .- .. • -4* 1 1 1 1 

x I/Dpr* l . f 4 •.31'3 

<c) l r * l t -u i (ncr n t to 
F-Wft*« flvgnrtuda 

•ri i t -Nignir 
tie foMAt 

Fit u 

• i r M l t t r Fit I s U t . |s»>»t. f11 I j l t l I Sflt . Tfebl* | Error 

ru*t 
- 11 

"44- * \1 
- 13 

S 51 Wil 17*5 * t th-f 

Uidth u a * no n*v 
- to 

I K + 53 
- 31 

rtov i » s aa rwv 

ElMl ief lv o.i« • a.oi » a. i* t o.05 

fc'/DDFY t . 0 * / l 3.4/5 

ld> Irnt-U1gn»r Fit t« 
E-MI«* rttgnltud* 

• r i t t -Mi intr Ft» lo 
t i t MoMnt 

SiMll f lCd Ampltturfi Fit 
to t t | , 1f«. t | t tovtnti 

P t r u i t t r n t I i t » i . Isvrt . r i t I t u t . I *v i t , f i t I s t i t . Iswfct 

rte» 2610 • l » l J » HiV 
- 41 

1146 * 140 t 3P W 1»75 * 4D 1 30 n > 
- 3» 

Width 140 * i l l MiV 
- 110 

340 * 4iD Htv 
- 11 

E l » l t c U y t.tr? i o.ei - .. ._ 
jl^pnfl • .*£.'? S */S 15 r?'t3 

* t i f iranc* II) 
' DDF • • 01 rWf rt«« »f f rndo* 
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Knowledge of the absolute phase is crucial since a simple fit to the 

partial Have magnitude would not be proper if additional nearby 

resonances or backgrounds contribute strongly to that particular mass 

region of the partial uave amplitude in question. Resonance fits 

requiring both magnitude and phase information Mill be necepsary and 

thus substantial phase uncertainty Cuhich is expected as explained in 

VIII. > can tead to inaccurate resonance parameter determination. 

Similarly- the effects of non-resonant backgrounds (1=3/2. nn, etc.) 

could also produce minor inaccuracies in the resonance parameter 

determination. 

A method uas devised to obtain rough estimates of the masses, 

uidthsr and elasticities that uas believed to be at least partially 

immune to the problems just stated. For the 0 + resonance near 1«100 MeV 

the method consisted of setting the resonance mass to the value of M(Kn) 

uhere the speed of the phase motion as a function of M(Kir) was greatest 

(maximum phase motion is another method of determining the resonance 

mass; it is especially useful uhere slouly varying non-resonant 

backgrounds contribute}. This uas possible because the absolute phase 

uas believed to be uell determined in this mass region. The width uas 

obtained by taking the value of MCKn) needed to go from ^r-45" to 

* r+45"r uhere ^ P is the phase of the resonating uave at the resonance 

mass. The elasticity uas estimated by ascribing circular motion to the S 

uave Argand nlnt and using the diameler of the circle as the elasticity 

value. This method of estimating the elasticity uas used for all the 

other underlying resonances but the masses and uidths uere determined 

differently. The masses and uidths uere obtained by estimating uhere 
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the maximum phase motion occurs by examining the Argand projection of 

the real part of the resonating amplitude (see figs. 46-SO for Argand 

projections of the partial wave solutions). The maximum motion was 

assumed to occur at the H(Kjr) value halfway betueen the tuo points where 

the real part of the amplitude is nearly constant just outside of the 

region where it changes rapidly. Thus, for the 1" resonance near 1700 

rleV in solution A, the tuo points are chosen as 1600 fleV (where Re(a P) 

starts its rapid motion in the negative direction) and 1S00 MeV (uhere 

Re(a p) stops its rapid motion). The mass and width are therefore 

estimated as 1700 MeV and 200 MeV respectively. This method uas repeated 

for all the remaining underlying resonant structures for oil applicable 

solutions and the results are presented in Table H . No errors are 

given since this method uas not a fit and did not provide errors. This 

method used to estimate the resonance parameters is nearly independent 

of background effects if those effects are slowly varying as a function 

of K77 mass. Howeveri the method is highly sensitive to the choice of 

overall phase as a function of rUKii) and this is the main reason for the 

large expected errors. It -should also be noted that any of the 

underlying resonant structures could in fact be due to tuo resonances 

that are very close in mass. The resonance parameters in Table 14 are 

based on the assumption that each structure is due to a single 

resonance. 
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TABLE 14 

Underlying Resonance Parameter Estimates 

Estimates -for mass. Hidth, and elasticity of the underlying S and P-uave 
resonances using the metnod described in the text. 

5 wave resonances: 

Parameter Value 

Msss (MeV) 1420 

Width (fleV) 240 

Elasticity 0.85 

SOLUTION 

A B C D 

Mass (MeV) 1880 1900 1S30 •9D0 

Width (MeV) 200 240 220 24D 

Elasticity 0.45 0.35 0.45 0.35 

ave resonances 

rlass CMeV) 1700 1720 1700 1720 

Width CMeV) 200 20C 200 200 

Elasticity 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

r .ss trleV) 21D0 2100 

Width CtteV) 240 2 40 

Elasticity 0.2 0.2 
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Chapter IX 

DISCUSSION OF QUARK MODEL, LEADING STATES, AND L»S SPLITTINGS 

A, Discussion oj. ££>£ Results 

The results from the moments analysis and from the partial wave an

alysis contain much neu information pertaining to K'IT* resonance struc

ture. The first important result is the confirmation of the three exist

ing leading K» resonances, the K»(S9S), K«(143C), and the K«(1780). Of 

particular interest is the confirmation of the fact that the spin 2 re

sonance has a mass closer to 1430 MeV rather than 1420 MeV (a fact first 

established by the results from ref. 151). The analyses utilizing angu

lar information have shoun that the mass assignment obtained in the past 

from fits to overall mass distributions is too lou due to the presence 

of the large S uave background uhich peaks at 1380 MeV. 

There has been much confusion as to the «nass and width of the 

spin 3 K* resonance, especially the width determination, which varies 

from less than 100 MeV to nearly 300 MeV. The results from this analysis 

indicate that the width is indeed difficult to determine, primarily be

cause of the possibility of either strong resonant or nun-resonant back

grounds just above the K*(17S0) mass. The fit to the leading moment 

(t (g) and the fit to the F wave magnitude both agree that the K*(17fiD) 

width is much larger than the 126 MeV quoted in the PDG tables 12). A 

value closer to 200 MeV for the width is supported by the results from 
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this analysis, in general agreement with the estimates made by the tuo 

other partial Have analyses of refs. [5| and [251. 

The evidence for a K* resonance near 2080 rleV from both the angular 

moments arj the PUA is the first observation (actually simultaneous with 

ref. [26]) of a j'=4 + K* resonance. The behavior of the G uave amplitude 

shows typical resonance behavior in an Argand diagram and the lack of 

t,o and tiOtO moments at the same mass indicate that the J=4 spin as

signment of this resonance is correct. The mass and uidth determination 

of this resonance have sizeable errorsr primarily due to the dwindling 

statistics at high Kit masses. The extremely small elasticity (-0.07) of 

the resonance also contributes to the difficulty of measuring the mass 

and uidth. When placed on a Cheu-frautschi plot (see fig. 46). this M I 

4 + resonance falls very close to the line defined by the first thre^ 

leading resonances (the natural spin-parity strange meson trajectory). 

The K*CZ080) is naturally interpreted as the 1=1/2 SU(3) partner of the 

1=0 4* h(2040> meson (the quark model interpretation Mill be discussed 

in more detail in the next section). It is also noteworthy that no 

evidence was found for any higher spin (Ji5) resonance structure in the 

entire Kit mass range of this analysis (0.S to 2.24 GeV) 127]. An upper 

limit to the elasticity of a spin 5 resonance, assuming a uidth similar 

to the spin 4, in the mass range of this analysis is estimated to be 

0.05. 

Another significant result from the PUA in this study is the fact 

that the elastic Kn scattering amplitude has a unique solution up to a 

Kit mass of 1.8 GeV. The previous PUA of ref. 15] found a unique solution 

up to 1.5 GeV. Due to the higher statistics and improved acceptance at 
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high Kv mass, this analysis was able to ascertain that the Imaginary 

parts of the Barrelet zeroes did not approach zero until 1.8 GeV (where 

Z 3 approached zero) and 2.0 GeV (uhere Zi approached zero). The unique 

solution that Has determined by this analysis corresponds to solution D 

in ref. (51 and thus the features in that solution can be directly 

compared uith the results presented here. Thus the unique solution from 

this analysis verifies the spin i underlying resonance structure in the 

mass region near 1.7 GeV that was first indicated in solution B of 

ref. [SI (this resonance structure will be discussed later). A 

comparison of the results for the region of overlap betueen this 

analysis and the analysis of ref. [Si has shown no major conflicts. 

This is taken as a confirmation of the results of ref. (51 and also 

provides additional confidence in the results from this analysis. 

A second important result based on the behavior of the flarrelet 

zeroes is that due to the proximity of lm(2i) to zero, solutions A and C 

hare nearly identical structure for the amplitudes (the a»me is true for 

solutions B and 0). Thus for W(KTT)>1.6 Geu, there are really only tuo 

solutions that differ significantly in the structure of their partial 

wave amplitudes. 

One of the primary motivations for performing a PUA on the Kir 

elastic scattering data was to. unravel the underlying (i.e.. non-

leading) resonance structure. The PUA presented here Mas quite 

successful in attaining this goal by verifying an underlying 0* 

resonance near 1420 MeV, by verifying a 1" resonant structure near 

1700 MeV and establishing it uniquely (i.e., not just in two of four 

ambiguous solutions), by observing a second high mass 0* resonant 
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structure near 1900 MeV in a M solutions, and by observing a second high 

mass 1" resonant structure near 2100 MeV in two of the four solutions. 

The underlying structure in the high mass regions of the D and 

t Haves is intriguing but cannot be unambiguously interpreted as 

resonant structure. However, the large amount of magnitude in both the 

D and F waves at KIT masses above their respective leading resonances is 

interesting It is possible that with a more accurate phase 

determination and better understanding of the possible non-resonant 

backgrounds, the high mass D and F waves may also yield underlying 

resonances. 

This concludes the summary of the major results from this analysis. 

Hhat follows is a brief review of some of the problems that still exist 

in the analysis of Kn elastic scattering and some suggestions of hou 

these might be solved. 

1) The uncertainty in the width of the 3' ai.d 1* leading resonances: 

More statistics would pin doun the width of the 4* resonance to a 

large degree (and to a smaller degree for the 3") but it is likely 

that a better understanding of the resonant and non-resonant 

backgrounds will be necessary before these resonances can be properly 

parametrized. 

2) 1=3/2 amplitudes: The 1=3/2 Kir partial wave amplitudes must bo 

measured at high mass to insure that the amplitudes shown in this 

analysis are pure 1=1/2 component. This is expected to be 

accomplished in the near future as a result of the analysis of <*p 

data taken concurrent to the K'p data of this analysis (the 1=3/2 

amplitude can be isolated with the additional information from a PUA 

of K*p-»K*ir*n) I2«J. 
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3) Backgrounds: Non-Kn scattering backgrounds are likely to play • small 

role leading to systematic errors in the results of this analysis. 

Specially designed experiments could result in a purer K~«*n final 

state sample but effective removal of the entire diftractive N»-»ir*n 

background is not likely to be easily solved. 

4) Phase determination: All three previous problems contribute 

signficantly to this problem, thus reducing their effects will reduce 

the magnitude of this problem. As noted in the last chapter, the 

overall fAase is completely indeterminate in that the physics is 

unaffected by the choice of overall phase (only the phase differences 

between partial waves is physically important). Houever, for the 

purposes of fitting individual par*, i uave amplitudes and for other 

mass independent interpretations of (he amplitudes! the overall phase 

determination is important. One way to bypass this problem is to 

create a mass dependent model that incorporates resonances Cand/or 

backgrounds) for each uave for the entire mass region of the 

analysis- Such a model would use only the phase differences between 

Haves and thus be independent of the choice of overall phase for each 

mass bin. It is quite possible that if the backgrounds are fairly 

well understood, such a model could be designed that uould result in 

a good fit to the PWA results presented here. Houever, the large 

number of parameters resulting from the large number of potential 

resonances (anywhere from 7 to 12) makes such a model extremely 

difficult to fit. Several attempt: have been already made but 

problems with stability, multiple solutions, and other multi

parameter fitting difficulties have thus far prevented success. 
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S) Measurement of the resonance parameters of the underlying resonances: 

This problem is also dependent on the previously described problems, 

especially 4). Of course, a successful mass dependent model uoulrf 

solve this problem immediately but in lieu of that, a sound method of 

phase determination is prerequisite for obtaining believable 

underlying resonance parameters. 

6) Multiple ambiguous solutions: Three possibilities exist that could 

reduce the ambiguities. First, higher statistics mould reduce the 

error bars on the Barrelet zeroes so those In(Zi) that came close to 

but didn't actually "cross" aero could be spotted (this could uell be 

the case for the "crosses" obtained in this analysis: to Hi thin 

errors it could not be determined if Z\ and Zj uere consistent uith 

zero for some MCKiO). On the other hand, if an \miZ\1 did actually 

pass through zero, no amount of statistics could reduce the 

ambiguity. Then one Mould have to resort to the second possibility 

uhich involves measuring the partial uave amplitudes in other 1=1/2 

strange meson inelastic channels such as Kim. If structures are 

uniquely observed in those other inelastic channels but are not 

observed at the same mass in some of the solutions in Kn elastic 

scattering, those solutions could be ruled out. The third possibility 

requires measuring the moments of the angular distribution of the 

K'n' final state produced via IT exchange. Because this final state 

has a different relative coupling between the 1=1/2 and 1=3/2 

components than that for K'n*, a slightly different angular 

distribution would be expected. Each of the ambiguous solutions from 

this analysis uoutd result in different predictions for the angular 
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distributions for K*n* scattering hence a measurement of the K*ir* 

angular distribution could resolve the ambiguity (a discussion of the 

passible resolution of the ambiguities is given in refs. (5.291. 

B. Quark modql interpretation, fli AtiS observed Kjt resonances 

B.', The model 

Uith the success, of the quark model in providing an accurate 

representation of meson states, it is desirable to see what the model 

predicts for strange meson states uith the quantum numbers alloued for a 

K"R* decay. The at lowed quantum numbers for a qq mason system are J-L+S. 

and P=(-I) L*', where L and S are the total qq angular momentum and total 

spin as shown in fig. 1. The expected spectrum of states can be 

displayed as a function of L and mass squared, fl2, as shown in fig. 52. 

The recurrence of states in the same column but uith higher values of M 2 

are taken to be radial excitations. In the S=l half of the plot, the 

triplet states are due to the spin-orbit (L*S) splitting. 

In the specific reliction K"p*K"n*n produced by n exchange, the (K*) 

scattering state is limited to natural spin-parity, (P=(-1)J). This is 

because the Kn final state has parity P=(-1) L, Hhere L is the angular 

momentum betueen the K and IT. Since both K and n have zero spin, 

J=L+S=L, and by parity conservation r=(-i;J for the CKn) state. This 

restriction added to the alloued J and P from the quark model implies 

that only S=1 qrj states are atloued in the Kir elastic scattering 

reaction. Thus the states predicted by the quark model for this reaction 
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are limited to those in the S=l half of the energy level plot. In 

addition, only the highest and lowest spin members of the triplet states 

*re ell owed l?y the natural J* requiremar-t. 

The quark content of a <K"lr*) state is sd. In Table IS, the 

predicted (sd) states that have been experimentally observed prior to 

this analysis are presented. The states of the full light quark r.eson 

spectrum prior to this analysis has already been presented in <ig. 2 in 

chapter I. 

B.2 Identifying the observed resonances with quark model states 

tt is non possible to see hou well the resonances observed in this 

analysis fit into the predicted quark model states.. The leading 1">2*,3~ 

states as well as the 0* ground state have been observed. In addition, 

the A* resonance can be identified uith the 4* member of the 1=3 

triplet. The second (J* resonance (at 1900 fleV) can only be a radial 

excitation tn=2! if the quark model is valid. This uould be the first 

unambiguous evidence for a radial excitation in the natural parity 

strange qq spectrum. Evidence for a 0" radial excitation, the K'M400), 

has been presented (refs. (30,351) and • simitar radially excited state 

candidate in the non-strange qq spectra, the p-"(1600)P has been 

observed. 

The 1' resonance near 1700 MeV is now unambiguously verified but 

its position in the quark model is ambigt'ous since the next 1' state 

could br a radial excitation of a L=B state or the V , L=2 triplet 

state. It is also possible that the 1' resonance structure contains both 
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TABLE 15 

Previously Existing Strange Meson Rertnances 

(Misses in MeV) 

Name Mass Comment 

s=0 states: (not accessible In this analysis) 

o-
1 + 

fl-

S=l states 

r 
i* 

2* 

0* 

3* 

K 

(all 

497 

1355 

1400 

but Q A a 

K* «95 

«* 1340 

K* 1430 

K 1490? 

K« 57*0 

Hell established 

Hell established 

Not uel! established 

re accessible) 

Hell established 

Hell estabtisned 

Hell established 

Not well established 

Hell established 

* « - radial quantum number 
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of these states if they are nearly degenerate in mass. If the I'CUOO) 

resonant structure is really ttta resonances, and if solution A or C is 

correct, then the 1~C2100) resonant structure could be the n=3 radial 

excitation of the U=0 state or the n=? radial excitation of the 1", 1=2 

triplet member Cor both). Otherwise, the 1"(Z100) st-uiture ;„jy be 

whatever 1' state that is available »fter the r(!700) state has been 

determined. 

B.3 Problems uith resolving (juark irodel spates 

Clearly, there are tuo very important problems that need to be 

resolved in order to clean up the sd natural spin-parity spectrum. The 

first problem is how to find out if there are one or tuo resonances in 

the 1"(170r>) structure. The second problem is hot! to determine whether a 

resonance is a radial excitation or a l.=2 triplet member. The first 

problem may be solved by higher stati-tius, better background removal, 

and proper phase determination. If the tuo states are almost exactly on 

trp of one another, it may be possible to determine this based on 

elasticity arguments (but this may require other theoretical 

assumptions). 

The second problem is much more difficult but tuo methods have been 

proposed for resolving the radial vs. L=2 ambiguity. The first method i-

based on the assumption that the theory (i.e., binding potential, QCD, 

or whatever) uill be sufficiently understood so that simple mass 

splittings can be predicted and thus the states can be properly 

associated. The second method is based on a theory of pionic decays in 
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the quark nodel (ref. [311). In this thtory, the relative sign of the 

amplitude for the 1*. 1=0 radial state decaying into a vector meson and 

«> pion is opposite the relative rign of the amplitude for the 1', L=2 

triplet state decaying the same way. The theory can therefore predict 

the relative sign between the amplitude for: 

1 K*C 1700) -» 1- K*(895) + n 

and 3" K*C1780) -» 1" K*C895) + IT 

Thus a PUA of some other inelastic final states such as KTITT is needed to 

make this determination. 

a.4 Mass splittings between states 

Although most of the meson resonances have been successfully 

associated with states expected in the quark model, the quark model 

theory ha£ not yet been able to predict the quantitative parameters of 

the states such as mass, uidth, branching ratios, etc., in a general nay 

for all q'j multiplets. Nevertheless, it is important to verify that all 

the expected quark states do occur in nature. Furthermore, any 

measurements obtained uill be very useful in checking the validity of 

candidates for a theory of light quark meson spectroscopy. A theory 

based on a central potential for the (more or less) non-relativistic qq 

states containing charmed or bottom quarks is being developed. This 

theory accurately accounts for most of the knoun cc and bb spectra. 

However, uhen dealing with the three lighter quarks <u,d,s), the qq 

system is expected to be "elativistic and as yet no theory can account 

for the tight quark --..on spectra. Despite the lack of a precise 
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theory, many features of the light quark meson spectra "how general 

regularities uhich give rise to a structure similar to that expected of 

a simple harmonic oscillator model for the potential. This aocounts for 

the notation and level diagrams uhich anticipate such structure. There 

are a number of important questions at nut the details of the qq" spectra 

that may contribute significantly to the understanding of the structure 

and may provide insight that uill enable a complete theory to be devised 

that successfully incorporates the knaun light qtark meson spectra. The 

m e t obvious regularities in the spectra that should be directly 

predicted by a theory are the mass splittings. There are a great many 

splittings that are of interest, such as the ground state - radial 

splittings, the leading trajectory (e.g., 1",2*,3'» etc.) splittings, 

the S=0 vs. S r1 (for the same L) splittings, the natural vs. unnatural 

spin-parity member splittings (e.g., 0" vs. I" ground states. 1* vs. 2', 

etc.), and the spin-orbit tL'S) triplet splittings (e.g., 2"*. 1 *, 0* 

triplet splittings for the L = l, S=l qq" state). Although much can be 

said about all these splittings, only the leading trajectory and the L»S 

triplet splittings uill be examined here (a discussion of the role of 

the resonances found in this analysis in terms of the radial state 

splittings of the strange meson system can be found in ref. 132]). 

B.5 Leading resonance splittings 

Prior to this analysis, the leading trajectory natural strange 

mesons consisted of the 1" K*(S95>, 2* K«(1430), and 3' K*(1780). As 

shoun in the Cheu-Frautschi plot of fig. 46, these three states lie very 

close to a Regge trajectory with slope a=C.S2 GeV" z. 
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The newly discovered 4* K*(2080) falls almost exactly on this 
trajectory. So now the 1=1/2 and one of the 1=0 natural J p light quark 
Meson trajectories both contain four measured states which all lie 
nearly on a straight line. How this J=arl2 relationship fits into a quark 
model framework is still not known but the well established pattern is 
seen to continue at least to J=4 (and recently there are indications 
that it holds true for J=S (27] ). Continuation of the strange meson 
natural j' trajectory would predict a J =5" K* state near 2380 MeV 
(which is just above the endpoint of this analysis). A comparison of 
leading trajectories of light quark mesons is presented below: 

Trajectory I states found slope (6eV*) 
K« (1=1/2) 4 0.82 
w (1=0) 4 0.95 
* (1=0) 2 0.78 
p (1=1) 3 0.88 

B.6 The spin-orbit (L'S) splittings 

The very »»autiful L*S triplet splittings in the cc, L=0j S=1 state 
(see fig. 53) is a strong motivation for checking If the same is true 
for the sdi L=0. E*1 state. In this analysis* the 0* and 2* members were 
accessible, the I 4 member was inaccessible but a previous analysis [331 
has identified a Kir? state that is believed to be the 1* member of the 
triplet. The 2* K*(1430) has been established for quite some time and it 
represents the nost solid and accurately measured member of the triplet. 
The 1* (^11340) from ref. [331 has been confirmed recently and can be 
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Figure S3 — energy level plot of meson spectrum arising froir. ec system. 
Possible assignmwj.ts of current observed states are denoted by solid 
l*nes and label? In particular, note the one complete L*S triplet. 
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considered as quite solid. The 0* Meson state has recently been 

restudied and the *( 149.0) is believed to be the proper candidate for 

this member. A detailed study of all of the light quark scalar (0*) 

mesons has been performed in ref. [341. The result from a mass dependent 

fit of the Kir S uave amplitude from the PUA ,if ref. (5) uas obtained in 

that study. The result indicated that there uas only one lou mass 0* 

strange resonance uith a mass near 1490 MeV (rather than the preliminary 

result of 1425 MeV) and uidth betueen 120 and 400 MeV depending on uhich 

of the four possible ambiguous solutions (from rjf. 151) uas chosen. 

Since this analysis found that solution B iron the PUA of ref. 15] uas 

the correct solution, the resulting 0* parameters are 1490 and 400 MeV 

for the mass and uidth respectively (as mentioned previously* the S nave 

amplitude results from solution B of re!. 15] and the S uave results 

from this analysis are nearly identical; therefore, the 0* parameters 

given here are expected to be consistent uith the values that would 

result from use of the data from this analysis). 

In summary, the triplet members are 0* (r(1490), 1* '1A(1340). and 2* 

K*(1430). The assertion that the 0* is higher in mtss than the I 4 and 

the 2* is an intriguing feature uhose explanation will not be attempted 

here. Uhether this is an anomaly of the strange meson multiplet or is 

true of all light quark mesons can be checked by examining the 1=0 or 

1=1, L=1, S=T triplet. 

In Table 16, the L = 1. S=1 triplet splittings for cc- and for the 

four light quark isospin multiplets are presented for comparison. In 

the first 1=0 triplet, the f, 0, and < masses appear to be inversely 

related to the total spin J. Such a reverse ordering is interesting but 
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TABLE 16 

Current Status of Selected l«S Triplet Splittings 

(a) 1=1. S=1 cC triplet (b) 1=1/2,0,0,1 light quark meson triplets 
for L=1. S=1 <c) predicted l»1/2 triplet for 1=2. S*1 

(a) £. Stitr 
2* x(3550> 
1* x<3510> 
0' X(3415) 

(b) / _ l £ J Z 2 _ 

K«<1430) 
Q A ( 1 3 4 0 ) 
(CC142S-1490?) 

1=0 1=0 1 = 1 

2* 
1 * 
0* 

_ l £ J Z 2 _ 

K«<1430) 
Q A ( 1 3 4 0 ) 
(CC142S-1490?) 

f (1270> 
0(1285) 
«(13O0)? 

t ' ( 1 5 1 S ) 
EC1420) 
(11425) 

or S* (980) 

A t t n i o ) 
A i t m o ? ) 

SC980}? 

(c) a£ State predicted mass based on 1 = 1. S=1 triplet 

3* K«(I780) 
2' L -1690 
1- ? -1775 to 1840 
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the uncertainty in the experimentally determined masses and the fact 

that the masses are nearly identical makes it difficult to say anything 

definite about the mass splittings in this triplet. The second 1=0 

triplet contains the f , E. and either the S*(9o0> or he new «(t425). 

Until recently, the scalar member uas considered to be the S* resonance. 

However, a recent amplitude analysis of uir-»KK resonances (39) presented 

evidence for a 0* e(1425>. That analysis also asserted that the S*t980) 

is a broad effect, possibly a KK virtual bound state. If true, this 

triplet uould be in general agreement with the 1 = 1/2 triplet, namely, 

containing a scalar member that may be more massive than the 1* member. 

The 1=1 triplet contains the A;. Ai, and & resonances. If this triplet 

follows the trend of having a heavier scalar meson member as seen in the 

1=1/2 and the 1=0 triplets, then one would expect an 1=1 scalar meson 

near 1200 rleV. 

The interpretation of the scalar mesons remains somewhat cloudy due 

to the possibility of glu^ball, 4-quark, and >4-qiark 0* states. In fact 

the very broad S-uave enhancement at lou mass (900-1300 rteV) in this 

analysis (formerly believed to be the 0* KC1200)) may well be one of 

these exotic meson states. Such an assertion is not entirely without 

reason since the trend seems to be touard discovery of heavier scalar 

mesons states which are being associated with the L=1, S=l 0* triplet 

member. The lower mass enhancements seen in the S-uave spectra could be 

interpreted as 4-quark or other exotic mesons. 

It is certainly clear that no simple L«S splitting structure can be 

inferred from the four L=1, S=1 light quark meson triplet states. 

Kouever, if the internal splitting of the lowest mass triplet Applies to 
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the next triplet in the same trajectory, i.e., for L=2. S=t U - , 2 ' , 3 - ) , 

then predictions can be made for the 1' and 2" triplet members since the 

3~ is relatively well measured. For the I=V2 L=2. S=1 triplet, uith the 

V K»(17*0), the previous triplet splittings would imply a slightly 

lighter 2" and a slightly heavier 1" based on the L = l. S=1 splittings 

(see Table 16). It is likely that the analysis of the inelastic final 

states (to be performed on the data from this experiment) uill shed 

light on the 2" member of the triplet (often called the L meson). The 1" 

state may well be one of the V resonances found in this analysiu as 

stated warier, but resolving the radially excited L»l, S=0 1' from this 

triplet member uill be necessary (see subsection 6-3>. 

The current status of the l*S splittings in the strange meson 

spectrum shows that progress has been made but many unanswered questions 

still exist. The uncertainty in the assignment of the scalar mesons puts 

the L=l. S=1 triplet splittings for all the isospin multiplets 

(1=0,0,1.1S2) in doubt. If th* 0* does indeed have a higher mass than 

the I* or even the 2*, the implication is that factors such as spin-spin 

or other quark forces may play an important role in the light quark 

meson L*!> splittings. It is also important to discover if this is the 

case for the LIZ, S'l triplets ana the radial excitations of the 

triplets as ne11. Resolving the triplet mass splittings remains a key 

goal in experimental meson spectroscopy but it is certainly not an easy 

task. It is hoped that with the information from the analysis of the 

inelastic final states (K2n, K3ir) at high mass combined with the 

information from this analysis, a mare complete picture of the L-S and 

radial splittings of the qq spectrum for MCKTT) up to 2.2 6eV can be 

obtained. 
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B.7 Summary 

In summary. the K* elastic scattering resonances resulting from 

this analysis have natural interpretations in tsrms of a general q(j 

mode) meson spectrum. The neu states that have been observed and the 

old states that have been confirmed by the results from this analysis 

are summarized in Table 17. Based on the preceding discussions, these 

states o n be included in the full light quark meson spectrum resulting 

in the box plot ef fig. 54. Specifically, the neu 4+ K»(2080) is 

associated uith the leading L=l. s=1 sd state and is seen to fit uell on 

the existing natural Jr strange meson Regg* trajectory as seen in a 

Gheu-Frautschi plot. The neu *'(t900) resonance is identified with the 

first radial excitation of the 0* L=2, s=l triplet member. The 

interpretation of the 1"C1700) is not clear, being able to be associated 

uith the radial excitation of the I" 1=0, S=l state or the 1" L=2, S=l 

triplet member (or both). Similarly, if solution A or C is correct, the 

1"(2100) resonance could be identified uith up to 4 possible quark model 

1~ states. In addition to these neu states, the leading 1~, 2*, and 3' 

states have been confirmed and the x(1490), a 0* 1=1. S=1 triplet member 

has been confirmed. Same interesting features in the high mass 0 and F 

uaves indicate that there may be underlying 2* and J" resonance 

structure but nothing quantitative can be presented. Further progress is 

expected uhen high statistics 3 fcnd 4 body analyses are performed for 

the strange meson system. An accurate description of radial and L-S 

splittings may net be possible until the scalar meson picture is cleared 

up and until the radial 1=0, S=l vs. triplet member L=2, S=1 identity 
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TABLE 17 

Kv Resonances Observed in this Analysis 

(Masses in MeV) 

/ n* Name Mass Comment 

r K* »95 Observed 

2' K* 1430 Observed 

3- K« 1780 Observed 

A* K* 20S& Neu 
0* X -1420? Verify previous observation 

0* 2 *' -1900 Neu 
r 1 ? -1700 Unambiguous verification 

i* 1-2? ? -2100 In 2 of 4 solutions 

n = radial quantum number 
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Figure 54 — Box plot of current meson spectrum. This plot is identical 
to fig. 2 except that the neu states observed in this analysis are in
cluded. Circled states depict those accessible to this analysis. 
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problem is resolved. However, this analysis has Made Much progress in 

strengthening and broadening the existing picture for the strange melon 

spectrum. 
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Appendix A 

THE MONTE CARLO PROGRAM 

1. nptiyition, iSL ±h£ BflOts Carlo Proorani 

The primary reason for a Monte Carlo program in this analysis Has 

to calculate the acceptance moment* of the LASS spectrometer in order to 

obtain acceptance corrected moments of the Kn scattering angular distri

bution. Secondary reasons for this program uts to study device and 

spectrometer resolutions and performance. The program uas also suffi

ciently adaptable for study of spectrometer acceptance for many other 

physics processes and for study of backgrounds. 

To fulfill these basic objectives, the following guidelines uere 

used in the design of the Monte Carlo program. 

1. Generate K"p-»K"ir*n events with kinematical distributions as close 

as possible to the true physic* Kt attering distributions. 

2. Simulate the spectrometer's geometrical acceptance accurately 

(this includes proper physical boundaries, detector active areas 

or volumes, proper magnetic field tracking, simulation of hardware 

trigger, absorption, etc.). 

3. Include device inefficiency effects. 

4. Simulate the data event reconstruction programs (software tracking 

algorithms). 

5. Reproduce track resolution. 
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6. Create a large sample of Monte Carlo events that can be easily 

processed to obtan acceptance moments. 

The size and content of the large sample of Mont* Carlo events to 

be created uas determined by the fotlouing criteria: 

1. For each Monte Carlo event there had to be sufficient information 

saved so that the acceptance moments could be calculated, so that 

cuts could be made on kinematical quantities (e.g. missing mass or 

mass hypotheses of backgrounds), and so that studies could be car

ried out on geometrical and kinematical cuts (to check th« sensi

tivity of the physics to those cuts). 

t. Sample size uas determined such that the statistical errors in the 

data dominated the statistical errors from the riante Carlo sample. 

For this analysis a Monte Carlo event sample wa? generated that 

uas large enough to have the ratio (> lunte Carlo events)/ (I data 

events) to be approximately equal to 10 for any kinematics) re

gion. To avoid kinematical regions with data but (for statistical 

and other reasons) no Monte Carlo events, a fraction of the event 

sample uas generated uith a flat a;igular distribution (as opposed 

to the physics-like angular distribution). This uas necessary to 

avoid problems with the fitting programs that calculated the ac

ceptance corrected angular moments. 
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2, Program Structure 

2. a Overvitu 

The Kit Monte Carlo program uas set up to generate K"p-»K"n*n events 

where the beam particle UK") and the outgoing r'.arged particles uere 

tracked and measured by a method that emulates as closely as possible 

the spectrometer and track reconstruction software used in this data an

alysis. The flow chart in fig. 48. lives the basic procedure folloued 

by the program for each Monte Carlo event. At any step uhere one or both 

of the t-acks uere shown to be unmeasureable (as for decoys, absorption) 

insufficient number of intersections uith detection devices, etc.) the 

event uas flagged as bad and further processing Mas halted. All events 

(whether flagged as bad or not} uere written to an output storage device 

so that the acceptance moments could be calculated. 

2.b Generation of kinematics! variables 

As explained previously, the four kinematics) variables n(Kir).|t'|i 

cos8;, and +j completely describe a Kn scattering event (there are 

actually six variables but s is fixed for fixed beam momentum and /i.b 

is not important in the physics). Since it was desired that a 

distributic be produced that simulated the physics d .stribution,the 

intercorrelation of these four variables had to be taken into account. 

This was done by first selecting a value for rKKnJ then using random 

generator procedures to obtain |t'|> cos8j, and >j from previously 

measured distributions as a function of l"KKit). 
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EVEHT GENERATION 

- b e a m track se lect ion (from data sample) 
- MneraaLical variable | * n e r a t l o n 

C M t t |t1 , ens* , t fc ) 
• outgoing mom §nturn vector calculat ion 
- target energy lo t* correct ion 

target absorption ca lculat ion 
' decay simulation 

GEOMETRICAL ACCEPTANCE OP SPECTROMETER 

- track helix parameLer calculat ion for 
solenoid region 

- geometr ica l a c c e p t a n c e determinat ion far 
solenoid region 

- track parameter calculat ion Tor twlxt and 
downstream region* 

- geometr ica l acceptance determinat ion Tor 
twixt and dosmetreem region* 

falling 

past ing 

DETECTOR AND TRIGGER SIMULATION 

calculat ion of trark intersect ion with de tec tor 
i ac t ive area* ( y i e l d h ? "generated" coordinates) 

- Monte Carlo generat ion of "measured" 
coordinates in all de tec tors based on the 
"generated" coordinate s e t fuses eMcte i iuj anJ 
resolut ion information from lh« exper imenta l run) 

- absorption Ln detectors 
- trigger requirement s imulation 

railing 

passing 

EVENT RECONSTRUCTION SIMULATION 

• track finding s imulat ion 

geometrical ly constrained event fitting (MVFIT) 

failing 

passing 

OUTPUT RECORD CONSTRUCTION (PASSING EVENTS) 

- calculat ion of "measured" kinematlcal 
voriablea from fitted track parameters 

- se lec t ion of output record quantit ies: 
1) generated klnemaUcal variables 
2) "measured" klnemaUcal variables 
3) vertex posit ion 
4) beam, m o m e n t u m vector 
5) "measured" K" . it* momentum vectors 
6) errors on "measured" m o m e n t u m vectors 
7) special geometr ic quantit ies for PAS SMC 

OUTPUT RECORD CONSTRUCTION (PAlLINC EVENTS) 

- se lec t ion of output record quantit ies: 

1) generated k in tmaUca l variables 

figure 55 — Flqu chart depicting the basic structure and function of 
the K'p-»K"Tr*n Monte Carlo simulation program. 
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The distribution of events as a function of |t'[ has a functional 

form very close to e~Bt . jhii form uas used to generate |t'| 

distributions for nonte Carlo events on the first iteration of the 

partial uave analysis procedure. After the first pass through the 

partial uave analysis procedure Kn scattering amplitudes uere obtained 

as a function of rKKn) and |t'|. Using the functional form of the |t'| 

distribution obtained from these amplitudes, the random generator 

procedure was used to generate events that uould simulate that |t'| 

distribution. Thus for the second iteration of the partial uave 

procedure) the |t'| distribution had a functional form closely 

resembling that of the data and had the dependence on rKKn) included. 

In a similar way, the angular distribution of the data as a 

function of fl(Kir) from the first iteration uas used as input to obtain 

cosSj and f*j for Monte Carlo events. By generating a random cosSj and 

f*j, the probability that such an event uould be produced based on the 

first iteration angular distribution of Kn data uas calculated. Then 

the random generator procedure uas used to accept e/ents so that the 

resultant Monte Carlo event angular distribution closely simulated the 

physics angular distribution. 

The net effect (averaged over large numbers of events) produced 

jt'| and angular distributions very similar to the physics distributions 

with proper dependence on M(Kir). The only dependence not taken into 

account uas the coupling of |t'| uith the angular variables (cosflj and 

*j) uhich uas believed to be a small effect. 
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2-c Beam, vertex, momentum vectors, decays 

Because the beam phase space varied as a -function of time during 

the experiment, it uas decided to use reconstructed data beam tracks 

(obtained from a special sample of events taken during the experimental 

run) as input beam particles for the Monte Carlo events. Hence, drifts 

or fluctuations of the beam during the experimental run uere 

automatically taker into account in the Monte Carlo program. To simulate 

the difference between the physical beam track and the reconstructed 

baam track, a nonte Carlo "reconstructed" beam track uas generated by 

changing the position, direction and momentum of the Input beam track 

(using a random generator) by amounts as prescribed by the knoun 

resolutions of those quantities. Thus, one track uas used to produce the 

event (the physics Monte Carlo beam track) and one track uith a phase 

space slightly offset from the first uas used for event reconstruction 

(the measured Monte Carlo beam track). 

A vertex uas created by extrapolating the physical beam track to a 

z position within the known target volume limits. This position was 

determined by a random generator which uas property corrected to give a 

distribution that accounted for beam attenuation due to target 

absorption. 

Using the beam momentum vector, the vertex position and the four 

kinematics! variables, the 4-vectors for the outgoing particles uere 

then calculated. Since the neutron uas not detected in this experiment, 

no further neutron tracking took place in the Monte Carlo program. The 

outgoing K" and v* uere fully tracked so arrays uere crec*ed to store 
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the important parameters of their trajectories. At this time the K" and 

it* uere decayed (using the random generator and knowledg. of their 

lifetimes) and their decay lengths (as measured in the lab starting from 

the vertex) were saved in their respective storage array. The treatment 

of decays chosen for the Monte Carlo program was to stop tracking the 

particle at the point it decayed. Thus the particle effectively 

vanished at the decay point. In reality, the kaon or pion would decay 

into one charged and tuo neutral particles (or possibly three charged 

particles for the kaon). hence could still leave a raeasureable track. 

Houever, the choice of stopping trackfinding at the decay point uas a 

good first approximation to the treatment of a decay by the trackfinding 

algorithms in the data event reconstruction code. 

2.d Geometrical acceptance) tracking through magnetic fields 

Given the momentum vectors for the tuo outgoing charged particles, 

the particles were then tracked through the full length of the 

spectrometer. The walls of the magnets, frames of the detectors and 

other high mass objects that the particles uoul<-' intercept uere 

considered to be total absorbers, i.e., all tracking stopped at first 

contact with such an object. For the region in the solenoid magnet where 

the magnetic field uas fairly uniform, the particles Mere tracked 

assuming a perfectly uniform field parallel to the z axis. This resulted 

in particles following helical paths. When the particles approached the 

downstream end of the solenoid magnet, the field lines diverged and the 

particles followed more complicated trajectories. Utilizing a detailed 
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map of the field (obtained from direct measurements prior to the 

experimental run) it uas possible to closely approximate the particle 

trajectory by use of a numerical finite difference technique known as 

the Runge-Kutta method 1121. In this case the Runge-KMtta method uas 

used to solve (approximately) for the particle position and direction 

using the equations of motion determined from Maxwell'* equations and 

the known field map. 

Upon exit of the solenoid magre if the particles Here still in 

the detection region they uere linearly extrapolated through the tuixt 

region (as the magnetic field there was sufficiently small to be 

neglected). In the region encompassed by the magnetic field of the 

dipole magnet, those surviving particles were once again tracked using 

the Runge-Kutta method. Just downstream of tht dipole magnet, a linear 

extrapolation of the particle trajectory uas again used to determine its 

path through the final downstream magnetostrictive i-ire apark chambers 

and scintillation counter hodoscopes after which tracking was hilted. 

2.c Absorption and energy loss 

In order to correct for absorption and energy loss/ the 

spectrometer was divided into sections and the amount of materia) 

through which a given particle would pass uas calculated in terms of 

c sorption length and dE/dx. The sections of the spectrometer u e r e ; 1) 

the target system, 2) the cylinder chambers, 3) the solenoid devices, 4) 

the ct Cerenkov counter, 5) the dipole region. The absorption length in 

the target determiner: an overall event weight (i.e., probability) for 
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the event, the reight varied between 0 and 1 depending on the 

probability of successfully escaping the target system. Tor the other 

four sections of the spectrometer the absorption length uas used to 

calculate the probability of successful passage but unlike in the 

target, a random number uas generated to determine if this particular 

particle uas to be absorbed. in principle, one could include the 

absorption probabilities for these sections in the overall event ueight 

instead of this yes-no absorption procedure but the complicated method 

used by the data trackfinding algorithms made the assignment of event 

ueight too difficult. The yes-no procedure was straightforward and it 

best represented the results one would obtain based on the physics of 

the spectrometer and based on the methods of the trackfinding software. 

If a particle uas to be aborbed, tracking uas halted at the beginning of 

the spectrometer section in which absorption occurred. 

Given the mass, energy, and path length of a particle, the energy 

loss was determined by means of range-energy loss tables. Energy loss 

was computed for the target system (the liquid hydrogen, the mylar 

targe, jacket, and the aluminum support tube) but not for the other 

sectijns of the spectrometer due to the difficulty of tracking a 

particle with continually decreasing momentum and also due to the fact 

that the correction was found to be quite small. 

2.f Generation of device coordinate banks 

At this point the basic path of the particles through the 

spectrometer had been deterimined and had been corrected for losses due 
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to decay and absorption. It Has then necessary to ascertain that the 

particles could be found by the trackfinding algorithms. This uas 

accomplished by calculating the intersection of the particle path with 

the active detection area in each device. These "virtual" coordinates 

Here stored in an array for later use. To simulate the inefficiencies of 

the detectors. the experimental efficiency for each device Has used. 

This efficiency uas determined from the software data monitoring 

routines (averaged over the entire experimental run). Then, a random 

number uas generated to decide if a given particle uas "detected" in 

that device. An array uas created uhich indicated if a given "generated' 

coordinate uas actually detected (thus becoming a "measured" 

coordinate). 

2.g Simulation of software trackfinding 

A brief description of the software trackfinding procedure used in 

the data reconstruction program (see also chapter IV) uill follow so 

that the Monte Carlo simulation can be .Tiore easily understood. 

The scituare trackfinding program te«fc device coordinates, formed 

matchpoints. then took sets of matchpoints to define "trial" tracks. 

The coordinate banks uere searched for all coordinates that were close 

to the trial track. An array that contained all the device coordinates 

associated uith the trial track uas then created. A complex series of 

tests based on the number of coordinates and the type of coordinates uas 

used to determine if a trial track was to be considered a real detected 

track. 
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Because the Monte Carlo prjgram also kept track of numbers and 

types of detected coordinates for each particle. it only required 

reproducing the part of the (data) program containing the series of 

tests in order to simulate the software trackfinriing. Thus, both data 

and Monte Carlo tracks uers required to meet the same criteria to be 

judged "detectable". In this same series of tests it was also determined 

if a track Has to be labelled a "dipoie" track (i.e.. a track detected 

both upstream and dounstream of the dipoie magnet hence momentum 

analyzed to high precision] or a "solenoid" track (i.e., detectable in 

the solenoid region but not in the dipoie region). This dipole-solenoid 

distinction had to be accurately reproduced in the Monte Carlo because 

of the substantial track resolution differences betueen the tuo types. 

Z.h Trigger requirements 

A Monte Carlo event was required to pass the same criteria as those 

imposed by the trigger logic used in the experimental run. 

Specifically, this implied that the following requirements be satisfied. 

1. At least tuo "hits" in either the 1.5X PMC plane or the 1.5Y PMC 

plane. 

2. At least 1 "hit" in the TOF counter. 

3. Ho "hit" in the LP3 counter. 

The word "hit" meant the Monte Carlo particle had to have a detectable 

("measured") coordinate associated uith that particular device. Thus, 

trigger losses due to device inefficiencies uere properly taken into 

account. 
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Z.i Device Resolution 

At this point in the Monte Carlo program, it iias Known whether a 

generated event could trigger the spectrometer and coutd be successfully 

reconstructed. Houever, since it uas necessary to make some resolution 

cuts on the data* it became necessary to simulate the device resolution 

in the Monte Carlo to enable corrections to be made for the effects of 

such cuts. There uere basically three different types of tracks defined 

for resolution considerations: 1) beam tracks. 2) dipole tracks and 3) 

solenoid tracks. 

As described in section c (Beam, vertex, momentum vectors, decays)> 

the beam tracks for Monte Carlo event* uere obtained fro-n a sample of 

special beam event data records. These records contained '.he parameters 

of the reconstructed beam tracks from the experimental run. The beam 

tracks uere reconstructed by a least squares fit to a straight tine 

using the coordinates from the two beam proportional chambers. The error 

matrix from the fit was also stored in the beam record. Thus the 

resolution of the beam due to position measurement resolution uas taken 

into account by using the error matrix information. Finite momentum 

resolution of the momentum hodoscopes and momentum smearing due to 

electronic drift (probably thermal effects on the magnet calibrations) 

uere also accounted for in the Monte Carlo by including terms for these 

effects in the beam momentum resolution calculation. 

The momentum resolution of "dipole" tracks was calculated from a 

formula obtained from a detailed study of K'-vs'v'v* decays. The formula 
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Has: 

a, * 6.53 x lO^p* + 1.15 r 10"'p CA.1) 

uhere p uas the momer.tum measured in the dipole magnet in GeV/c. The 

study shoued that the resolution of the dipole magnet momentum 

measurement had a shape consistent uith a gaussian distribution with a 

sigtna given in the formula above. For use in the Monte Carlo resolution 

calculations, the true momentum of the particle uas offset by an amount 

obtained from a gaussian distribution random generator (uith the above 

sigma) and that neu momentum uas stored as the "measured" momentum. 

For the type of track termed as "solenoid" tracks, no simple 

resolution formula «tas obtainable. This uas due to the strong dependence 

of track resolution on the type of device detecting the track and on the 

number of coordinates associated uith the track. To simulate the 

solenoid region resolution, the method of generating "measured" 

coordinates uas used. This method required picking up the detected 

device coordinates (as explained in section f), then offsetting them by 

an amount produced by a gaussian distribution random generator. The 

sigma of the gaussian uas taken to be the resolution of the particular 

device as determined by a study using the experimental data (see VI.A.2 

for device resolution study). This offsetting resulted in a set of 

points that uere scattered auay from the exac' particle trajectory in a 

quasi-random fashion that should have closely simulated the measurement 

•rrors in the physical devices. These neu coordinates uere used as input 

to the sane event fitting program (MVrlT) as used in the data processing 

program. This coordinate offsetting procedure uas also used for detected 
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coordinates in the solenoid region that were associated with the 

"dipole" type tracks . This Has necessary because when the events were 

fitted (in MVFIT). -the dipole Momentum measurement uas used for the 

magnitude of the momentum vector of the "dipole" type track but the 

direction could only be well determined from the coordinates in the 

adenoid region (uhich were close to the interaction vertex). 

This procedure took nearly all resolution effects into account 

except for multiple scattering. The handling °f multiple scattering uill 

be described in the next subsection. 

2.j Event fitting 

As implied in the previous section. the event fitting program for 

the Monte Carlo events uas nearly identical to the MVFIT program used in 

the data processing as described in IV.H. Reviewing the rTVFIT program 

briefly, a geometrical fit uas made to the input tracks assuming an 

interaction of the type a+b-»c+d+X where a.b.e and d are the tracks input 

to the fit program. The program used an iterative chi-squared 

minimization procedure uhich resulted in an output containing the track 

parameters of the best fit. For the Monte Carlo events, the input track 

data consisted of 1) the beam track and its error matrix, 2) the 

"measured" coordinates in the solenoid region associated with a "dipole" 

track and the coordinate errors, 3) the dipole momentum measurement for 

"dipole" tracks and its error, 4) the "measured" coordinates of 

"solenoid" tracks and the coordinate errors. 
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In addition to the beat fit track parameters, the nVFIT output 

included th* error Matrix fro* the fit (whose elements were the best 

estimators of the correlated errors of the fit parameter*). From the 

various error matrix elements, 1t uas passible to construct quantities 

Mhich accurately represented the resolution of individual tracks. These 

quantities were useful for making cuts to get rid of very poorly 

measured tracks. 

The only difference between the fitting program used in the Monte 

Carlo and the one used in the data H I S that the data version included a 

correction algorithm for multiple scattering (which changed the error 

matrix). The Monte Carlo event had no multiple scattering of its tracks, 

hence needed no such corrections in the fitting program. Multiple 

scattering in the Monte Carlo uas omitted because the small increase in 

accuracy gained uas greatly overshadoHed by the large amount of time and 

difficulty involved in including it correctly (to first order, the 

multiple scattering Mas actually included since the offsets used in 

generating coordinates uere derived from the measured device resolutions 

which had some of the multiple scattering error folded in). 

2.k Output record 

The format of the output record (uhich uas uritten to magnetic 

tape) was designed to satisfy the following requirements: 1) 

•ccessibilty of large numbers of events (hence a desire for minimal 

record size), 2) all kinematics! variables (both generated and 

"measured") available. 3) all important geometrical quantities available 
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for hypothesis testing (I.e. bean and outgoing par.let* •omentum 

vectors). 4) other geometrical quantities and fit results for making 

geometrical and other cuts (e.g., vertex position for vertex cuts, 

position at dipolu magnet for aperture cuts, track measurement error 

estimators for resolution cuts), 5) event status information available 

(i.e., passed or failed reconstruction. "dipole" or "solenoid" type 

track, etc.) Mitt: the information contained in this output record, it 

uas possible to run a fairly quick (in CPU time) program that could read 

a large number of the Plonte Carlo events. make a set of selected 

geometrical and kinematics! cuts, and have the group of events that pass 

those cuts available for calculating the acceptance moments. It uas 

important that many of the geometrical quantities were made available in 

the output record because it uas important to check th«t the physics 

results obtained were not sensitive to variations in the geometrical 

cuts. For instance, it uas desirable to cut out tracks that came uithin 

5 centimeters of the dipole magnet aperture to insure that absolutely no 

tracks might have hit the magnet ualls due to position uncertainty or 

due to slight misalignments. By having the necessary quantities 

available to make such cuts it uas possible to produce new sets of 

acceptance moments with uhich to study the effects of the cuts on the 

physics. 
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Appendix B 

THE METHOD OF MOMENTS 

The first step of the method of accents is the statement of the 

problem. The relationship betueen the observed and produced angular dis

tribution is: 

W n . x ) = A(n.x) ipred(n,x) IB. n 

uhere I prod can be written as; 

W°- x> = , E .W*) ( 2 - 0 Re( yto(n)) t B . 2) 
MD>U 

The simplifications mentioned in VII.B.I can be applied here so eq. B.2 

can be written for a given n(Kir) and f bin as: 

W n > = (4») _ , /* 2 t„ yjfn) t B . 3) 

Inserting eq. 8.3 into eq. B.K then Multiplying both sides of the re

sulting equation by Y'jiCn) and finally integrating both sides over n> 

one obtains: 

(4*r)-I/s £t„ / Y;<0) Y;.(IJ) A(0) dD = / Jobj(n) Ya.(fJ) dfl <".4) 

By defining the two quantites: 

Am. = (4TT)"* / YM(n) y^o) A tn) dn tB . 5> 

•V"/UMV»)*0 CB.6) 
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eq. B.4 can be rewritten as: 

2 * ^ . ^ = 14̂ . tB.7) 

Now Mu' can be approximated by replacing the integral in eq. 6.6 with a 
SUB over the event data sample. 

In the limit of infinite statistics, eq. B.8 is equivalent to eq. B.6. 
The acceptance matrix A|m' is calculated using the Monte Carlo ev

ent sample. The integral in eq. B.7 is approximated by a sum over ac
cepted Monte Carlo events in the following manner: 

A, a?T**».WW < B. 9, 

where u\ is the event weight and 

W O = Nc«™t,i S (47T)1/r (Vt0) Ŷ fi,) CB-10) 

The procedure used to obtain the matrix *uii' i» the same iterative 
procedure that was used to derive the acceptance coefficients «u as ex
plained in Vll.C. 

The matrix equation B..7 consists of H equations in M unknowns 
where N and N are determined by the number of 1 and m indices that are 
used in determining My.' and by the number of I and m indices to be al
lowed for the angular moments. If NiM, the equation can be solved uni
quely. Using standard matrix inversion techniques the equation is solved 
resulting in the values for the angular moments ty.. 
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The error Matrix E for the tu solution Is given by the matrix equa

tion: 

E = AD(A"') t 16.11) 

where the A matrix is the acceptance matrix described above and the D 

matrix represents the statistical errors of the quantity Ify' defined as: 

The program used to solve for the moments and the corresponding er

ror matrices were modifications of existing FORTRAN programs which were 

originally developed for the Kn scattering analysis of ref. ts). The re

sults obtained using the method of moments arc presented and discussed 

in Appendix C. 
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Appendix G 

TESTS OF THE STABILITY OF THE IWMENTS 

An extensive series of tests uere made to insure that the Kit scat

tering angular moments obtained in this analysis uere stable with res

pect to geometrical and Mnematical cuts. Additional tests uere made to 

reveal if biases uere introduced by the choice of mass bin. by the as

sumptions imposed on the acceptance calculations! or by the removal of 

high 1 and high m moments that Here seen to be consistent with zero. 

If the Monte Carlo simulation program and the acceptance calcula

tion uere not functioning properly, a change in the geometrical or kine-

matical cuts (cuts that were applied to both the data and Mont* carlo 

event samples) could lead to a change in the angular moments. The fol

lowing comparisons betueen sets of angular moments uere made to test 

this possibility. 

1) standard cuts vs. tighter MM2 (opposite Kir) cut f0.2<MM*<1.1 OeV* 

vs. 0.4<MH*<t.O GeV 2) 

2) standard cuts vs. different elastic event cut 

3) standard cuts vs. forward cosflj cut (accept only cos6j<0.9) 

4) standard cuts vs. tighter geometric aperture cuts (reduction of 

active area of trigger and of other chambers, reduced magnet aper

ture, reduced target volume, etc.) 

The moments obtained from the "standard cuts" are those presented 

in VII.0 with the geometrical and kinematics! cuts scribed in Chapter 
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V. In each of the four comparisons above, the tuo sets of moments being 

compared agreed uith each other to uithin the statistical errors from 

the fits. These results demonstrated that the original results uere not 

sensitive to the precise values for the cuts thus giving confidence in 

the Monte Carlo simulation. Some of the other tests on the stability of 

the moments included: 

1) standard moments vs. those obtained uith imaginary moments alloued 

to contribute 

2) standard moments vs. moments obtained usin<j a smooth parametriza-

tion of the acceptance moments as a function of Kn mass tto see if 

the statistical fluctuations of the acceptance moments affected 

the angular moments results) 

3) standard moments vs. moments obtained in Kn mass bins offset by 

1/2 bin uidth from the standard set 

4) standard moments vs. moments obtained uith more I or more m mo

ments in the fit, i.e.,(1S6,mS2) vs. Cl£8,m£3) 

5) moments obtained using the first 1/2 of the event sample (i.e. 

taken during the rirst 1/2 of the experimental run) vs. those 

from the second 1/2 of the sample tto test for any time depen

dence) 

6) standard moments (maximum likelihood method) vs. moments obtained 

using the method of moments 

None of the tests shoued any statistically significant differences 

betueen the moments being compared. The comparisons for the maximum 

likelihood vs method of moments, for the standard vs. tight MM 2 cut, 

and for the standard vs. tight aperture cuts were considered especially 
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important end are sKoun in figures 49-51- The comparisons shoun repre

sent the three mass bins 1.40-1.44 GeV, 1.74-1.78 GeV, and 2.04-2.12 GeV 

respectively (i.e., the mass regions of the spin 2, spin 3, end spin 4 

resonances). 

| 
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Figure 56 — Three comparisons of the standard angular moments with mo
ments obtained under differing conditions. The agreement indicates the 
stability of the standard set of moments. The moments in these three 
plots are for the Kn mass bin 1.40-1.44 GeV. 
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ments obtained under differing conditions. The agreement indicates the 
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Figure 56 — Three comparisons of the standard angular moments with mo
ments obtained under differing conditions. The agreement indicates the 
stability of the standard set of moments. The moments in these three 
plots are for the KIT mass bin 2.04-2.12 GeV. 
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Appendix D 

THE STl/OY OF THE nit CUT 

It uas found in this analysis that th* reaction K"p-*K" + (ii*n) con

tributes a non-negligable background to the strictly Kn scattering reac

tion K'p-»(K"ir+> • n, especially at low Kn mass. This background problem 

uas also encountered by previous experiments (see ref. [33)) and was of

ten handled by the simple method of cutting away events whose nil invari

ant mass hypothesis uas in the high cross section K* mass region. Such a 

out uas used in this analysis with the value for the cut chosen to be 

1.8 GeV (i.e./ events with nji mass less than 1.4 QeV uer* removed!. How

ever, for the high Kir mass region, the tvfi cut amounts to a forward cosdj 

cut. Since the bulk of the data at high Kir mass is concentrated in the 

forward cosflj region, the Mv cut drastically reduces the salhple. How

ever, very feu of the events that are removed by the nn cut for high Kir 

mass are expected to be due to the H* recoil reaction. This is due to 

several factors including the small cross section for producing K.'N»* 

cdmpared to K* n and additional suppression due to the kineHlatical res

trictions imposed in the definition of the K*n"n sample. Therefore, the 

nt cut uas not used in the high K( mass regions although events with njr 

masses of less than about 1,4 CeV were nevertheless removed by the geo

metry of the trigger (the trigger imposes a foruard cos6j cut at high K* 

mass which is, as mentioned above, nearly the same as an n* out). 
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It uas necessary to determine exactly where the nv cut should stop 

being used, so a study uas made to find the Kir mass region uhere the nir 

cut uas no longer useful for removing the N* background. It uas knoun 

from earlier stuJies that the nn cut was essential in the 0.8 to 1.3 6eV 

Kir mass region because without the cut. high order moments (such as tjg 

and tko) were found to be non-zero in regions that were expected to have 

no high order moments. Therefore, the region from 1.44 GeV to 1.6 6eV 

uas partial uave analysed both uith and without the mi cut. The results 

from this analysis is presented in fig. 59, comparing the cut and uncut 

partial uave amplitudes for the S, P. 0, and f waves. It is quite clear 

from this comparison that the nn cut has little or no effect on the 

amplitudes in this region. The decision Mas made to stop using the nil 

cut at the Kir mass of 1.56 GeV since this location would allow both the 

1430 and 1780 resonance regions .o be free from any change in 

conditions. It uas also found that the basic structure of the partial 

uaves uas not greatly changed by continued use of the nit cut above a KIT 

mass of 1.6 GeV. However, near 1.9 teV the sample size uas effectively 

reduced to an extent that the errors on the amplitudes became very large 

and the partial uave fits became unstable. 

In summary, an nrr cut removing events uith an nir invariant mass of 

less than 1.8 GeV uas imposed for the Kn mass region from 0.8 to 

1.56 EeV. This uas effective in removing the H* background from the Kn 

scattering amplitudes. For the region above 1.S6 6eV, no nir cut was 

applied and thus some N* contribution to the background can be expected 

although this contribution is known to be small. It should be noted that 

the njr cut uas not used at all in any of the angular moments results 

presented in chapter VII. 
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Appendix E 

RESONANCE FITTING PARAMETRIZATIONS 

Both the resonance fits to the moments and the resonance fits to 

the partial uave amplitudes uere based on a fairly standard relativistic 

Breit-uigner resonance form uith • Blstt-Ucisskopf barrier factor (34]. 

The exact form is given by eq. E.I: 

B(M l F.U l.r l)= MiJl 
(Kf-M^-iMJ <E.1) 

where: T ' ( V f T. t>d<Ji.R) 
W Dl(qR) 

D0(i) = 1 

D,(x) - 1 + x* 

D 2(I) = g + ax* + x* 

D5(x) = 225 + 45x* + Bx* + x* 

D«(x) - 11025 + 1575x* + 135x 4 + 10x 6 + x B 

The mass and uidth uith the subscript I uere the fit parameters for the 

L-uave resonance. The mass uith the Kit subscript uas the rl(Kir) values 

for the mass bins used in the fit. The barrier penetration factors 

D L(x) uere from a square well potential model from ref. [351. The R fac

tor (the "range" of the potential) uas fixed to the equivalent of 1 fm. 
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i. lbs £ia°n.i.n£a fits is u u moment* 

For the ease of the fits to the K* elastic scattering angular mo

ments, the following assumptions were made: 

1) The scattering represented by the moments is completely due to one 

pion exchange, 

2) The )t'| dependence of the scattering amplitude does not vary 

greatly as a function of Kir mass. 

From the discussion in chapter VIII that lead UP to er. VIII.10. it 

was shoun that the moments. ti». could be written in terms of the pro

duction amplitudes, L^+, which are defined in eq. VIII. 1. Assumption 1) 

above implies that the production parameters r e *nd ?» are both zero and 

assumption 2) implies that the production parameter b is a constant uith 

respect to M(Kir) hence the production amplitudes can be integrated over 

|t'| and the relationship betueen the t j m and the scattering amplitudes, 

• L, can be calculated explicitly. For convenience, the partial wave fit 

amplitude L (where L is the angular momentum of the wave! was created 

and defined as foUowsi 

L * *jj»_at <E.2> 

Now the following parametrization was chosen for the special spin 4 fit 
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to the tte> t?». and t»« moment*: 

r - M | (e l*'(«I + b,WKw + c lM IJ) + N s B(U t l t ,U f ,r r » 

/ Mat N sB(MB w,M0.re) 

( Mto ( b a (U^-1.98) + N. 

CE.3) 
for UK„ £ 1.9B GeV 

• - . - s B ( M f c t l M c . r c ) ) 
Q . for «»„ > 1.98 GeV 

tnd the relationship bet uteri the moments and the f i t amplitudes Has 

given by: 

t M = lOOlrr + eO[G|* + 3 0 ^ Re(DC") 
33^13 HVT3 11VT5 

t « - 70^35 Re(FG') ( £ . fl, 
143>/3 

tao = 490|G|* 
U2V17 

Note that the parametrization in eq. E.3 contains constant and linear 

background terms in the 0 wave, up to quadratic background terms in the 

F wave, and a linear background term for the high mass C nave. The re

sonance term B in the F wave uas fixed be setting the mass and width. D F 

anJ Tp . to the result obtained from the f i t to the leading t » 0 moment 

(discussed below). Therefore the f i t parameters uere: 

(Wo.rc .#1 .02 •« l .e* .b, ,b E ,b s .c, ,N£ ,NS) CE.5J 

where only the mass and width were truly important parameters. Next a 
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chi-squared ua« defined at foilous: 

*-aSmxi±rgr_ 

The FORTRAN program MIHUIT uas used to minimize the chi-squared for all 
the resonance fits discussed in this appendix. The resulting pass and 
uidth for the spin 4 object are presented in VII.D. 

For the fits to the leading moments (tjo. t»». t|or t|o>, the p»r-
ametrization used for each uas the simple no background form: 

L = Mfii N,.B(M1>1M,,.rI.) (E.7) 

uhere the respective moment uas equal to |L| Z times the appropriate 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficient. The ehi-squared uas again given by eq. E.6 
and the minimization lead to the results presented in VII.D. 

2. Ih£ resonance fit, a 12 4fci EfclA amplitudes 

The resonance fits to the amplitudes from the PUA results used the 
following parametrizations. For the P wave, the fit uas performed to the 
P uave phase as given by eq. E.4: 

siaiSp e w ' = V3 B(M t a Me TP) (E.«> 

For the 0, F, and G uaves. the fits uere performed to the partial uave 
magnitudes as given by eq. E.9: 

!«J = rV2LTTB(M K l [,M..r,) (E.9) 
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uhere x is the elasticity of the resonance. The ehi-squared uas 

therefore a sunt over partial Have phase differences or magnitude differ

ences rather than moments differences as in eq. E.G. The minimization 

resulted in the mass, width, and R for the P uave K*(495) resonance (R 

uas alloued to be a parameter in this fit only). Tor the D, r, and G 

uave leading resonances, the mass, uidth, and elasticities uere deter

mined by the minimization fits. Elastic unitarity uas assumed for the P 

uave (belou 1.12 GeV) hence the elasticity uas not a parameter in the P 

wave fit (x was fixed to 1). The result., for the resonance fits to the 

leading P, o, F, and G uave amplitudes are presented in VIII.G.6. 
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